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State-of-the-art
designs
forthreetraditional
typesof microwave
signal
sources-thesynthesized
signalgeneratol
thesweeposcillator
or sweeper,
andthepulsegenerator-make
upthe bulkof thisissue.
Allthreeareconsideredbasictestequipment,
thesynthesized
signalgenerator
for receiver
testing,
thesweeper
for component
testingandgeneral-purpose
applications.
andthe
pulsegenerator
for digitaldevicetesting.
provides
A signalgenerator
a stable,
low-noise
outputsignalat a precise
frequencyandpowerlevelandoffersflexiblemodulation
capabilities.
Thearticle
on page6 introduces
the newHP8370SeriesandHP70340
Seriessynthesized
performance
signalgenerators,
whichhavestate-0f-the-art
in thefrequency
rangeof 0.01to 20gigahertz.
Keyto theirperformance
is a newarchitecture
thatusestwo broadband
fundamental
oscillators
instead
of theoscillator
andmultipliers
of previous
designs,
totallyeliminating
unwanted
subharmonic
frequencies.
Details
ofthefrequency
synthesis
sectionarein thearticleon
page12.Themicrowave
chain.whichdivides
thesynthesized
signalandprovides
for amplitude
and
pulsemodulation.
is described
inthearticleon page17.Newprocesses
developed
for mixed-model,
production
multiple-option
of thesegenerators
aredetailed
on page30.
(pages38andt16)produceswept-frequency
TheHP83750
Seriessweepers
outputsignalsin thefrequency
rangeof 0.01to 20gigahertz.
Whileprevious
designs
lockedtheoutputfrequency
to a precisereference
onlyatthebeginning
andendof eachsweepin continuous-sweep
mode,thisnewdesignensures
outputfrequency
accuracy
throughout
fastanalogsweeps.
Likethesignalgenerators
withwhichthey
sharethisissue,thesenewsweepers
usetwo broadband
oscillators
to generate
theirbasicsignal,
e l i m i n a t i nmgu l t i p l i ear sn ds u b h a r m o n i c s .
(pages52,56,and60)offerspulserepetition
TheHP8133Apulsegenerator
ratesto 3 gigahertz
and
preciseplacement
extremely
probof the pulseedgesto helpresolve
subtletimingandsignalintegrity
lemsin fastdigitaldevices.
Available
configurations
includea singlepulsechannel,
two pulsechannels,
or a pulsechannel
anda programmable
channel
thatgenerates
datapatterns
or pseudorandom
binary
sequences.
Thedesignmakesextensive
useof hybridmicrocircuits
andcustomintegrated
circuits.
Fundamental
to the measurement
of acousticnoiseis the l/3-octavereal-time
frequencyanalyzer.
FFT
(fastFouriertransforml
analyzers
arealsousefulfor certainmeasurements.
Taking
advantage
of recent
increases
in thespeedof off-the-shelf
digitalsignalprocessing
chips,the HP3569A
real-time
frequency
provides
package
analyzer
in a singlehandheld
a dual-channel
FFTanalyzer,
a real-time
l/3-octave
soundintensityfiheranalyzer,
an integrating
soundlevelmeter,anda reverberation
timeprocessor.
The
processing
all-digital
resultsin veryhighprecision.
Thearticleon page73describes
the HP3569A,
focusing
onthedesignof itsmultirate
bankof digitalbandpass
filters.
promulgated
TheSimpleNetworkManagement
Protocol,
a computer
networkmanagement
standard
by
the InternetActivitiesBoard,hasbeenwidelyacceptedin today'sopensystemsenvironment.
Network
monitors
complying
withthisstandard
mustgathernetworkstatistics
according
to oneof the many
Management
Information
Bases,somevendor-specific,
thathavebeenregistered
onthe Internet.
TheHP
LanProbe
ll networkmonitor
implements
theRemote
Monitoring
Management
Information
Base.which
growingsupport.
wasdeveloped
by HP,Novell,
ProTools,
andothervendors
andis enjoying
Thearticle
on page82describes
thisManagement
Information
Baseanditsimplementation
in the HPLanProbe
ll.
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notthought
to theoperation
of manyproducts
microprocessor-based
systems
arefundamental
Unseen
automobiles.
Developers
of such"embedded"
ovensandmodern
of as computers.
suchas microwave
andintegrate
andsoftwaretoolsto helpthemdebug,analyze,
needan extensive
setof hardware
systems
(page90)is designed
to provide
accessto
debugenvironment
thesesystems.
TheHP64700
embedded
graphical
thatconforms
to the0SF/Motif
standard.
userinterface
thesetoolswitha single,
easy-to-use,
language
debugger,
a real-time
emulation
controlandstate
offersa high-level
Thedebugenvironment
(seepage107for a discussion
performance
interface
ol
analyzer
interface,
a real-time
software
analysis
performance
real-time
operating
sysincluding
a dynamic
analyzer),
andothertools,
thenewsoftware
intoan evenmoreextensive
canbe usedaloneor integrated
temanalysistool.
Thedebugenvironment
environment.
toolsunderthe HPSoftBench
setof software
development
R.P.
Dolan
Editor

T h ea d v a n c em
d i c r o w a vsey n t h e s i z seidg n agl e n e r a t o rssw. e e po s c i l l a t o rasn, dp u l s eg e n e r a t o r
technology
for performance,
art hybridmicrocircuit
featuredin thisissuedependon state-of-the
pose
fortheseproducts
developed
reliability,
0n the cover,someofthe microcircuits
andeconomy.
f o r a g r o u pp h o t o g r a p h .

for automating
analytical
system,
a robotarmoptimized
TheJuneissuewillfeaturethe HPORCA
Alsofeatured
will betheHPUltraVGAvideo
withsimilarneeds.
laboratory
tasksandotherapplications
HP0penODB.
Finally.
therewill
andHP'sobject-oriented
database
adapter,
theMPE/|X
operating
system,
areon practices
Engineering
Productivity
Conference-three
be sixpapersfromthe 1992HPSoftware
quality.
management
oneon configuration
technique,
for improving
software
oneon an errorhandling
tool.
for software
tests,andoneon a userinterface
development
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A New Family of Microwave Signal
Generators for the 1990s
Thisfamily
ofgenerators
includes
bothstand-alone
andmodular
versions.
A newarchitecture
andstate-ofthe-art
technolooies
result
inadvanced
performance.
by William W. Heinz, Ronald E. Pratt, and Peter H. Fisher

Microwave signal generators have been major products of the
Hewlett-Packard Company over a time frame spanning five
decades. tn the 1950s, klystron signal generators such as the
HP 618 and the HP 620 were providing calibrated sigyrals covering m4ior bands with convenient single-lcrob tuning and
basic modulation capability for testing communications and
radar receivers. The advent of baclo,vard-wave oscillator
tubes in the 1960s led to microwave swept frequency sources
that could be tuned electronically over octave bandwidths
and provided efficient component test capability.
During the 1970s, solid-state YlG-tuned (y'ttrium iron garnet)
oscillators and multipliers replaced the tubes, and with the
incorporation of frequency synthesis techniques, new dimensions in frequency stability, accuracy, and spectral purity
were realized over very broad bandwidths. Along with improved modulation, sweep capability, and programmability,
these were the contributions ofthe HP 8672,8673, and 8340
families of microwave sources, which set the standards for
the 1980s. M4ior enhancements in performance and convenience were added later in the decade with the introduction
of the HP 8360 family of synthesized sources.
Over the years, the needs of customers who use microwave
sources have become more specialized. Manufacturers of
wideband receivers must have generators with more modulation capability and wider frequency coverage, together
with excellent spectral purity and a low broadband noise
floor. People testing radars need low phase noise, accurate
power output over a wide dynamic range, and flexible, accurate pulse modulation capability. Customers working in the
communications industry need high-index frequency modulation and low phase noise, residual FM, and spurious frequency emissions. Other customers desire lighter weight
and more compact packaging.
New Signal Generators
The new HP 8370 and 70340 Series signal generators offer
cost-effective solutions for these requirements as well as for
other needs that can be anticipated for the 1990s. The HP
8370 Series includes not only signal generators for receiver
test applications but also sweepers for component test and
general-purpose applications. This article and the articles on
pages 12, 17, and 30 discuss the design and manufacturing of
the HP 8370 Series and HP 70340 Series signal generators.
The sweeper members of the HP 8370 family are Imown as
the HP 83750 Series, and are described in the articles on
pages 38 and 46.
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Six HP 8370 and 70340 signal generators have been introduced so far (see Table I). Four are in standard-rack-width,
5.25-inch-high packages and two are in Modr.rlar Measurement
System (MMS) format.

TableI
MicrowaveSignalGenerator
Gharacteristics
Model Frequency 0utput
Number Bange
Power
837314

I to 20
GHz

83732A 0.01to 20
GHz
83711A

I to 20
GHz

837124 0.01to 20
GHz

Modulation
Gapability

-90 to
Log AM,
+10dBm FM, Pulse
-90 to
Log AM,
+10dBm FM, Pulse
-90 to
CW Only
+10dBm
-90 to
CW Only
+10dBm

Physical
5.25in
high,35 lb
5.25rr.
high,35 lb
5.25in
high,35lb
5.25tr:.
high,35lb

70340A

lto20
GHz

-90 to
+10dBm

Log AM,
4/8-width
FM, Pulse MMS, 19 lb

703414

0.01to 1
GHz extension

-90 to
+13 dBm

Log AM,
FM. Pulse

l/&width
MMS. 5lb

The HP 8370 Series represents the stand-alone members of
the family. This series includes two signal generators provided with modulation capability optimized for receiver test
applications. The HP 837314 (Fig. 1) covers the frequency
range from lto 20 GHz, and the HP 83732A adds RF and IF
test capability, covering the full 10-MHz-to-20-GHz range in a
single, compact (17-inch-deep) package weighing less than
35 pounds, approximately half the weight of the previous
generation of sources. Modulation capability includes highperformance pulse modulation (rise and fall times <10 ns
and 80-dB on/offratio). AM performance has been enhanced
to provide logarithmic (-10 dBivolt) response down to -60
dB, suitable for antenna scan simulation and deep power
sweeps for amplitude compression testing of receivers
and subsystems. With the new wideband FM capability,
modulation indexes exceeding 300 are possible.
The HP 83731A and 837324 feature a built-in pulse source
that provides pulse rates from 3 Hzto 3 MHz and pulse
widths from 25 ns to 419 ms. The pulse source can be selected from the front panel or an external controller. In triggered mode, delays of 1419 ms are available for pulse return

Fig. l. The HP 837314 s1nthesizeclsignal generator is representative of the stand-alone HP
8370 Series signal generators.
This 1-to-20-GHzinstrument has
modulation capability optimized
for receiver test applications.

simulation or other applications. In addition, there are pulse
doublet and externally gated burst modes of operation, useful for receiver shadow-time measurements and simulating
various real-world signals.
There are many measurement situations in which it is desirable to have the very accurate level calibration available
at the front-panel RF corurector of the signal generator
transferred to a remote point in a system where lengths of
cable or losses introduced after switch boxes have degraded
the flatness ofthe signal. The user level correction feature
allows this to be accomplished by connecting a power meter
at the remote point with an HP-IB (IEEE 488) cable between
it and the signal generator. The generator can control the
power meter and store correction factors in memory (four
tables can be stored with up to 401 points each). Calibrated,
flat power levels then become available for accurate
measurements at remote ports.
The other two signal generators of the HP 8370 Series are
the HP 837114 and 837124, which are CW sources designed
for testing where an economical source without modulation
capability is needed, such as in exciter and local oscillator
applications. Sufficient power (+10 dBm) for mixer drive is
provided with the same low harmonic levels (-55 dBc) as
the versions with modulation.
Modular Versions
There is a market segment that has requirements for instrumentation that equals the best in the industry along with

reduced size and increased flexibility. To meet this need the
significant contributions of the HP 8370 signal generators
have been leveraged into the Modular Measurement System
(MMS) platform (see Fig. 2). Supporting an optional modular display and adding an MSIB* interface, the HP 703404
offers the same performance as its rack-and-stack counterpart, the HP 837314, at half the size and two thirds the
weight. A companion unit, the HP 703414, is a one-slot MMS
module that extends the HP 703404s capability to cover the
0.0 1-to-20-GHz frequency range. The state-of-the-art accuracy of the HP 8370 Series signal generators is maintained in
the modular versions by using the same overall architecture,
which allows the modular products to be partitioned so that
interchangeability of modules is achieved without any need
for recalibration.
The HP 70341A frequency extension module contains 0.01-tol-GHz dividers, ampliflers, modulators, and filters. Accurate
power output is maintained by placing the low-frequency
leveling detector inside the HP 703404. This allows the frequency response characteristics ofthe 0.01-to-1-GHz path to
be calibrated and stored in the nonvolatile memory of the
HP 70340.4'.Correction factors for the nonlinearities ofthe
pulse and scan modulators can be calibrated separately and
stored in the nonvolatile memory provided in the HP 70341A.

* Measurement
l\ilodular
MeaInterface
Bus,
theinternal
buso{theopen
standard
Systems
surement
System.

Fig. 2. The HP 703404 signal
generator is the Modular Measurement System version of the
HP 83731A. The HP 70341A
frequency extension module
extends the range of the HP
70340A down to 10 MHz.
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the previous generation of sources had been designed. A
simplified block diagram is shown in Fig. 5. T\vo broadband
YlG-tuned oscillators replace the YlG-tuned osci-llator and
multipliers employed in past designs and totally eliminate
the generation of subharrnonic frequencies. Broadband gallium arsenide (GaAs) monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMICs) provide the gain, output power, and variable
attenuation needed to develop the required signals. A bank
of switched low-pass fllters is used to attenuate unwanted
harmonics without degrading the fidelity of the complex
modulation placed on the carrier frequency.
FYequency extension below the 2-GHz lower limit of the YTO
(YlG-tuned oscillator) is accomplished with microwave and
RF frequency dividers, which cost less and provide higher
performance than the previously used heterodyne lowfrequency coverage. Precision, low-cost RF modulators
implemented with surface mount technologr complement
their microwave counterparts.
Fig. 3. An exampleof a modularmeasurementsystemconsisting
ofan HP 70340Asignalgenerator(highlighted)and an HP 71500.4
microwave transition analyzer.
This allows complete interchangeability of modules while
maintaining the state-of-the-art specilications.
Measurement Systems
In addition to reducing size and providing interchangeability
of modules, the HP 703404 can work with other HP MMS
products to create powerfiI, compact measurement systerns.
An example is illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows the HP
70340A and the HP 715004 microwave transition analyzer
working together to obtain sophisticated data. Fig. 4 shows
the HP 70340A being used with the HP 708414 pattern generator and the IlP 7OU2A error performance analyzer to produce a compact, modular 3-gigabit bit error rate test system.
New Signal Generator Architecture
To provide the improvements required for this new family of
signal generators, a new architecture was implemented and
technologies were incorporated that had matured only after

Fig. 4. A compact, modular 3-Gbit/s bit error rate test system consisting of the HP 70340A signal generator (highlighted), the HP
70841A pattern generator, and the HP 708424 error performance
analyzer.

8
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In addition to the use of GaAs MMICs, improvements in performance, cost, size, and weight have been attained through
the high levels of integration achieved in the microwave
chain by incorporating Duroid substrate technologr to realize directional couplers, switches, filters, and intercormects.
Previous reliance on multiple microcircuit packages connected together with coaxial cables has been supplanted
by the use of just two integrated microcircuit subsystem
packages.
The use of surface mount technologr for the printed circuit
boards provides a high degree of compactness and weight
reduction compared to previous signal generators. In addition, the levels of perforrnance required for the low-band
(divider) frequency extension could not have been realized
with the through-hole tdchnolory of the past.
Leverage and Reuse
A high level of leveraging and commonality went into the
design of the new family of signal generator products described here. The benefits ofthis approach extend to manufacturing as well, since economies of scale in fabrication,
assembly, and test provide efficiency and savings. The microwave chain subassemblies are identical in the HP 83731A
and 703404. A simple replacement of the modulators within
these microcircuits with 50-ohm transmission lines is the
only change required to produce one ofthe CW signal generators of the HP 8370 Series. Even the power supply in the
HP 8370 Series signal generators is common to all versions
and is a self-contained, Iine-driven, switching unit. Four of
the six m4ior surface mount printed circuit board subassemblies in the HP 70340A are identical to the HP 8370 Series
signal generator boards. The low-band divider board in the
HP 703414 is identical to the low-band board in the HP 8370
Series signal generators. The power supply in the MMS version is driven by the standard 40-kHz, 24-volt power bus of
the MMS mainframe.
The Modular Measurement System standard has tight specifications for electromagnetic compatibility. Fig. 6 shows the
initial results of emissions testing performed on the new
family of sources. The modular source met specifications
without any of the design modifications that were required
to make the stand-alone products pass the test.

Step
Anenuatol
2to 10GHz

External
Flll in

External
Pulsein

Extemal
logAMin

Fig. 6. Simplifiedblockdiagramof the newsignalgeneratorfamily.TWobroadband
oscillatorsreplacethe oscillatorandmriltipliersof
previousarchitectures.
The modular source can be placed in the same mainfrarne as
the signal analyzer that was used to obtain the data presented in Fig. 6. This condition must not degrade the system
performance. A test was devised that placed the HP 70340A
in close proximity to a modular scalar network analyzer
system that has a 140dB dynamic range. britial tests showed
some degradation in network analyzerperformance. This
Bel fl1.0dBpV

Stail ill MHz
Res BW 10 kHz

Att6n10dB

UBWl0 kHz

StopZl0 MHz
Swp 10.0s

was eliminated by connecting a 50-ohm load on the 0.Ftol-GHz ou@ut of the signal generator and repairing a cracked
solder joint on a coaxial cable. Retesting showed that the
presence ofthe HP 703404 could not be detected by the
wide-dynamic-range tracking generator system. Passingthis
test successfirlly is evidence of the EMI performance of the
MMSplatform.
RafO.0dBpU

Attenl0 dB

StanilMHz
ResBWfll kHz

VBWiill kHz

$opA0HHz
Swp 51trms

Ffu. 6. Initial radiated emissionstest results for stand-alone Qeft) and modular (right) prototype signal generators. The modular unit met
the specificationwhile the stand-aloneunit required further engineering.The limits shownare from MIL-STD4618, RE 02.
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Because of space constraints, the modulator drive circuits
had to be squeezed onto the power supply board. These circuits already existed on boards that are specific to the HP
8370 signal generators. Since they were designed to fit into a
standard cell, it was possible to leverage them for reuse in
the HP 703404. The microprocessor board is also specific to
the HP 70340A, but is essentially an HP 8370 CPU board
with the space used for the front-panel interface circuits on
the stand-alone board occuoied bv the MSIB interface.

were able to concentrate on developing the instrument execution routines that are a major contributor to the high performance of the product family. The display handler, frontpanel interface, and error handler processes were leveraged
from the development efforts ofseveral other products. A
significant contribution was a hardware independent SCPI
(Standard Comrnands for Programmable Instruments)
parser supplied by HP's Instmment Controller Laboratory.
The front-panel processes share a common database that
contains the requirements that are specific to each product.
The token executor is a small process that receives and outputs standardized messages in the form oftokens. The operating system ensures that the tokens are processed in a sequential manner. A unique database for each instrument
defines the actions of the token executor.

Firmware
Another example of reuse is in the area of the flrmware interfaces that exist between the hardware and the end user.
Many instruments contain more computer power than was
available in a small mainframe a decade ago. The firmware
that controls this power has to be designed just as carefully
as the microwave circuits. Reuse of firmware has played a
key role in the development of this new family of signal
generators.

Low Cost of Ownership
Each signal generator application has specific needs. The
basic architecture of this new family of sources addresses a
variety of these needs with an implementation yielding costeffective solutions. Total cost of ownership is minimized by
powerful internal verification capabilities, which can quickly
isolate a fault to a given subassembly and reduce the mean
time to repair to about four hours. The calculated mean time

A greatly simplified model of the signal generator firmware
is shown in Fig. 7, which indicates the major processes that
must be controlled by the resident operating system when
the instrument is in its normal mode of operation. All but
one ofthese processes were reused from past efforts, so we
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Fig. 7. Overview ofthe HP 8370
Series and 70340 Series signal
g e n P r a l o rf i r m w a r e .S i x m a j o r
processes are controlled by the
resident operating systcm.

before failure is greater than 20,000 hours (about 10 years of
normal use) and the recommended recalibration cycle has
been extended to two years.
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Broadband Fundamental Frequency
Synthesis from 2 to 20 GIJ:z
A broadband
fundamental
YIG-tuned
oscillator
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to a stable
phase-locked
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reference
andcontrolled
four
by
loops
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low-phase-noise
output
signal
oftheHP8370and70340
signal
generators.
by Brian R. Short, Thomas L. Grisell, and Edward G. Cristal

The frequency synthesis subsystem of the HP 8370 Series
and HP 70340 Series synthesized signal generators produces
a stable, accurate microwave carrier signal in the frequency
range from 2Io 20 GHz and delivers it to the microwave
subsystem, which is described in the article on page 17. Also,
it is in the frequency synthesis subsection that frequency
modulation is applied to the carrier.
Fig. 1 is a simplified diagram of the microwave oscillator
phaseJocked loop used in the HP 8370 and HP 70340 signal
generator families. Both VCOs in the diagram (the reference
VCO and the LO) are locked to a common stable frequency
reference (not shown in the figure). The phase/frequency
detector outputs a voltage proportional to the phase difference between the reference VCO and IF frequencies, which
after filtering and integration tunes the microwave YlG-tuned
oscillator (YTO) in a direction to drive the phase difference
error to zero.
FYequency modulation, when used, is summed into the forward path of the loop and simultaneously modulates the
microwave oscillator together with the control signal. In
dcFM mode the phaseJocked loop is opened (the integrator
nulled) and only the FM signal modulates the microwave
oscillator.
Detailed Description
A more detailed drawing of the synthesis subsystem is shown
in Fig. 2. The microwave oscillator is a pair of broadband

Phase/
Relerence FrequencY
Detectol
VCg

fundamental YlG-tuned oscillators covering 2 to 10 and 10 to
20 GHz. Each YTO relies on a high-Q yttrium iron garnet
device whose resonant frequency is proportional to its internal magnetic field. The YTO tuning circuitry consists of two
windings that control the magnetic field: a main coil, which
carries the dc control current and sets the CW frequency,
and a much smaller winding that has a broad frequency response, which is used for ac control and FM. The YTO system is locked to an intemal 10-MHz frequency standard or to
the user's external source by the phase-Iocked loop. FYequencies between I and 2 GHz are derived in the microwave subsystem by dividing the 2-to-4-GHz band. FYequencies between
l0 MHz and I GHz are obtained by additional dividers located
on the low-band subsystem printed circuit board. ALC (automatic level control), AM, and pulse modulation are added in
the microwave subsystem.
The frequency synthesis subsystem consists of four phaselocked loops: the reference oscillator loop, the local oscillator loop (LO loop), the offset oscillator loop, and the microwave YIG oscillator loop (YO loop). The entire subsystem,
excluding the sampler and the YIG oscillators, resides on
three surface mount printed circuit boards. The main coil
driver and its associated filters, amplifiers, and digital communication circuits reside on a 4-by-ll-inch board. The YO
loop, offset oscillatorloop, FM driver, and associated digital
communication circuitry reside on one 4-by-l5-inch board,
and the LO and reference oscillators and their associated
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Fig. 1. Basic IF-type phaseJocked
loop used in the HP 8370 and
70340 Series signal generators.
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digital communication circuits reside on a second
4-by-15-inch board.
A quick trip around the YO loop in Fig. 2 shows its basic
operation. A small arnount of the YTO signal near the output
of the instrument is sampled by a broadband transmissionline directional coupler and routed to the sampler, which
acts as a harmonic mixer. The sarnpler, driven by the LO
loop, produces a comb of haxmonics which down-converts
the microwave signal to the intermediate frequency (IF).
The IF and extraneous mixing products are heavily filtered
by the 5-to-140-MHz bandpass filter, then amplified, hard
limited, and converted to digital pulses.
The digital signal is divided by 2, increasing the effective
dynamic range ofthe phase/frequency detector, and becomes one of the two control signals used for phase comparison. The other control signal to the phase/frequency
detector is generated in the offset oscillator loop. This loop
provides the fine frequency resolution for the slmthesizer.
The phase/frequency detector provides a net positive or negative voltage when the IF and offset oscillator frequencies
are different. When the IF and offset oscillator signals have
the same frequency, the detector produces a voltage proportional to their phase difference. In both situations, the integrated error voltage tunes the YIG oscillator frequency in a

Fig. 2. Block diagramof the frequertcyspthesis sectionof the
HP 8370Seriesand 70340Series
syrrt,ht-'sized
signalgenerators.

direction to drive the error to zero. When the error voltage is
zero, the YIG oscillator is phase-locked and remains locked
because of the action of the integrator.
The error voltage from the integrator is frequency-diplexed
so that higher-frequency components are routed to the lowinductance FM coil, while dc and lower-frequency components a"retrarsferred to the main coil. The frequency diplexer
cutoff frequency is about 5 Hz.
Frequency Modulation
Frequencies within the loop bandwidth of the YO phaselocked loop are tracked out by the action ofthe loop. Consequently, FM rates must exceed the YO loop bandwidth to
modulate the YTO. To achieve the required FM bandwidth
(1 kHz to 1 MHz in the HP 8370 Series) the YO loop bandwidth is reduced to about 600 Hz from its nominal 30 kHz.
The high end is limited by the characteristics of the FM coil.
Some gain and frequency equalization are added in the FM
drive circuitry to flatten the overall response and provide a
nominal 5-MHz/volt sensitivity and 600-ohm impedance at
the front panel.
Also in FM mode, the dividers in front of the phase/frequency
detector are switched to divide by 64. This further increases
the detector's effective dy'namic range, thereby allowing a
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the sampler IF output (see Fig. 2). Therefore, the output
frequency of the instrument changes by the same anlount as
any frequency change in the offset loop. The offset loop has
an output frequency tuning range of 13 MHz to 26 MHz.
Depending on the instmment option ordered, the frequency
resolution can be either 1 Hz or 1 kHz.
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Fig. 3. Model 8373iA phasenoise perforrnanceat 9.999GHzand
+10dBm.
large FM modulation index. The modulation index B is defined as the peak frequency deviation, Af, divided by the
modulation frequency, f*. The phase/frequency detector is
Iimited to t2n radians, so we have the result:
Lf
- < /64
Zfi.
rm

Rearranging factors gives:

S<2n (64):402.
Because of practical limitations in the phase/frequency
detector B is limited to around 300.
Phase Noise Performance
As previously mentioned, the YO loop is able to track frequency variations within its bandwidth. This applies to noise
as well. The largest noise contributors axe the YTO, the LO,
and the offset oscillators. The LO noise is increased by the
harmonic factor of the sampler. The total phase noise at the
output of the YO loop is the YTO phase noise reduced by the
openJoop gain, plus the other loops'phase noise contributions. The noise contributions of the LO and offset oscillators axe more significant within the YO loop bandwidth, and
the YTO phase noise is the most significant outside of the
YO loop bandwidth. The YO loop bandwidth is selected to
noise
be at the frequency at which the frequency-multiplied
of the LO synthesizer and the free-mn noise of the YTO are
about equal. The noise contribution ofthe offset synthesizer
is generally insignificarrt. A typical phase noise plot showing
single-sideband phase noise as a function of offset frequency
at 9.999 GHz and +10 dBm is shown in Fig. 3.
Offset Loop
The offset loop is the phase-locked loop that sets the frequency resolution ofthe HP 8370 and 70340 Series signal
generators. The offset loop output is phase-compared with
phase/
Frequency Dilferential

3-MHz

Detector
g[o'n,".

ne;;r;r;;r$t
'E

F

1l

,b.

The offset loop ou@ut signal drives the divide-by-2 or divideby-64 circuit ahead ofthe YO loop phase detector. Because
the offset loop is phase-compared with the output of the
sampler, the spurious and phase noise performance of the
offset loop translates directly to the output of the signal generator. Stated another way, the equation relating the output
frequency ofthe offset loop to the output frequency ofthe
entire instrument has no factors of frequency multiplication
or frequency division. Therefore, given a desired set ofspurious and phase noise specifications for the signal generator
ou@ut, the corresponding specifications are required of the
offset loop.
To obtain the frequency resolution required, the offset loop
uses a fractional division scheme. A proprietary IC chip applies a digital correction technique using sigmadelta modulator technologr and interpolative analog-to-digital conversion
to shape the frequency spectrum ofthe fractional error energ/.r The shaping of the spectrum pushes the fractional error energ/ away from the carrier, where it can be filtered by
manipr,rlation of the loop response. The result is a fractional-N
phase-locked loop that is not encumbered by the sophisticated error correction circuitry ofpast fractional-N phaselocked loops. The performance is high and the cost is low.
A basic block diagram ofthe offset loop is shown in Fig. 4.
The VCO tunes from 520MHz to 1040 MHz. This is a desirable frequency tuning range because the other reference
loop, the LO loop, has a VCO that tunes from 300 MHz to 355
MHz. tn any synthesizer, it is desirable not to have the internal phase-locked loops tuning over corrunon frequency
ranges. This is to minimize coupling between synthesizers,
which could produce spurious responses. The output ofthe
VCO is well-isolated from the dividers to prevent any spurious response from the VCO itself. The dividers include the
ou@ut divider (divide by 40), and the prescaler ahead ofthe
fractional synthesizer IC. The ou@ut of the fractional synthesizer IC is phase-compared with a200-l<Ilz reference signal.
This reference is derived by dividing a3-MHz external signal
(traceable back to the 10-MHz crystal) by fifteen. The outputs of the phase detector are summed by a differential amplifier. At the ou@ut of the differential amplifier, a variablegain stage keeps the loop gain relatively constant. The VCO
tuning constant varies over the tuning range, and the frequency division number from the VCO to the phase detector
varies by afactor of 2 to 1. Both ofthese factors contribute
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Fig. 4. Offset phaseJocked loop
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to reducing the loop gain at the high end ofthe output frequency range. The vai:iable-gain stage compensates for these
variations. The result is that the phase noise response of the
loop remains relatively constant over the output frequency
range. The variable-gain stage is followed in the loop by the
loop integrator.
As previously mentioned, the spurious perforrnance of the
offset loop must be as good as the desired spurious performance ofthe signal generator output. The actual offset loop
spurious performance is over 25 dB better than required.
The phase noise performance required of the offset loop is
also set by the desired signal generator phase noise specifications. The offset loop exceeds the desired phase noise
performance at all offsets from the carrier by at least 30 dB.
The divicler at the output is the key to having so much margin in the spurious and phase noise performance. With frequency clivision at the output, the spurious responses and
phase noise are improved by 20 times the logarithm of the
division factor with respect to the carrier signal. In the offset loop the frequency division factor is 40, and the resulting
improvement in noise and spurious performance is 32 dB.
The only other performance specification that affected the
offset loop design was the switching speed. It was determined that to meet the instrument switching speed specifications, the offset loop must switch in less than 10 ms. To
obtain this specification, the loop bandwidth was adjusted
and a discharge path for the loop integrator capacitor was
provided.
Microwave Sampler
The HP 8370 Series uses a fundamental YIG oscillator to
generate the output frequency directly, instead ofmultiplying the ou@ut from a lower-frequency oscillator. This requires
that the microwave sampler be able to operate at the output
frequency (as high as 20 GHz) to provide down-conversion
for frequency control. The sampler used is borrowed from
the HP 5350 Series microwave counters.Z It is received
assembled and tested, and used as-is.
There are distortion mechanisms in the sampler that can
cause spurious signal products at its output. Some ofthese,
in tum, can cause undesired mlxing products in the synthesis
section and appear at the instrument output as spurious

Fig. 5. LO loop.
signals. An algorithm was used to search for the best sampler LO frequency for each microwave frequency to minimize spurious signals. These frequencies are stored in ROM
in the HP 8370 Series and are used to set the LO and offset
synthesizers appropriately for each output frequency band.
LO Loop
As mentioned above, the LO loop output is one of the inputs
to the microwave sampler. The LO loop, shown in Fig. 5, is a
divide-by-N phase-locked loop with an ou@ut range of 300 to
355 MHz in 0.5-MHz steps. Phase noise performarce of this
loop is critical, since its output frequency is multiplied in the
sampler to within an IF spacing of the YIG oscillator frequency. The multiplication can be as high as 66 times the LO
frequency at20 GHz, which increases the noise contribution
by approximately 36 dB. Noise performance depends on carefnl VCO design, fractional division, and a low-noise reference.
The VCO is a cost-effective but high-performance printed
circuit board varactor-tuned oscillator that uses a length of
solid coaxial cable as the inductive element. This reduces
the vibration sensitivity of the oscillator circuit because of
the inherent self-shielding of the coax.
An important feature of this VCO is the presence of two tuning inputs: a low-sensitivity input and a high-sensitivity input. The phase-locked loop uses the high-sensitivity input to
tune the VCO over the required frequency range. The lowsensitivity input has almost constant sensitivity in MHzlvolt.
This input is the one on which the loop bandwidth depends,
so the bandwidth also remains constant. Constant bandwidth helps maintain optimum noise performance. The VCO
phase noise is typically -122 rlBftlz at a 10-kHz offset.
Fractional division is used in the divide-by-N circuitry to aid
low-noise performance. A straightforward way to achieve
0.5-MHz steps in frequency would be to use a 0.5-MHz reference and a divide-by-N divider. This, however, would cause
a large multiplication of the reference noise. Instead, a 30MHz reference is used, and the 0.5-MHz steps are developed
by using a fractional divide-by-N circuit. Thus, noise is multi
plied up by a much smaller factor: 0.5/30 or approximately
36 dB less than using a 0.5-MHz reference.
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The fractional divider is realized using a combination of ECL
digital circuits and T'IL PAL (programmable affay logic). It
operates at 60 MHz.
The low-noise reference is provided by the reference loop,
which is discussedbelow.
Much design work went into the whole instrument, and the
LO loop in particular, to achieve excellent EMC (electromagnetic compatibility) performance. Again, one of the most
difficult ,tspects was the large multiplication factor from the
LO loop to the instrument ouq)ut. Special internal shielding
was developed for the VCO section on the printed circuit
board to eliminate RF susceptibility of the VCO at its oscillation frequency, an important aspect to many users of microwave signal generators whose applications are in noisy RF
environments that are rich in potentially interfering signals.
There are no adiustments in the LO loop.
Reference Loop
The reference loop, shown in Fig. 6, provides two references:
3 MIIz for the offset loop and 30 MHz for the LO loop. It also
allows the use of an external 10-MHzreference. The internal
reference is a lO-MHz printed circuit board crystal oscillator,
which is locked to either the external reference or the HP
high-stability time base option if one is present. External
references are automatically selected when present at the
rear-panel connector, and the instrument microprocessor is
notified for front-panel indication.
The printed circuit board crystal oscillator can lock over a
range greater than +500 Hz and maintains a noise level of
-155 dBc/Hz at l-kHz offset at the 30-MHz output to the LO
loop. There is one adiustment to set the unlocked frequency
of the oscillator to account for crystal variations.
The 30-MHz output is developed by frequency-tripling the
10-MIIZsignal, and the 3-MHz output is derived from the
30-MHz output by a divide-by-ten digital divider.

16
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Fig. 6. Referenceloop.
An on-board detector senses an external reference and onboard logic disables the intemal high-stability reference
while switching the reference phase-locked loop input to the
external reference port at the rear-panel connector.
Digital and Analog VO
Digital control and readback are done serially, using 16 bits.
As a self-check, the serial bus is capable of reading back the
data sent. It can also read status information from the LO
loop. Unlock indications are handled by an interrupt system to avoid constant polling overhead for the instrument
microprocessor.
Analog voltages and frequencies can be measured via a
single-line analog bus that each board can drive using local
analog multiplexers. Thus, power supplies, tune voltages,
reference frequencies, and so on can be measured for
troubleshooting and functional verification.
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'fhe

microwave chain of the HP 8370 and HP 70340 synthesized signal generator families receives the output ofthe
frequency synthesis section (2to20 GHz) and creates the
leveled signal generator output signal (0.01 to 20 GHz).

The HP 8370/70430 design takes advantage of new broadband gallium arsenide (GaAs) components to achieve the
performance goals. Fig. 2 is a block diagram of the microwave chain. Subharmonics are eliminated by tuning a pair of
broadband l'IG-tuned oscillators (YTOs) over a 2-to-20-GHz
range. Six low-pass filters reduce harmonics to less than -55

The evolution of the microwave chain was driven by the
needs of receiver test and local oscillator customers for
higher performance, and the desire to reduce size, weight,
and cost. The key performance goals were +8-dBm output
power, +l-dB level accuracy, no subharmonics, low harmonics (-55 dBc), fast (10 ns) high-fidelity pulses, and the capability for simultaneous pulse and deep (-60 dBc) amplitude
modulation to simulate rotating-antenna transmitters (Fig. 1).

dBc. The low-pass filters have wide bandwidths, so they do
not slow or distort pulses. Deep AM is linear in dB per volt
and flatness with frequency is corrected to achieve -60-dBc
depth. AM and pulse modulation can be used simultaneously.
Broadband noise in the output of a s;rnthesized signal generator affects the sensitivity of a receiver under test and degrades noise figure meter accuracy when the signal generator
is used as a local oscillator. In this design, AM noise is nrinimized by maintaining high power throughout the chain and
not placing an arnplifier at the output to boost power at the
expense of noise. The YTO determines the AM noise at
about 20 dB above the thermal noise level.

Previous architectures start with a 2-to-6.6-GHz fundamental
ba:rd, multiply to 26.5 GHz, and postfilter with a YIG (yttriunl
iron garnet) fiIter. The frequency control, ALC, AM, FM, and
pulse modulation are situated in the fundanental band for
lower cost. The disadvantages associated with this approach
are subharmonics, low power, slow pulse rise time (25 ns)
because of the narrow YIG filter, and slow AM response
when the AM is simultaneous with pulse nrodulation.

F i g . 1 . R o t a t i r r ga n t e n n a s p e c t r u n ri s a n e x e r n q r l e
of sirnultaneous
prrlst:ancl amplitLrrlernoclulation.

High Integration
Level
To lower cost while increasing perfonnance, the circuits
after the YTO are integrated on two principal microcircuits,
called the output module (Fig. 3) and the modulation nrodule (F)g. 4). This maximizes per{ormance by eliminating
transitions, connectors, and cables that add loss and nismatch. The circuits are fabricated on PTFE*-based Duroid
substrates and therefore can be relatively large without the
circuit cracking encounterecl with both thick and thin films
on hard substrates, which limits circuit sizes to about an
inch or so. Both microcircuits are soldered into plated aluminum housings. To make it possible to use Duroid substrates with traditional chip and wire bonding, a bondable
gold process was developed. Fabrication was simplified by
careful tolerance analysis and the circuits are designed to
eliminate RF adjustments, which can be costly. RF testing is
done at the higher integration level. This improves yields
over testing the lowerlevel circuits because a microcircuit
can meet overall specifications and be accepted even
-

PTFE
standsfor polvtetraflu0r0ethvlene
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the nticrowave chain of lhe HP 8370 and 70340 Scrii:s sytrthesizeclsignal gcttcrators. Most of the microcircuits are
integlrated into t,wo rnodtrles:the outpul, nurcluleattclthe moclulation ntodule.

though one of its components may exhibit high loss and
another low.
Further integration is achieved by using the amplifiers for
more than one function. The first amplifier in Fig. 2, in
addition to boosting power and buffering the YTO from AM
frequency pulling, acts as the ALC modulator. The second
amplifier is part of the pulse modulator.
Binary Dividers
The use of binary frequency dividers to generate the
10-MHz-to-2-GHz band departs from the heterod;'ne systems
used in previous broadband signal sources. The decision to
replace the microwave mixers, oscillators, and amplifiers
used in heterod;rne down-converters with high-speed digital
integrated circuits was driven by receiver test requirements
for reduced noise, harmonics, and spurious signals. Advances in frequency dividers, broadband components for
modulation and leveling, and high-density surface mount
circuits for harmonic filtering make it possible to produce
the divider system at a much lower cost than heterodyme
systems of equivalent performance.
Heterodyning a section of the microwave band to the l0-MHzto-2-GHz spectrum involves design compromises. Mixers
used in the frequency translation inherently generate inband spurious signals. Drive levels to the mixer are reduced

F i g . 3 . O r r t p u tn r o c l u l e .
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to minimize these spurs, decreasing the signal-to-noise ratio
at the mixer output. Amplification used to bring the signal
up to required levels raises the broadband noise floor as
well. The mixing process duplicates the microwave phase
noise characteristics in the RF band. FYequency division
avoids these problems. Phase noise and spurious signals are
reduced 6 dB with each octave of division. For a 70-MHz
signal this results in a 36-dB improvement over heterodSme
systems. The dividers handle moderate power levels and
result in noise-floor improvements up to 20 dB.
Frequency division introduces some different design constraints. Output waveforms are square waves with a very
rich hamronic spectmm. Third harmonics are only 9.5 dB
below the fundamental and even-order harmonics, theoretically suppressed, require fiItering. The harmonic specification of -55 dBc required filtering after the final amplification
stages. Increased filtering to remove divider harmonics was
added to the low pass-filter structures at minimal increase in
product cost.
The modular nature of the cascaded dividers allowed lowcost frequency extension of the multifunction microcircuits
from the 2-GHz low end of the YTO down to I GHz. Signal
conditioning in the l-to-2-GHz range is most economically

Fig. 4. Moclulation nroclulr

done with the distributed components in the microcircuits.
The extra octave allows the base source to supply the bands
in the 1-to-2-GHz range, which used to require several generators or a complete heterodyne system. Surface mount technology provides repeatable RF performance for lumpedelement design of the 10-MHz-to-1-GHzband.
Level accuracy is achieved by a ratioing ALC loop that is
accurate over level and temperature and is corrected for
power flatness variation over frequency.

The four-th function of the output module is microwave signal
processing for the automatic level control (ALC) subsystem.
A broadband directional coupler detector samples the average power incident on the syrrthesizer load and feeds back
the sample to the level control loop circuitrv. The variablegain traveling-wave amplifier acts as the leveling loop control
element, modulating the microwave power to the desired
level.
A PTFE-based material, RT/Duroid 5880, was chosen as the
substrate for the output module. This material has a low loss
tangent (0.0009at l0 GHz), can be processed in a printed
circuit board shop (resulting h low cost), and can be used for
large circuits that have complex outlines (urJike a large piece
of alumina, which will crack when subjected to therrtral
stresses alter being been laser-routed into a conlplicated
shape).

Output Module
The first of the two multifunction microcircuits, the output
module (FiS. 5), performs four functions. The first function
is to couple a portion of the oscillator output back to the
frequency sampler and the frequency control subsystem.
Tlvo directional couplers, each covering a YlG-oscillator
frequency band, were designed for this purpose.

Extensive use was ntade of CAD tools in the development of
the components that are integrateri into the output module.
These tools included linear circuit simulators, system simulators, and graphical layout tools. One extremely useful program, written by Jeff Meyer of HP's Systems Solutions
Division, cornputes the solution of Laplace's equation in a
two-dimensional region. The program uses the method of
moments to solve for the Laplacian potential. Properties of
unconventional transmission line structures can be analvzed

The second function of the output module is to provide
switching to route the microwave signal from the appropriate YIG oscillator band through the microwave chain.
Thirdly, the output module divides the YIG oscillator output
in the 2-to-4-GHz range by two or four to generate signals
from 0.5 to 1.0 GHz and 1.0 to 2.0 GHz. The 0.5-to-1.O-GHZ
band is used to drive the low-band circuit board, which
generates outputs in the 0.01-to-1.0-GHzrange.
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of the output nroclule
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Plated-Through
Hole
Fig. 6. Printed groundreturn with shunt stub in a diode switch
r:ircuit.
with the help of this program, and as a result, it was possible
to design circuits not realizable with ordinary microstrip
transmission line.
Switching in the output module is done with p-i-n beam-lead
diodes. TWo switches cover the 1-to-20-GHz frequency
range. One is a double-pole, double-throw switch and the
other is a single-pole, double-throw switch. It was a design
goal to use as many printed components as possible to
lower the assembly cost and ensure repeatable performance
from unit to unit. The printed ground return shown in Fig. 6
provides a dc short while passing microwave signals from 2
to20 GHz with a minimum of 20 dB return loss. The method
of moments field solver program was used to design the
145-ohm chaxacteristic impedance shunt stub in this circuit.
Since the maximum impedance achievable with a microstrip
transmission line on a 0.010-inch-thick RT/Duroid 5880 substrate is 110 ohms, it was necessary to modify the structure
by etching the gap in the ground plane as shown in Fig. 7.
The field solver was used to calculate the gap width required
to achieve 145 ohms for a fixed top conductor width of 0.006
inch. By making H;h, the transmission line impedance was
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Fig. 7. Crosssectionof 145-ohmshuntstub.
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made insensitive to manufacturing variations in the housing
dimensions and in the circuit attach process.
The leveling coupler is an asymmetric, continuously tapered,
parallel-line coupler. The nominal coupling is 20 dB from 2
to20 GHz. An RT/Duroid 5880 overlay, clamped in place
with a silicone sponge-mbber pad, is used to equalize the
even-mode and odd-mode velocities. The method of moments field solver was used to design this structure by generating a table of odd-mode impedance values versus coupling gap. This table was used to synthesize a design using
ideal coupled transmission lines. The directivity of the coupler is tlpically better than 16 dB to 20 GHz. Good directivity in the leveling coupler results in a good source match
and ou@ut level accuracy for the signal generator. The overlay and sponge clamp are thick enough so that currents are
not induced in the package lid above the coupler. This allows a smooth transition to conventional microstrip. A
broadband microstrip detector using planar doped barrier
beamlead diodes is therefore easily integrated with the coupler into a single housing. Integrating the Ieveling coupler
detector with other circuits into one module yields substantial cost savings relative to previous signal generator block
diagrams in which the coupler was a connectorized component purchased from an outside vendor and the detector
was separately housed in an expensive package. The integrated design also allows the addition of a reference diode
for temperature compensation. Figs. 8 and 9 show typical
performance for the coupler detector.
Tlvo additional microstrip couplers in the output module
cover the 2-to-10-GHz and 10-to-20-GHz frequency bands.
These couplers are used to feed back the signals from the
frequency s5'nthesis section to a frequency sampler. The
construction of the 2-to-10-GHz coupler is similar to that of
the leveling coupler. Its coupling ratio is 20 dB at 2 GHz and
rolls off at 6 dB per octave to 10 GHz. The coupler was designed this way to reduce the level of harmonics incident on
the frequency sampler. The 10-to-20-GHz coupler is entirely
planar, making it very inexpensive to manufacture. It is a
three-section, s5rmmetric coupler with a nominal 33-dB coupling ratio. The even and odd modes are equalized by a
printed capacitor at each end of the center section.

TWostatic frequency dividers generate the l-to-2-GHz band,
which is switched back into the 1-to-20-GHzpath,and the
0.5-to-1-GHzoutput drive for the 0.01-to-1-GHz
divider band.
{16 a
o
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Fig. 9. Levelingcoupler/detectorinsertion and retum loss (match).
The broadband traveling-wave arnplifier (described later) is
housed in a hermetically sealed, ceramic package. This ensures reliable perforrnance of this GaAs integrated circuit
over varied environmental conditions such as high humidity
and temperature. Caxefirl engineering ensures that the ceramic package does not degrade the microwave performance
of the traveling-wave amplifier chip to 20 GHz.
o.fi ro I
GHzln

Modulation Module
The firnctions of the second microcircuit, the modulation
module, include pulse modulation, amplitude modulation,
and harmonic filtering, all from 1to 20 GHz.This module
also contains a low-distortion combining switch for the
0.01-to-1-GHz
band. The modulation is implementedwith a
0.010-inchthin-film alumina circuit on a 0.015-inchmolybdenum carrier for thermal expansion matching and a hermetic
thick-film alumina-packaged traveling-wave amplifier. The
harmonic filtering and broadband combining switch are
implementedon a 0.010-inchDuroid substrate.Fig. 10 is a
diagram of the modulation module.
AM for the instrument is provided by a modulator containing
five shunt p-i-n diodes.r Originally designed for pulse modulation, in this case the modulator is used to provide 60 dB of
logarithmic AM. The transfer function of the AM modulator
is corrected as a firnction of modulation depth and frequency
with gain and offset DAC (digital-to-ardog converter) a4iustments. Fig. 11 shows the deviation from linearity as a function of depth and frequency. The driving function departs
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for carrierfrequenciesbetween1.0and 20 GHz.
from traditional AM in that it is logarithmic (-10 dB/V). The
log driving function is ideal for simulating large dy.namic
ranges like the deep nulls in an antenna scan pattern.
Pulse modulation for the instrument is implemented with
three GaAs ICs: two attenuators and one traveling-wave
pulse rise and
amplifier. Specifications include 10%o-to-90%
fall times less than 10 ns, pulse on/off ratio > 80 dB, < 10%
pulse overshoot, +l-dB pulse level accuracy (relative to the
CW level), and < 20-mV peak-to-peak video feedthrough.
Fig. 12 shows a typical pulse and a typical pulse on/off ratio
plot.
Attenuators. The attenuators are series-shunt-series attenuators (Fig. 13). The series elements a.re common-gate FETs
with 50-ohm resistors connected in parallel from drain to
source. The shunt element is composed of four commongate FETs cormected in parallel with some transmission line
spacing between them. This spacing contributes to a good

TimeBase= 10.0ns/div
= 10.0GHz
GarrierFrequency

Riselime = 4.9ns
FallTime= 2.05ns

{a}

Control
Fig. 13. FET attenuator.
match. It also results in a lower on/off ratio at low frequencies, where the spacing is negligible compared to a waveIength. The gates ofthe shunt FETs are driven by signals
that are complementary to those that drive the gates of the
series FETs. In the on state the series FETs are on and the
shunt FETs are off, allowing the signal to pass. In the off
state the series FETs are off and the shunt FETs are on, thus
connecting the 50-ohm resistors that are in parallel with the
series FETs to ground through the shunt FETs. This maintains a good match in the off state, unlike p-i-n diode moduIators. This preservation of match in both states contributes
to the good pulse envelope fidelity.
Amplifier. The traveling-wave amplifier is a seven-stage cascode design (Fig. 14). The gates of the common-gate FETs of
the cascode are used to control the amplifier gain. In the on
state, this control is high ar-rdthe amplifier provides about 6
dB of gain. In the off state, this control is low, pinching off
the FETs and turning the amplifier off. In this way the amplifier contributes to the pulse on/offratio. The frequency response is dominated by the gate-to-source capacitance of
the common-source FETs, so the on/off ratio is lower at
higher frequencies. The traveling-wave amplifier thus complements the attenuators, compensating for loss and on/off
ratio frequency response. AIso, the match ofthe travelingwave amplifier is maintained in both the on and off states.
Pulse Performance. Other factors that affect pulse on/off ratio
are leakages and waveguide modes. The main leakage path
is through the gate of the first series FET of the first attenuator, through the bias circuitry and into the traveling-wave
amplifier control. Bypassing is required to reduce this leakage to acceptable levels. Waveguide modes are suppressed
with polyiron and narrow charmels in the housing.

(bl

The pulse level accuracy is dominated by thermal effects in
the traveling-wave amplifier. In the off condition, the amplifier cools down. When it is turned on, the gain is initially
higher and drops as the traveling-wave amplifier heats up,
with a time constant on the order of 10 ps. Pulse level
changes are typically about +0.5 dB from CW levels.

Fig. 12. (a) bpical pulse nroclulationenvelope. (b) Tlpical pulse
modulation on/off ratic-rat +8 clBnr.

The pulse rise and fall times are dominated by the travelingwave amplifier switching time. The bypassing element
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Fig. 14. Tfavelurg-wave
amplifier.
requirements impose a lower limit on capacitance at the
traveling-wave amplifier control input. Also, there are internal capacitors on each ofthe seven stages'second gates.
The drive source impedance is nonlinear: the off-state impedance is low, and the on-state impedance is 50 ohms. A
low impedance for the off state provides quick discharging
of the bypass capacitance, and the matched impedance for
the on state maintains good pulse envelope fidelity (a lowimpedance driver in both states would cause pulse overshoot and ringing). The driver used is simply a low-sourceimpedance circuit with a 50-ohm series ou@ut resistor and a
Schottky diode in parallel with the 50 ohms (Fig. 10). For
signal generator models without AM and pulse modulation
the carrier circuit is replaced by a through line on a Duroid
substrate.
Filters. The < 55-dBc harmonic performance of the instmment is achieved with a switched low-pass fllter assembly.
Six filters connected between two 1P6T (one-pole, 6-throw)
p-i-n diode switches strip the harmonics from signals between I GHz and 20 GHz. The output combining switch also
includes an extra throw for 0.01 to 1 GHz, making it a 1P7T
switch. Harmonic filtering is not done for this path. The p-i-n
diode used for this throw is a l-us-lifetime diode. which
maintains the harmonic performance down to 0.01 GHz.
Fig. 15 shows typical second-harmonic performance;
higher-harmonic performance is typically better.
The low-pass filters are distributed quasi-elliptic low-pass
filters. They were computer optimized, emphasizing aboveband spurious response. The lower three filters are asymmetric, which gives almost double the number of distinct
transmission zeros in the stop band, and they are cascaded
with five-element, higher-frequency, distributed low-pass
filters to reduce spurious transmission bands.
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The next two filters are optimized, symmetric, distributed
Chebyshev low-pass filters. The last fiIter is only four shunt
stubs on a 50-ohm line. This makes its loss lower, and it is
easy to cut offthe stubs to create a 50-ohm through line. The
filter cutoff frequencies are 1.65 GH2,2.75 GHz, 4.80 GHz,
8 GHz. I2.8GHz. and,2l GHz.
Switches. The p-i-n switches are compensated to match the
off diodes' capacitance. The input splitting switch has four
series-series arms and two series-shunt-shunt arms, the latter for isolation and low loss at higher frequencies. The output combining switch has six series-shunt arms and a 0.01to-l-GHz arm farther down the line. In the 0.01-to-1-GHz
arm, the long-lifetime p-i-n diode's capacitance serves as the
middle element of a five-element distributed low-pass filter.
The bias elements are distributed where possible for low
cost, and all have capacitive feedthroughs to connect to a
standard printed circuit board for bias switching circuitry.
An example will illustrate the operation of the switches (see
Fig. 10). Consider the operation at 2 GHz Only the LPF2
path is biased on and all other paths are biased off. This is
accomplished by the application of +15V to J18 and a negative current for J4, J5, J12 through JI4, andJ24. J10 and Jl1
are each connected to 330 ohms to ground. The +15V on J18
forward biases CR4, CR21, and CR22, the current being set
by the voltage and the 330-ohm resistors. CR10 is reverse
biased by this same +15V, and the path through LPF2 is established. The other paths' negative crrrents forward bias
CR2, CRg, CRll through CR16, CR18, and CR19. This also
sets up a reverse bias on CRl, CR3, CR5 through CR8, CR17,
CR20, and CR23 through CR28. Thus the signal can only
flow through LPF2. An important consideration is that the
low-pass filters that are off do not disturb the match. For
this reason series-only diode switches can't be used. For
example, if CR9 were not present, LPFl's output reflection
coefficient, which has magnitude unity and arbitrary phase
because of the line lengths required to connect the circuit,
could resonate with the capacitance of reverse biased CR3
to make a short circuit at the ou@ut switch's common pole.
The input switch uses series-series diodes to combat the
same effect, which works only because of the finite Q of the
reverse biased diode's capacitance.

-90
0246810
CarrierFrequency
{GHz)
Fig. 15. \rpical second-harmonic levels measured at an output
power of +6 dBm.

Low-Band Output Section
The low-band section (Fig. 16) provides the l0-MHz-tol-GHz freqrrency band by dividing the 500-MHz-to-1024-GHz
signal produced by the divide-by-four circuits in the output
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Fig. 16. Block diagram ofthe low-band output section, which provides 10 MHz-to-l GHz frequency coverage

module microcircuit. The low-band input signal is divided,
amplified, filtered to reduce harmonics, and detected for
automatic level control (AIC). For modulated signal generator models, Iogarithmic AM and pulse modulators are inserted between the divider output and the amplifier input.
The -55-dBc harmonic requirement inspired placement of
filters at the end ofthe signal chain, easing the linearity
constraint on the circuit blocks preceding the filters.
To minimize the impact on the cost of the 1-GHz-to-20-GHz
base model, a modular design approach was taken. The lowband system consists of self-contained CW, modulation, and
directional bridge detector printed circuit boards. Leveling
is accomplished by ALC detection and drive signals with
characteristics similar to the microwave system, allowing
common use of the ALC circuits. This results in a system to
which either a CW or a modulated frequency extension can
be added without affecting the l-GHz-to-20-GHz band.
Dividets. The divider block consists of a through path for the
500-MHz-to-1-GHz signal from the microwave output module
microcircuit and six cascaded divide-by-2 stages to develop
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the full 10-MHz-to-1-GHz band. A broadband limiting amplifier is used to sum aII seven octaves of divider outputs. The
limiter's output is a 0-dBm square wave with good match.
Power level at this point is relatively independent of divider
drive levels. Because of the performance limitations of the
dividers above 300 MHz and the finite bandwidth of the limiter, second harmonics are as high as -12 dBc. Third harmonics reach the -9.5 dBc level predicted by analysis of a
square wave.
Output Amplifier. One output amplifier covers the entire
10-MHz-to-1-GHz band. It consists of four cascaded gain
stages with a p-i-n diode modulator between the first two
stages. The 25-dB-gain amplifier provides a minimum power
of +24 dBm. A 40-dB-dynamic-range p-i-n diode modulator is
used for ALC. For a stable ALC loop bandwidth over all
power levels, a constant dB/volt transfer function is desired.
A shaped exponential current driver ensures a 3-dB/volt drive
characteristic that closely matches that of the microwave
system.

GainStages
#2
10to 10fi1MHz
0 dBmfrom
Frequency
Dividers

levels. The insertion loss of the network is typically 3.5 dB.
The network occupies a 3.5-by-4.5-incharea.
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Fig. 17. Low-band logarithmc AM modulator.

Harmonic Filters. The low-band switched low-pass filter network covers two decades from l0 MHz to 1000 MHz. Implemented entirely as a lumped-element design with surface
mount components for compact size, the network consists
of 14 low-pass filters, three high-pass filters, the p-i-n diode
switches, and drivers to select the switches. The low-pass
filters are spaced two per octave, providing 45 dB of secondharrnonic rejection at the low end of the band and greater
than 55 dB of third-harmonic rejection. Stop-band spurious
responses are lower thar -50 dBc through 2 GHzto suppress
the very rich harmonic spectrum of the dividers.
AII filters are seventh-order elliptic designs. Elliptic filters
have the very steep transition band required for secondharmonic rejection by virtue of transmission zeros in the
stop band.
The network is separated into three frequency bands, each
with an input high-pass filter to eliminate lower-frequency
video components generated by the pulse modulator. TWo
filters covering 500 MHz to 1000 MHz are grouped together
as one band to minimize insertion loss by keeping path
lengths short. The six filters that span 64MHz to 500 MHz
serve double duty as harmonic filters for this range and as
postfilters for the remaining six 10-MHz-to-64-MHz low-pass
filters. The filters have stop-band spurious resonances primarily because of the self-resonance of the inductors used.
For the lower-frequency bank of filters these occur below
the 1000-MHz system bandwidth. High-order divider harmonics would degrade the -55-dBc harmonic performance
should they fall on a stop-band spurious response. All signals in the l0-MHz-to-64-MHz filter bank are subsequently
routed through a filter in the 64-MHz-to-500-MHz bank to
suppress the spurious responses. For example, when the
32-MHz filter is selected, the signal is further filtered by the
256-MHz low-pass filter. Spurious resonances of the remainder of the fiIters are above 1000 MHz, where the gain roll-off
of the output amplifier effectively reduces the high-frequency
harmonic content of the dividers.
LongJifetime surface mount p-i-n diodes axe used in all lowfrequency filter paths to prevent distortion at higher power

Amplitude Modulation.The low-band logarithmic amplitude
modulator is a broadband 10-MHz-to-1000-MHz design. It is
used with an open ALC loop, in the hold position of the
track-and-hold mode. This avoids reduction of modulation
bandwidth during simultaneous pulse modulation and AM, a
limitation of previous ALC systems. AIso, AM depth is not
restricted to the floor ofthe level detector. Since there are
separate modulators for AM and Al-C, the full 60-dB AM
range is available at all power levels. However, without AIC
feedback to correct for inaccuracies or drift, the modulator
must exhibit constant drive sensitivity and flat frequency
response at all attenuation levels.
The modulator is a three-stage differential amplifier capable
of 75-dB dynamic range at 1000 MHz (Fig. 17). Each stage
consists of two cross-coupled differential pairs. Cross coupling results in a transfer characteristic that is the gain difference of each pair. Gain is controlled by varying the difference current in the emitters of the differential pairs. Minimum
gain occurs when both pairs are driven at exactly the same
current level, the signal at one collector canceling the signal
from the other.
The fust stage (Fig. 18) is always in the limiting mode, driven
at a high RF level. The ou@ut signal is independent of the
10-MHz-to-1000-MHz level and is equal to I-o6R", the difference current of the two pairs times the collector resistance.
At low attenuation levels this signal is enough to fully switch
stages 2 and 3. The final output is again the difference current, I-o.1, into the load resistance R". As attenuation is increased, I,r.,o6is reduced. Eventually the signal from the first
stage is too small to fully switch stage 2 and stage 2 cannot
fully drive stage 3. The gain ofthese output stages is now
dependent on the drive levels of the previous stage as well
as the difference current, Ip66, &t the differential emitters.
When the output signal is plotted as a function of I*o6 on a
logarithmic scale, gain is seen to vary from 20 dB per decade
change of I-o6 at low attenuation levels to 60 dB per decade
change of 111o6at high attenuation levels. Generating Imod
from an exponential current source and then shaping the
input to the exponentiator results in a -l0-dB/volt modulation
input characteristic (Fig. 19).
A minimum current, I5i*, is always run through both sides
of the differential pairs to keep the transistors operating at a
high gain-bandwidth point. This prevents the modulator frequency response from changing when the modulator drive is
changed. Temperature stability is inherent because the stage
gain is the difference between the two monolithic differential
pairs, which tend to drift at the same rate.
Pulse Modulation.The 10-to-1000-MHzpulse modulator is
composed of two single-pole, double-throw GaAs switches.
On-off ratios greater than 90 dB are achieved with just two
devices. An interesting feature of this modulator is the
three-speed variable-rise-time control. This feature is necessary because the switched low-pass filter network follows
all of the modulation. If the RF rise time is too fast going
into a filter, the output of the filter shows an excessive
amount of ringing and overshoot. The variable RF rise time
is achieved by low-pass filtering the complementary control
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Fig. 18. LogarithmicAM modulator differential gain stage.

voltage inputs of the GaAs switches. Passive RC filters are
used, with an analog switching network to select one of
three sets offilters. The three rise times correspond to three
frequency bands: 10 to 64 MHz, 64 to 500 MHz, and 500 to
1000 MHz.
Power Leveling
The automatic level control (AIC) system is a feedback loop
that allows precise control of the microwave output power
level over the signal generator's full output power range
(from maximum power to -90 dBm) and frequency range
(0.01 to 20 GHz). The main components of the ALC system
are shown in Fig. 20. The microwave ou@ut power is
sampled by the microwave coupler and detected by the
diode sensing element. The diode transfer function is highly
nonlinear and varies significantly with temperature. However, over a large part ofits dynamic (operating) range, the
detector's dc voltage output changes by approximately a
decade for a 10-dB change in microwave input power. If this
detector output voltage is logarithmically converted, the
overall transfer function of the detector and the logarithmic

amplifier is approximately a constant. AI25"C this constant
varies from 4 to 6 mV per dB of input power change.
Tfaditionally, Iogarithmic amplifiers have been used at the
outputs of microwave detectors to compensate for the nonlinear diode transfer function. The transfer function ofthe
microwave amplifier gain as a function of gain control voltage complements that of the detector and log amplifier and
is instrumental in the determination of the system loop transfer function and the control system bandwidth. The gain of
the microwave amplifier can be adjusted over approximately
a 35-dB range by applyrng a control voltage to the secondgate control line. This increases the harmonic distortion
generated by the amplifier, especially near the device pinchoffvoltage, but the harmonics axe adequately filtered before
entering the microwave coupler and therefore have minimal
effect on the level accuracv.
(continued
onpage28)
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lnternalPulseMode
pulsemode
provides
Ininternal
thepulsegenerator
TTl-level
signals
t0 drivethe
pulsemodulator
of theHP83732A
andthesyncandvideooutputs
onthefront
panel.
parameters
Three
fromthekeyboard
HP-IB
canbecontrolled
orthrough
(IEEE
488,IEC625)commands.
These
arethepulserepetition
interval,
thepulse
width,andthedelayfromsyncto video.
Thesyncoutputpulsewidthis a fixed
pulsewidthis programmable.
pulse
50ns,whilethevideooutput
TheRFoutput
widthisthesameasthevideooutputminus
RFpulsecompression.
Boththesync
andvideooutputs
havea nominal
50-ohm
outputimpedance.
Theyprovide
+5
voltsintohighimpedance
than+2.5voltsintoa 50-ohm
load.Inthis
andgreater
"negative
mode,
delay"ispossible
lseebelow).
TriggeredPulseMode
pulsemode
provides
Intriggered
thepulsegenerator
thesameTTL-level
signals
pulsemode.
asin internal
However,
thepulse/trigger
connector
0nthefrontpanel
input.
Thisexternally
isusedasa trigger
supplied
trigger
signalprovides
thepulse
repetiti0n
interval.
lt isrising-edge
triggered
froma pulsegreaterthan
25nswide.
0nlythepulse
widthanddelayparameters
arevariable.
Thesyncoutputisgeneratedat a fixedminimum
timedelayfromthepulse/trigger
input.
Thepulsegeneratorrejects
triggers
during
themiddle
of a cycle.
Thus,
thepulsegenerator
can
divide
anexternal
trigger
inthismode.
source
PulseDouhletMode
Inpulsedoublet
modethepulsegenerator
operates
inthesamemanner
asin
pulsemode,
triggered
butwithadditional
capability.
Theexternal
trigger
signalis
pulsemode.
alsopassed
through
t0 thepulsemodulator
Thus,
it is
asin external
possible
to gettwopulses
outforeachinputpulse.
Thefirstisjusttheexternal
pulsemodeoutput,
whilethesecond
iscontrolled
bythedelayandpulsewidth
pulsemode.
settings
fortriggered
lfthetwopulses
overlap,
thenjustonelarge

il-l
Count
Value

0
SyncOut

Video
Begin
Pulse
Video
End
Pulse

Video
0ut

pulse
generator
Fig,2.lnternal
timing
relationships.
pulseresults,
withtheleading
edgedetermined
bytheexternal
inputsignal
and
thetrailing
edgedetermined
bythepulsegenerat0r.
GatedPulseMode
Ingatedpulsemodethepulsegenerator
responds
to theexternal
inputina level
sensitive
manner.
Whiletheexternal
inputis high,thepulsegeneratorfree-runs
pulsemode.
asin internal
lftheexternal
inputis low,nopulses
aregenerated.
Thepulsegenerator
input,andalways
triggers
0ntherisingedgeof theexternal
pulses.
outputs
complete
0nlythepulsewidthandthepulserepetition
interval
arevariable.
(continued
onpage28)

generat0r
internal
Fig.l. HP83732A
signal
pulsegenerator.
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lmplementation
Thepulsegenerator
isbased
ona single-counter
design.
Timing
of width,rate,
fromone24-bitup-counter.
Fig.1 shows
thebasic
anddelayarealldetermined
Thecounter
counts
upfromzeroto {N-1),giving
a totalcountlength
architecture.
thecontrol
word,a pulseisgenerated
that
of N.Whenthecountvaluematches
Theresetpulse
synchronously
resets
thecounter
t0 zeroandthecyclestartsover.
isalsothesyncoutputpulse,
marking
timezero0fthecycle.

loop bandwidth is least at high frequencies and high power
Ievels. The loop bandwidth is greatest at lower frequencies
and low vernier levels. The integrator pole was chosen so
that amplitude level switching time is short enough at the
minimum loop bandwidth, loop peaking is minimized, and
loop stability is ensured at the maximum loop bandwidth.

The integrator provides the dominant pole in the system and
the next closest pole is from the log amplifier. As the detecthebeginning
of thevideo tor voltage decreases, the log amplifier gain increases and
There
aretwootherregistered
comparators.
Onemarks
pulseandtheothermarks
theend.Thecontrol
wordsare24-bitvideobeginand
its pole decreases in frequency. A limiter on the log amplifier
intothe
videoendinputs.
A smallset-reset
statemachine
converts
thesepulses
gain at low input levels establishes the minimum pole frepulse.
actual
videooutput
Fig.2 shows
thedetails.
Videobeginandvideoend
quency. This prevents loop instabilities during transients in
asa reset
signal,
making
signals
occuning
simultaneously
aredefined
a zero
which no microwave signal is present at the detector input.
pulsewidthpossible.
Also,negative
delayfromthesyncoutput
t0 thevideooutThe next pole is set at 100 kHz on the traveling-wave ampliputis possible
placement
ofthevideobeginandvideo
because
of thearbitrary
fier second gate control line. This reduces noise outside the
en0purses.
ALC loop bandwidth.
Theentirepulsegenerator
iscontained
in oneXilinxXC3030
field-programmable
gatearray.
interface
is included
inthegateanayto allowload- The dynamic characteristics of the loop have been reviewed
AnBB-bit
serial
and the need for the log amplifier in the feedback path has
pulsegenerator
ingallof thenecessary
control
datafromthemaininstrument
generator
microprocessor.
Thepulse
isclocked
at 40MHz,soallprogrammable been discussed. The log amplffier output voltage Vo is:
parameters
have25-nsresoiution
Vo:\lnff61oa4"utR).
parts.
Thisdesign
isapproximately
equivalent
t0 25to 30SSI/MSI
standard
There are two temperature dependent terms: V1,which varies linearly with temperature, and a less predictable parameDouglas
A.Larson
ter, I"u1. Isal and \ axe paxameters of the logging transistor.
Development
Engineer
Statically, incorporation of the log amplifier in the feedback
ParkDivision
Stanford
path presents a problem and the nonlinear and thermal characteristics of the diode need to be compensated. Historically, these problems have been overcome through extenAs shown in Fig. 21, the transfer function of the travelingsive characterization of diodes and log amplifler shaping
wave amplifler ou@ut power as a function of control voltage
techniques. Once data has been acquired on a diode's charis approximately linear in dB/volt over most of the output
acteristics, temperature compensation is applied to the refadiustment range. The rest of the components in the feederence path of the integrator. This method is inherently less
back loop are linear in volts/volt (integrator, microwave
accurate because ofthe assumption that all diodes have
filters, cables, etc.). Therefore, ifthe cascade oflinear
identical characteristics. The dual log leveling loop circumcomponents has gain A, the loop gain will be approximately
vents both the thermal and the nonlinearity problems. The
A(5 mV/dB)(l0 dB/V).
effect of the dual logging transistor is that the error terms
associated with Vt and I..1 are ratioed out. The reference
gain
Once the loop
is set, the control loop bandwidth can be
detector in thermal contact with the feedback diode has a
set by choosing the RC values ofthe integrator. Changes in
similar effect: the nonlinearities and thermal variations of
loop gain will directly affect loop bandwidth. Since the dethe diodes are also ratioed out.
tector transfer function changes as the diode is operated at
higher power levels and the traveling-wave amplifier gain
control saturates at higher control line voltages, there is a
decrease in loop gain at high vernier levels. This in turn
causes a corresponding decrease in loop bandwidth. The
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Fig. 21, Microwave (traveling-wave) amplifier output power as a
function of control voltage.
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The input to the reference detector is a l-MHz sinusoidal
signal. Its level can be precisely controlled with a DAC and
it exhibits excellent temperature stability. Thus, given the
symmetry of the reference path to the feedback path, the
coupled microwave output power will be adjusted by the
action of the servo loop to be identically equal to the power
ofthe reference. All dynamic errors ofthe loop are calibrated
out with the vernier calibration algorithm. In this algorithm,
the DAC is stepped and the instrument output power is recorded. Then a curve is fit to the pairs of points, giving power
out as a function of DAC number. Thus, for any desired output power, the required DAC value can be computed. This
eliminates the need for adlusting operational amplifier offset
voltages and compensates for slight differences in detector
characteristics.
The most significant remaining sources of error within the
feedback system are differential thermal characteristics in
the detector and logging transistor pairs. The temperature
drift caused by these effects is less than t0.15 dB over the
operating range ofOoC to 55"C. The largest sources oferror

A frequency flatness calibration digital correction table is
generated to compensate for component losses outside the
leveling loop and correct the frequency unflatness of the
microwave coupler, thereby relaxing the design constraints
on the coupler. HP's proprietary planar doped barrier diodes
are instmmental in achieving the tight level accuracy specifications over the vernier operating range (see Fig. 22). Unlike their Schottky diode counterparts, planar doped barrier
diodes have consistent frequency flatness independent of
operating power level.
-3.5
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The project team for the HP 8370 and 70340 Series synthesized signal generators attempted to develop the requisite
manufacturing processes in parallel with the product design.
Key manufacturing and R&D personnel were collocated and
functions were blur:red as necessary to accomplish this objective. The lab pilot run used the planned manufacturing
processes and personnel as soon as possible. By developing
many of the production processes early, we were able to
leverage the production tests to perform additional design
characterization. Several new processes were developed to
accomplish the overall objectives of quality, efficiency, and
flexibility for a mixed-model, multiple-option production line.
In this article, we describe the design-for-assembly philosophy, the integrated assembly and pretest stratery, the implementation of online video-image production procedures, and
the networked computing test environment.
Design for Manufacturability
A number of design features facilitate the mixed-model
production mode. The microcircuit chain is integmted and
maintains the same form factor and connector locations in
modulated and unmodulated instruments. The housings and
covers axe common parts. With the exception of the front
panel, all the sheet-metal and chassis parts, including the
subpanel and the rearpanel, are identical across the family.
The form factor of the circuit boards allows mounting in
both the Modular Measurement System (MMS) and the HP
System II enclosures. The interconnect strategy allows the
simple addition of further enhancements by including
excess capacity.

these parts are riveted at the fabrication site, saving an
estimated 44 parts in final assembly. Another part reduction
is realized by attaching the display RF shield to the subpanel
by a semipierce method. A hinged board service strates/
was reengineered early in the development to eliminate a
few dozen parts and replace them with one paxt.
The tang deck includes sheet-metal features that hold the
boards in their service positions (see Fig. 1). This design
change was directly driven by early production engineering
involvement. In addition to part savings, the assembly is
much simplified. To a great extent, the unit assembles from
the top down and assembly reversals are minimized.
Assembly and Pretest
The HP 8370 and HP 70340 Series microwave signal generatorc are assembled and tested using a modern "layered" manufacturing approach combining video-image-aided instmctions and in-situ testing by the assemblers. The traditional
approach has been to assemble and test the various boards
and modules separately with dedicated fixtures and then
bring them all together to be tested as a flnal product. This

The design-for-assembly philosophy adopted at the begirming
ofthe project is evident in the final design. There are several
examples of part count reductions. The main deck assembly
for the HP 8370 Series is a prime example. Instead of being
screwed together on the assembly line, large portions of the
chassis are riveted together at the sheet-metal facility. This
reduces inventory and assembly costs. It also improves quality by guaranteeing that all the parts fit together. An error in
fabrication is discovered soonel and less scrap is produced.
The main deck assembly includes the main deck, the tang
deck, the rear panel, two side struts, the fan cover, the oscilIator bracket, the rear frame, and some hardware. Instead of
pressing in captive inserts and screwing the parts together,
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Fig. l. HP 837314 showing the tang deck with board in service
position.

Ret/L0Pretests

Scan/Pulse
Pretest

Microprocessor
Pretests

ALCPretests

HPtB70-Specific HP703tl0-Specilic
Power,FanPretests

YIGDriverPretests
PowerSupplyPretest

Y0 Loop/FMPretesl

OffsevY0Pretests

Fig. 2. Manufacturing pror:ess flow, showing integrated assembly and pretest steps

method can often lead to costly instnment-level troubleshooting and rework. Also, the assembly and test functions
have historically been executed by separate personnel.
By testing the signal generator layer by layer (subassembly
upon subassembly) we reveal as many potential failures as
possible at their earliest and hence least costly points of
opportunity. The term pretest, as used in this article, simply
refers to testing an assembly short of the finished product
and applying interim test criteria. We argue that the successful implementation of this approach, integrated with robust
product design, will prove advantageous to companies with
a highly diverse product mix and with medium to high
production volumes.

"pretest 2" procedures. This gives the line maximum flexibility. In Fig. 2, process steps that are pretests are indicated by
open boxes. This partitioning largely follows the signal generator block diagram. Note that a number of items such as
microcircuit modules, printed circuit boards, and power
supplies are assembled elsewhere and may undergo additional prior screening. The assembly and pretest process
described here is at the instrument Ievel only.
Each assembly and pretest station consists of a wellequipped workbench with a computer terminal and an adjacent test equipment rack (see Fig. 3). A dedicated material
handler ensures that kits are available to assemblers when

In addition to early problem discovery pretesting during
assembly offers a number of other benefits. First, this
method minimizes the cost of building, documenting, and
handling test fixtures, jigs, adapters, and the like. Except for
the test racks, any "fixturing" should be built into the product
itself. Second, each assembly is tested in the actual instrument environment. Therefore, the assembly is subjected to
more realistic component variations than by an ideal fixture.
Finally, the discovery and resolution of failures early in the
production process helps minimize costly cycle time resulting
from failures in the final test stage of the process.
Approximately 23 principal assembly and pretest steps must
be performed before the instrument is considered complete
and begins final testing. The actual number ofsteps differs
from model to model within the signal generator family.
These steps are presently divided between two workstations
or cells, Pretest 1 and Pretest 2, as shown in Fig. 2. Both are
essentially identical and can handle all "pretest 1" and

Fig. 3. Assembly/pretest workslalion.
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needed. Hardware and other frequently used pafts are stored
in easy-to-reach bins on cantilevered arms at the fully adjustable, ergonomic workstations. Equipment commonality
ensures that any pretest can be run at any pretest station.
A common operator interface is shared between the pretest
station and other process workstations. This interface is
provided by an HP 9000 Series 300 computer with a color
graphics display rurming the HP-UX* operating system, the
X Window System, HP BASICruX, and a test executive that
generates menus. There is tremendous flexibility in this
scheme. Assemblers and other test operators need very little
additional training to become immediately productive on
new workstations in the line.
Once an assembler logs onto the pretest station terminal,
the video display presents the menus for product, station,
and procedure selection. When the appropriate instrument
type and station are selected, a menu listing the stepwise
sequence is displayed (see Fig. 4). When a step is selected
the test executive loads the proper assembly or test software and directs and prompts the operator by means of a
series of images.

Running

Fig. 4. Example of test executive
menu for assembly and pretest
steps.

level of assembly. This step can provide information that the
functional verification procedwe cannot. Boards are tested
for performance criteria such as frequency accuracy and RF
power output. Each of the pretests takes approximately five
minutes or less to execute. This is insignificant with respect
to total process flow.
The system is intended to be simple. Each pretest provides
pass/fail information to the operator. If the DUT fails, the
assembler removes the last failed subassembly and passes it
to the defect elimination station (Fig. 5) for troubleshooting.
A lcrown-good module from a pretest buffer is substituted
for the failed module so that the unit can continue with minimal delay to the next assembly process. Consecutive failures
on the retried pretest require the operator to ask the defect
elimination technician for assistance. The defect elimination
station has a more extensive diagnostic test station and a
known-good instrument, which assist the technicians in isoIating failures to the component level. Once the failure
cause is determined, the module is reworked, if possible,

Tfires of Pretests
After an image-aided assembly procedure has been completed, the next step is often what is referred to as a functional verification pretest. This test leverages built-in test
features and merely requires ac power and an HP-IB (IEEE
488. IEC 625) corurection to the test rack. F\rnctional verification tests use the digital and analog buses to determine
power supply voltages, data readback capability, miscellaneous analog voltages, digital flags, and so on. In other
words, is the DUT (device under test) minimally functional?
The principal goal of this test is to determine, with a high
degree of confidence, whether the DUT has been assembled
correCtly. A well-written explanation of a similar self-test
and analog bus strategy can be found in reference 1.
The next step is the performance pretest, which uses equipment in the test rack to determine if the assembly is providing outputs within the specifications necessary for the next
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Fig. 5. Pretest/defect elimination rack

and delivered to a buffer of loown-good modules for future
use in the assembly/pretest process.
Since in this scheme the assemblers are responsible for
screening their own assemblies, the assemblers must be
trained adequately to a relatively higher level of competence, that of assembler/pretester. They must be comfortable interacting with a video ternrinal and in handling live
equipment. Additionally, there are some limitations on the
pretests themselves. These are primarily related to speed
and personnel skill set. First, the typical manufacturing process requires that board and module pretests should be
short in duration for higher total throughput. Second, they
should be high-value tests that do not require too much interpretation. Relatively high-skill-level operations such as
adiusting potentiometers and interpreting oscilloscope traces
generally do not lend themselves to this approach. This may
exclude phase noise or switching speed tests, for example.
Pretests also may not catch heat related problems or intermittent failures because of the relatively short periods of
instrument operation.
Defect elimination troubleshooting tests are more detailed
and extensive than pretests, and pretests in turn are a superset of the functional verification tests. Each board has a
number of analog, digital, and RF test points available to the
defect elimination technician for troubleshooting in addition
to the ou@uts tested in pretest. The microprocessor board
performs its own low-level self-test on power-up, checking
power, RAMs, clock, and so on, and indicates test status by
means of on-board LEDs, an especially useful feature.
Success Factors
It has been estimated that at least 7U/oof a product's life
cycle cost is determined in the design stage. Hence the modern emphasis on design for manufacturability and design for
testability as keys to competitive advantage.z The adoption
of a test-as-you-build approach naturally imposes its own
specific considerations (see "A Design for Manufacturability, Design for Testability Checklist," at right).
It should be noted that this approach benefits most from a
project or systems engineer that acts as the system architect
and oversees the partition of top-level (instrumentJevel)
specifications into required traceabie "hard" specifications
at the module or printed circuit board assembly level. This
activity will become even more important as firms attempt
to leverage designs from product to product and consider
make-or-buy and internal-or-external decisions. Early hard
specifications under the control of a single chief engineer
best allow for successful concurrent design, manufacturing,
and test. Experience is unquestionably important in this
activity.
Concurrent test development always involves hitting a moving taxget. This is particularly true in this scheme because
specification and test scope changes below the final instrument level have a direct impact on the pretests. Board-level
and module-level specifications may be inadequately derived
or documented early in a program. There may be problem
vendors. Special orders and options added later in program
development will impact hardware and firmware designs.
For a discussion of design for testability and the importance
of adequate partitioning see reference 3. A good axgument

A Design for Manufacturability,
for Testability Checklist

Design
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aremicroprocessor-board
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anditsassembly
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for the general concepts of robust design and specification
tolerances is presented in reference 4.
Networked Computing and Test Environment
If pretests could accurately test all of the parameters that
determine the performance of the instmment, no further
testing would be necessary. However, in complex instruments like the HP 8370 and 70340 Series slmthesizers, there
a.re too many variables and board interactions to gua.rantee
system operation based upon pretest results. Therefore,
firal test verifies that the complete unit complies with the
warranted specifi cations.
For many years, the test strategy for manufacturing highperformance microwave frequency syrrthesizers has followed
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a traditional methodologr. Each instrument specification is
tested.The tests are groupedby function or by use of common equipment in test stations. A test station contains several pieces of measuring equipment which are operated
either manually or by a computer. Each computer and
system is independent of the other computerc and stations.
This approach, while conceptually simple, leads to several
problems. Implicit in manual tests is operator intervention
and sometimes interpretation of the data. Inconsistent results occur under these conditions. Even without operator
intervention and interpretation, production line capacity
needscan dictate multiple identical test stations.A t1pical
production line might have ten or more difTerent test stations, each operating independently. Problems can arise
when it is necessaryto update some ofthe test procedures
or analyze data that is on several systems.There have been
solutions in the past that have corrected some of these deficiencies.Older computer networking schemeslike HewlettPackard's Shared Resource Management (SRM) software
and haxdware allowed computers mnning HP's BASIC/WS
software to communicate on a rudimentary level and share
files and printers. To analyze data, people wrote their own
software to calculate mealls, standard deviations, and other
statistical process control information. Until recently, there
were insufficient products to allow enouglr control and integration of the test processto make it economicallyfeasible
to use it on a production line with a capacity on the order of
50 to 250units per month.
In designing the test systems and the surrounding computer
systemsfor the HP 8370and 70340Seriessynthesizers,we

'

had several important goals. First, in keeping with our design team's goal of concurrent engineering, the test systems
needed to aid the R&D engineers in the characterization of
the product. Second, while aiding the R&D engineers was
important, the systems needed to be easy to use for people
with widely varying skill levels. Third, the test systems
needed to be organized such that the test times at all of the
stations were approximately equal for an efficient pipelining
system. Fourth, all of the test systems needed to be integrated in a marmer that allowed file and printer sharing, access to the data for analysis, and display of digitized images.
Last, the cost for the integration ofthe process was to be a
small fraction of the test equipment cost. A production system with these characteristics would yield an efficient and
organized production line.
Given the above goals, there was one choice that seemed
most appropriate. The production line for the HP 8370 and
70340 synthesizers uses a cluster of networked HP 9000
Series 300 computers running the HP-UX operating system.
A diagram of the coffiguration is shown in Fig. 6. A central
server stores the operating system and all of the production
test software on a disk. Each test system has its own computer that boots from the server. As shown in the figure, at
the physically remote location in the environmental test lab,
another server acts as a repository for the operating system,
while the test software is linked to the main production
server. This allows one location for the storage ofboth tests
and data. The main server also has access to the disk that
the image capture PC uses to store the images. In this way,
there is an easy transfer of the images from development to
the production line.
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The same test algorithms that were used for the development of the product are used on the manufacturing line. In
many cases, this is not the ideal approach. A better way is to
identify a small set of characteristics of the product that
accurately represent its functionality, such that testing these
paxameters determines whether the product is constmcted
correctly. If the product design is originally well-characterized
and proven, this simple functional test is sufficient to prove
that it meets all specifications. In the case of the Hp g7B0
and 70340 Series s5mthesizers, too many paxarnerers are not
completely predictable or controllable. As a result, we test
to the specifications directly. This leads to a large number of
tests and a potentially complicated test system.
To combat this problem, several levels of software are used
to achieve a simple user interface. Some people are afraid
that the technicians and assemblers on a manufacturing line
will not be able to use the HP-UX operating system. Using
HP's implementation of the X Window System and running
HP BASICruX, the interface is not much different from what
the technicians and assemblers have experienced in the past
in independent stations. The amount of effort required to
implement this interface was minimal.
By setting a goal for the throughput of the line, it was possible to divide the test systems so that each system takes
approximately the same arnount of time to do its job. Using
the clustered environment allows many other benefits. The
need for a printer at each test station is obviated. As stated
earlier, there is only one place for all test and data files, which
eases modification, revision tracking, and data retrieval.
Potentially, the IIP-UX system allows much greater flexibility
in the use of other tools, such as defect tracking systems,
data analysis programs, and so on. Powerful statistical and
mathematical sofbware packages are available to analyze the
data. Once familiar with the basics of the system, technicians
have expanded their lcrowledge by using the multitasking
capabilities ofthe computers to do several tasks at once.

Fig. 7. Video image example
from the offset synthesizer
pretest.

The cost increase for this system over other solutions was
minimal compared to the cost of the test equipment. The
HP-UX-based system provides the greatest flexibility while
sacrificing little of the original goals. Developing the software under HP-UX was a great help to the team because it
allowed sharing the information and software at an early
stage and an early trial of the use of the HP-UX system on
the manufacturing line. Thus, the networked computing
environment provides many advantages over the previous
method and lays the foundation for continued process
improvements.
Online Video Image Procedures
Online video image procedures for assembly and pretest
provide quality documentation to the assemblers, help maintain the integrity of the procedures, and minimize paper
drawings and documentation. The procedures combine text
with graphics and are color-coded to correspond to the sequence ofassembly and pretest (see Fig. Z). The procedures
are presented to the assembler online by an Hp 9000 Series
300 computer which also controls the test equipment for
pretesting at each workstation. The video images are integrated into the test executive software environment, thereby
providing a single user interface for both assembly and pretest operations. The online nature ofthe procedures ensures
that all assemblers see the same version of the documentation. In addition, the procedures have proven to be a useful
training aid and help to expedite the learning process for
new assemblers.
The HP 9000 HP-UX platform was chosen because it meets
the requirements for both online video image presentation
and a well-managed distributed test strates/. Image files are
transferred electronically from the image capture development platform (DOS-based) via the site LAN and a dedicated
storage drive to the HP 9000 network server on the production line. The image flles are received in TGA graphics format
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Fig. 8. Imagecapture Iab hardwarelogistics
from the development system. A conversion utility is used to
transform the files to GIF graphics format for display on the
HP-UX platform. The resulting GIF files are stored on the
production network server. Since assembly and pretest
steps are combined throughout the manufacturing process,
display of all images is controlled through the menu-driven
test executive that runs the pretests.
In establishing our video image capture process, we were
able to leverage significantly some eaxlier work done at the
HP Spokane Division. Our hardware platform and software
tools mirror Spokane's implementation, with the addition of
online image viewing.
The video image procedures ale developed offline in an
image capture lab. The lab i,s equipped with an HP Vectra
486 computer, a PostScript@ color printer, a large-screen
color monitor, a color television set, ard a high-resolution
video camera (see Fig. 8). Software tools mnning on the HP
Vectra 486 PC are used in the process (see Fig. 9). Pictures
of the assemblies are taken in the lab with the frame capture
camera. A 4M-byte video graphics adapter board accepts the
data from the camera and converts it to a TGA file. It is then
necessary to correct the aspect ratio ofthe captured image
for use in a paint program. A software tool that employs a
linear interpolation technique is used to adjust the image to
the required aspect ratio. The image is then called into the
paint program where color modification, shading, and other
techniques are used to touch up the picture. Once the
pictures have been refined, they are accessed from an
object-oriented development tool and combined with colored text and objects to form a scene, or procedure. The
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entire scene is rendered and saved by this software tool as a
TGA graphics file (in effect, a snapshot ofthe scene). At this
point, the TGA file is copied to the image capture storage
drive for transfer to the HP 9000 server.
The image files that are referenced in the scenes are quite
large (2 to 4 Mbytes each), and it takes many files to make a
complete assembly and pretest procedure (the HP 703404
synthesizer takes approximately 70 scenes). Consequently, it
is necessary to archive the files on some other storage
mechanism. Again, we were able to use a software application and corresponding file-naming convention developed by
the Spokane Division to archive the files in an organized
manner. The software is a mouse-activated, menu-driven
application that allows the user to specify scenes to archive
or retrieve. The software automatically verifies the ftle name,
compresses the file, and copies the file into the correct subdirectory in the archive database. The archive database resides on a dedicated storage drive and is accessed from the
Vectra 486 via the site LAN.
The test executive gave us a vehicle for providing a consistent menu-driven user interface for both assembly and pretest procedures. Extensions to the test executive were developed to facilitate the display of graphics files. All images
are stored in one image directory in the test executive's hierarchy. HP BASICruX programs were added for all assembly
or pretest steps that invoke a utility for displaying the images.
Image lookup tables provide a map for cross referencing
model and option combinations to the correct sequence of
images to be displayed. Assemblers simply enter the model,
options, and serial number data at the test executive menu

Scene(&Bitl

SceneandCompressed
lmages
CompresEed
lmage

Fig. 9. Image capture lab software logistics.

prompts, and the correct sequenceofprocedures is displayed in the X Window environment. Hooks axe available
for entering data by means of a bar-code scanner fTom the
serial label on the instnrment's rear panel. The assembler
advancesfrom one image to the next for a particulax a.ssembly or pretest step by tapping the space bar. The backspace
key is used to return to aprevious image.In the caseofa
pretest step, instructions axe displayed for the test setup and
the test drivers are automatically invoked from ttre same
procedure when the assembler advancespast the setup.
Conclusions and Comments
The synthesizer manufachring process continues to undergo
incremental improvement. The integrated assembly and
pretest process has already been successful in improving
the quality of instruments presented to final test. Failures
are being audited to see ifthe pretest strates/ can be tightened reasonably to minimize such failures. Work remains to
fine-tune the process and extend it to other instruments
and options in the family.
The networked computing environment has proved to be as
useful and flexible as forecast. The image capture procedures have been well-received by the assemblers and have
already proved useful in shortening the learning period. Experience gained in this process should enable us to achieve
greater flexibility and use the same line for extensions to the
same basic instruments.
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A New Generation of Microwave
Sweepers
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by Alan R. Bloom, Jason A. Chodora, and James R. Zellers

Swept-frequency microwave signal sources (sweepers), have
long been considered basic equipment for component test
applications. Sweeper capabilities also satis$r many generalpurpose needs, both in the laboratory and in production.
The first HP microwave sweeper, the HP 670A, employed a
klystron oscillator, which was mechanically swept by means
of a motor drive. Sweep speed capability was improved considerably in the 1960s by the HP 8690 Series, which employed
an electronically-tuned backvrard-wave oscillator (BWO). In
the 1970s, the HP 8620 Series achieved new levels ofreliability by replacing BWO tubes with solid-state YIG oscillators.
In 1980, microprocessor control was added in the HP 8350
Series sweepersl to provide full programmability and many
convenient user features.
The frequency accuracy of most sweepers, including those
mentioned above, is limited by the microwave oscillator and
its drive electronics. Newer synthesized sweepers, such as
the HP 8360 Series,2 achieve excellent frequency accuracy
in CW and stepped-sweep modes. In continuous-sweep
mode, however, they provide synthesizer correction only at
the beginning and the end of each sweep band-there is no
frequency correction during the actual sweep. The HP 83750
Series (Fig. 1) establishes a new standard of swept frequency accuracy by being fully synthesized in all sweep
modes, including fast analog sweeps.

The HP 83750 Series of synthesized sweepers is part of the
HP 8370 family of microwave sources. This family also includes CW generators and synthesized signal generators,
which are discussed in the article on page 6. Four HP 83750
sweeper models are currently available:
HP 837514:2to20 GHz, +10 dBm
HP 837518:2to20 GHz, +17 dBm
HP 837524: 0.01 to 20 GHz, +10 dBm
HP 837528: 0.01 to 20 GHz, +16 dBm from 0.01 to 2 GHz,
+17 dBm from 2 to 20 GHz.
Extended frequency coverage to 110 GHz is available with
HP 83550 Series millimeter heads, using the optional source
module interface. Other options include a 70-dB attenuator,
a high-stability time base, and alternate output connector
tlpe and location. For field test applications, a portable package is also available, which adds a tilt-bail handle, rubber
bumpers, rear feet, and a protective front-panel cover.
Fundamental Oscillator Technology
The RF block diagram of the HP 83752A sweeper appears in
Fig. 2. A dual YIG oscillator (DYO) generates a microwave
signal between 2 and 20 GHz using two separate oscillators
mounted in a common magnet assembly (see article, page
46). One oscillator tunes from 2to lI GHz, and the other
tnnes from llto20
GHz.

Fig. 1. Tlte HP 83750 Series s5mthesized sweepers are packaged
in a standard five-inch-high cabinet. They fit in the same rack
panel space as the older HP 8350
Series nons5.rrthesizedsweepers,
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Fig. 2. RF block diagram of t,hc]HP 83750 Series sweepers. The RF chain indudes forrr new microcircuit designs.

Previous HP sweepers used a lower-frequency oscillator
multiplied up to the desired output frequency. The advantage of the fundamental oscillators in the HP 83750 is that
lhey produce no subharmonics.
The two oscillator outputs feed into a modulator amplilier
(ModAmp) microcircuit, which provides signal switching
and distribution, amplification, and Al,C and pulse modulation (see article, page 46). A low-level output goes to the
sampler assembly for use by the s}'nthesizer.
The main 2-to-20-GHz output signal from the ModAmp is
routed to a switched amplifier filter detector (SAFD) microcircuit, which provides power amplification and two stages of
YIG filtering (see ar'ticle, page 46). The filtering reduces output harmonics to less than -45 dBc. A significant advantage
of the YlG-filtered output is extremely low broadband noise,
which is important for scalar network analysis applications.
The SAFD microcircuit also contains a broadband automatic
level control (ALC) detector, which is used for power leveling over the entire 0.01-to-20-GHz frequency range. This
technique avoids the power discontinuity commonly associated with sweepers that use separate leveling detectors for
different frequency ranges.
To generate a signal below 2 GHz, the YIG oscillator is tuned
between 5.41 and 7.4GHz. This signal mixes with the output
of a fixed 5.4-GHz sy'nthesized oscillator to produce the
0.01-to-2-GHz output. An amplifier and filter follow. A major
objective of this design was to reduce nonharrnonic mixing
spurious signals to less than -50 dBc for output levels less
than +5 dBm, while minimizing broadband noise

Frequency Control
The microwave oscillator and filter in the HP 83750 each
contain a tiny sphere of crystalline yttrium iron garnet
(YIG). When subjected to a magnetic field, a YIG sphere
resonates at a microwave frequency that is directly proportional to the strength of the magnetic field. The sphere is
mounted in the pole gap of an electromagnet. The field
strength, and thus the YIG resonant frequency, are directly
proportional to magnet current.
Thejob ofthe YIG driver, Fig. 3, is to generate a current proportional to the desired frequency. A sawtooth-shaped signal
produced by the sweep generator board is scaled and offset
by the YIG driver to sweep the YIG oscillator and filter over
the desired frequency range. Smaller correction signals from
the sweep generator compensate for nonlinearities and
delays in the YIG frequency-versus-current response.
Even if the phase-Iocked loop s1'nthesizer were not present,
this architecture would produce a swept microwave signal
with fair frequency accuracy. The synthesizer need only apply
a small correction voltage to eliminate any remaining errors.
The function ofthe sweep generator board (Fig. 4) is to generate the main sweep ramp and several correction signals.
Previous instrurnents used an integrator to form the sweep
ramp. Such an integrator must be caxefully designed to prevent its drift and nonlinearity from contributing to swept
frequency error. Ir:r the HP 83750, a digital-to-analog converter
(DAC) generates a stepped sweep ramp simultaneously with
the analog ramp. Once per step, the two ramps ale compared, and the sampled error voltage feeds back to correct
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Fig. 3. HP 83750frequencycontrol block diagram.Unlike previousdesigns,the slnthesizer in the HP 83750remainslocked ttLroughoutthe
sweep.

any integrator errors. The resulting sweep r€ilnp reflects the
accuracy and stability of the DAC output while retaining
true analog sweep.
The analog sweep ramp is available to the user as a O-to-l0V
ramp (SweepOut)whose amplitude is independent of frequency span. Another output voltage (V/GHz)proportional to
absolute frequency is also available. At the user's option, it

can be scaled and offset to sweep between any two voltages
between -10 and +10 volts.
The Digital Signaf Processor
The digital sweep rarnp and four correction voltages are generated by five DACs. A TMS 320C10digital signal processor
(DSP) calculates appropriate values in real time and loads
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Fig. 4. The sweepgeneratorassemblyproducesan analogramp and four correction signa"lsfor use by other assemblies.
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them into the DACs as the instrument sweeps. When the
instrument is turned on, the host microprocessor (arr
MC68000) downloads calibration data to the DSP. After
that, the host need only update the DSP with new start and
stop frequencies, power, and sweep time whenever the user
changes those values. The DSP automatically calculates the
correction voltages based on that data.
The DACs are updated between 101 and 1601 times per
sweep, depending on sweep time. A circuit on the timer
board generates 101 to 1601 trigger pulses per sweep that
are applied to the DSP intemlpt input. The intermpt causes
the DSP to update all five DAC outputs simultaneously.
The DSP has a minimum of about 100 microseconds between pulses to calculate upcoming DAC values. In this
time, it must compute three third-order interpolations, one
straightJine interpolation, two sweep ramps, and two complex delay compensation waveforms. A special third-order
curve-fit algorithm is the key to achieving this performance
using inexpensive DSP hardware (see below).
Tlvo of the third-order interpolations are used to calculate
linearity corrections for the DYO and SAFD. Actually, the
synthesizer alone could correct for YIG oscillator nonlinearity, but there is no guarantee that the oscillator and filter are

identical in this respect. The DSP correction ensures that the
oscillator and filter track each other throughout the sweep.
Even more critical, for both tracking and swept frequency
accuracy, is delay compensation. Whenever the current
through a YIG magnet is changing, the YIG resonant frequency lags the current. The time lag is a function of sweep
speed, start frequency, and previous history ofmagnet current. This delay causes fast transients to occur at the start of
each band that are difficult for the slmthesizer circuitry to
correct for. The DSP uses a proprietary algorithm to calculate delay compensation, which is added to linearity correction and output to the appropriate DAC. Using the DSP to
perform this function replaced a boardful of sensitive analog
circuitry. It also made it easy to try many different compensation waveforms in our quest to achieve a new standard
of swept frequency accuracy.
The third use of the third-order interpolation algorithm is for
the power clamp output. The ALC board uses this signal to
limit maximum RF drive level to the SAFD. Overdriving the
YIG filter can cause squegging (low-frequency amplitude
oscillations), which lowers the available ou@ut power.
The ALC output controls the instrument RF power level. The
ALC board compares this signal to a logged version of the
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and apply a correction to subsequentsweeps.This makes
both the start and stop frequencies quite accurate, but the
actual sweep is still performed open-loop with significant
frequency errors between the endpoints.

detected RF ou@ut level and adusts modulator current to
make the two signals equal. Detector calibration and temperature compensation axehandled by additional circuitry
on the ALC board. The DSPALC signal includes basic RF
power level, flatnesscompensation,and power sweep.
"Flatness compensation" refers to the use of factory calibration arrays to correct for the frequency response of the coupler detector located in the SAFD. In addition, the user can
enter alrays of up to 801points to correct for the responseof
the user's test system.These user calibration points can be at
any frequencies within the instrument's range. Since the thirdorder algorithm requires equally spaced calibration points,
ALC flatness compensation must use linear interpolation.
Synthesizer
Hewlett-Packard microwave synthesizers (for example the
HP 8360 Series) have traditionally used the block diagram
shown in Fig. 5. The local oscillator (LO) drive for the sampler is a low-noise stepped synthesizer. Its ou@ut has coarse
frequencyresolution, but extremely low phasenoise. It is
not able to sweep its ou@ut frequency. The IF output of the
sampler is then locked to a high-resolution synthesizer,often
a fractional-N loop, which provides the ou@ut frequency
resolution.
The only loop in the traditional block diagram with swept
capability is the fractional-N loop. It is used as the reference
for the sampler IF phase-lockedloop. Therefore, its ou@ut is
directly translated (mixed) to the RF output. This limits the
width of a s5mthesizedsweep to the width of a fractional-N
sweep, which is typically tens of megahertz. For broader
sweeps,the traditional synthesizer must sweep unlocked. The
start frequencyis phaselocked, then the phase-lockedloop
enorvoltage is sampled and held while the frequency sweeps
open-loop.This techniqueis called "lock and roll." Later
instruments use the synthesizer to count the stop frequency
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In the HP 83750(Fig. 6), the fractional-N loop is used as the
LO for the sampler. The ftactional-N loop ou@ut frequency
is multiplied by the harmonic number and translated to the
RF ou@ut. This gives the HP 83750the ability to perform
true synthesized broadband analog sweeps. If the fractional-N loop sweeps an octave, the RF output will sweep art
octave.For example,the HP 83750can sweepthe full 11-to20-GHzRF band in one continuous phase-locked sweep.
This improves the swept frequency accuracy of the instrument by at least an order of magnitude (Fig. 7). Swept frequency errors a.renow limited to timing uncertainties and
transientsthat cannot be completely removed becauseof
limited phase-lockedloop bandwidth. Both of these en:ors
improve linearly with reduced sweep speedand span.This
architecture gives the HP 83750Series state-of-the-art swept
frequency accuracy, allowing very precise, high-speed swept
measurements.
The HP 83750fractional-N assembly contains a voltagecontrolled oscillator (VCO),a fractiorial divider, and a
phase-lockedloop. This circuitry can synthesizea?5}-to500-MHzsignal with resolution better than 10 nHz and excellent swept frequency accuracy and phase noise (see page
tt4). The fractional-N phase-locked loop output is the LO
drive for the microwave s€unpler.A coupler sends a portion
of the YIG oscillator output signal to the RF port of the sampler. The action of the sampler in the frequency domain is
similar to that of a harmonic mixer. The IF output frequency
f1pof the sampler is a function of the LO and RF frequencies
f1,6and fgp and the harmonic number N:
fIn'= fnr'- Nfio.
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Fig. 5. Tiaditional synthesizer
block diagram. In the traditional
"lock and roll" s5'nthesizer, the YIG
oscillator is phase locked at the
start of the sweep to a multiple of
a low-noise, stepped CW synthesizer frequency. The analog correction voltage from the phase
detector is sampled and held for
the duration ofthe sweep.

l lRr

^A&

Fig. 6. HP 83750synthesizer
block diagram.In the HP 83750
the YIGoscillatoris
s5'nthesizer,
phaselocked to a multiple of a
fractional-Nsynthesizerfrequencyduring the sweep.

fractional-N phaseJocked loop bandwidth and filtering are
optimized for CW phase noise. The resulting per{'ormance is
better than the nons5rnthesized HP 8350/83592 at almost all
offsets, and the residual FM is considerably improved. This
performance should easily meet the requirements of most
sweeper applications.
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The HP 83750 synthesizer was designed for excellent swept
frequency accuracy at low cost. A fixed frequency reference replaces the high-perforrnance stepped synthesizer
used in the traditional block diagram. The digitally corrected
fractional-N synthesizer is much less expensive than the
fractional-N s1'nthesizers used in previous microwave instruments. This new architecture provides synthesized frequency
accuracy and broadband phase-locked sweeps at a price
usually associated with open-loop sweepers.
Self-Test
The HP 83750 includes an analog bus for self-test and calibration. The analog bus is a single wire that connects to
most printed circuit assemblies. Each assembly includes an
analog switch that can connect the bus to any of several test
points. By properly setting these switches, firmware self-test
routines can measure voltages throughout the instrument
using a single 12-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC) located
on the CPU board.
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Fig. 7. (a) HP 83750sweptfrequencyaccuracywith a 100-ms
sweep.(b) Improvementobtainedat a slowersweepspeed,in this
casea sweeptime of I s.
The YO loop assembly is another phase-locked loop. It amplifies and limits the IF ou@ut of the sampler, divides it by 10,
and then corrects the YIG oscillator frequency to phase lock
the IF/10 signal to a l-MHz reference. This constrains the IF
output of the sampler to be l0 MHz. The ouq)ut frequency of
the YIG oscillator (fpp) is then:
fnr = Nfio + 10 MHz.
The harmonic number N ranges from 7 to 41. This yields a
range of 2 to 20 GHz for the synthesized YIG oscillator output
frequency.
This synthesis stmcture places stringent performance requirements on the fractional-N assembly. The frequency
accuracy, resolution, and phase noise ofthe fractional-N
loop are all multiplied by the harmonic number. Analog techniques improve the swept frequency accuracy of the phaselocked loop enough to achieve our performance goals. Excellent frequency resolution is easily attained by using 48-bit
accumulators in the fractional divider. The phase noise,
however, is an inherent limitation of the HP 83750 architecture because fractional-N synthesizers have higher noise
than stepped synthesizers. This causes more close-in phase
noise than that exhibited bv traditional HP srmthesizers. The

Over 150 tests can be executed with a single key press.
When a hardware problem occurs, it can have far-reaching
effects, causing a handful oftest routines to report failures.
For example, an incorrect power supply voltage might cause
all circuits that use that voltage to "fail." Finding the most
independent failure and reporting that to the operator is the
goal ofthe diagnostic feature.
For each test in the instmment, a Iist of its dependencies
was created. For example, the list below suggests that the
test of the SweepOutsignal requires that the digital sweep
DAC, timer #2, the timer intemrpt, the DAC trigger, and the
sweep trigger tests all work properly. If any of these tests
has failed, then it is inappropriate to suspect the SweepOut
circuits as the primary cause of failure.
Test

Dependencies

SWPOUT

DIGSWPDAC
TIMER2
LINT_TIMER
LDAC_TRIG
LSWP_TRIG

After building a comprehensive table of dependencies we
used a computerized algorithm to sort all tests into a single
list sorted in order of interdependence. Instrument firmware
one the
uses this list to report the primary failure-the
service technician should investigate.
Test limits can be changed in the field to accommodate
hardware upgrades. A test patch feature, similar to the one
used in the HP 8360 Series, allows the customer service organization to alter test limits and store them into nonvolatile
memory. (The original default limits are still safely retained
as well.) Self-test algorithms look for test patch limits first
before using the default limits. Both default and test patch
Iimits, as well as measured test data, can be read via the
HP-IB connector (IEEE 488, IEC 625) on the rear panel.
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A significant new feature of the HP 83750 is that instmment
firmware is stored in flash EPROM, a type of reprogrammable nonvolatile memory. This allows instrument firmware to
be upgraded in the field to add new features or to fix bugs.
Firmware upgrades are distributed on 3.5-inch disks, which
can be read using an HP 9122D HP-IB disc drive. A smaller
nonreprograrnmable boot ROM contains the firmware loading routine and some basic self-test routines that execute
whenever the instrument is turned on.
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Self-Calibration
The HP 83750 uses large arrays of calibration constants to
correct for YIG filter linearity, YIG oscillator linearity, and
power flatness. The instrument can generate these arrays
automatically. The only other equipment required is a power
meter for power calibration.
A front-panel Peakbutton causes the instrument to align
the YIG filter automatically at each of approximately 230

frequencies between 2 and20 GHz. At each frequency, the
analog bus is used to monitor ALC modulator drive voltage
as the YIG filter frequency is varied. When a peak is found,
the proper correction value is stored in memory. This function is also calledautotracking.
YIG oscillator calibration is available via a SpecialFunction
menu. In this case, the analog bus monitors the YO loop
correction voltage and adlusts the calibration constants
until the voltage is zero.
A front-panel FlatnessGalbutton allows automatic power
Ievel calibration using an HP 4378, 4384, or 70100A power
meter. The user can obtain calibrated power at any point in
a test system by calibrating with the power meter located at
that point.
Placing time-consuming calibration routines in firmware
lowers instrument cost by reducing test time. For example,
autotracking via an external controller runring a BASIC
program took 50 minutes. The firmware autotracking routine mns in less than one minute. Faster calibration also
gives better accuracy, because there is less frequency drift
between the begiruring and the end of the procedure.

Fig. 8. Internal view of the HP 83750chassis.
the chassis and can be accessed by removing the top and
side instrument covers. The entire RF deck can be removed
from the instmment without disrupting any RF connections.

The weight was reduced though the application of modern
technology. A switching power supply eliminates the hear,y
power transformers found in earlier designs. The dual YIG
oscillator combines two separate microwave oscillators
within one magnet structue. Other sweepers that use fundamental oscillators require two or three devices to cover the
sarne frequency range, which adds to cost, weight and
power consumption. An HP 83752A sweeper weighs 16 kg
(35Ib) compared with 22.5 kg (49.6lb) for an HP 83508 with
HP 83592A plug-in.
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Servicing an HP 83750 is facilitated by ease ofaccess (see
FiC. 8).A central caxdcage houses most ofthe printed circuit
boards. Testpoints axe located atthe top ofeach board. A
board can also be raised on an optional extender board for
more extensive troubleshooting. The power supply, bolted
to the Ieft side ofthe chassis, is replaceable as a unit. All
microcircuits are located on an RF deck at the right side of
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Product Design
Ruggedness, light weight and serviceability were the goals
ofthe HP 83750 product design. Extensive shock and vibration testing was done to ensure that the instrument meets or
exceeds HP standards for mggedness. An optional portable
package with tilt-bail handle is available that meets the
requirements of MILT-28800E Tlpe III Class 5 Sfle D.
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Microcircuits for the HP 83750 Series
Sweepers
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This :rrticle discusses the design of the four custom microcircuits designed for the HP 83750 Series sweep oscillators.
The microcircuits are:
The dual YIG oscillator (DYO)
The switched amplifier filter detector (SAFD)
The 0.0 l-to-2-GHz heterodyne band microcircuit (HetBand)
The combiner modulator amplifier (ModAmp).
Dual YIG Oscillator
The signal for the HP 83750 Series sweepers is generated in
the dual YIG oscillator microcircuit. The DYO is actually
two YIG oscillators in one magnetic housing. One oscillator
covers the spar-rfrom 2 to 1l GHz and the other covers from
11 to 20 GHz. The output power exceeds 20 mW from separate outputs for each band.
The high-band 11-to-20-GHzoscillator consists of a YIG resonator and a single GaAs IC chip that contains both the oscillator and buffer stages. Fig. 1 is the schematic diagram. The IC
is fabricated using an HEMT GaAs IC process with an f1 of
50 GHz and an f*." of 100 GHz. The chip (Fig. 2) measures
only 960 by 960 pm.
The oscillator stage consists of a 200-prmFET in a source
follower configuration. The feedback is generated by a
0.2-pF thin-film capacitor connected between the source
and ground. This feedback generates an impedance looking
into the gate ofthe device that has a negative real part and
thus has a reflection coefficient greater than 1, which is a
necessary condition for oscillation to begin.l The condition
for oscillation to begin is:
fder.icefresonator )
where f6"oi."
ofthe

l,

and f1p"6nii161are the reflection

device and resonator,

oscillation

respectively.

is:

f.l"ti..f.,'r,,,,rtor

] H'0"
I

:

l'

coefficients

The condition

at

Fig. 2. Photographofthe DYOchip.
This relationship is achieved as f4.r1cs is reduced by limiting
drrring the buildup of oscillation. The phase condition is satisfied by a shift along the resonator curue, possibly allowing
the oscillation to occur somewhat off resonance.
The source follower configuration has the potential to oscillate at undesired frequencies above or below the desired
band. These undesired oscillation conditions, called lockup
modes, are a result of the interaction of the YIG coupling
loop parasitics and the active device. The oscillator circuit
must be designed so that there is insufficient reflection gain
to support the lockup mode. At the low end of the band this
is accomplishecl by placing an inductor in parallel with the
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0utput
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Sphere
Fig. l. DYO lrigh-b:rnclscht'rrtattc
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Fig. 4. DYOlow-bandsr:hernat,ic
diagram.
The transistor is configured as a common base circuit with
an inductor in series with the base terminal. The inductor is
realized as a length of transmission line. This inductor transforms to a negative real impedance at the emitter port and
thus meets the above criteria for oscillation. The collector
port is terminated in a matching network that provides load
conditions to optimize oscillation strength, harmonics, and
Iinearity. The buffer stage consists of a 2-to-20-GHz travelingwave GaAs IC amplifier. The YIG resonator consists of a
600-pm-diameter 550-gauss YIG sphere in a half loop of
950-um-diameter wire.
Fig. 3. Phot,ograph
of the DYO.
source feedback capacitor. This has the effect ofreducing
the capacitance on the source and thus the reflection gain at
lower frequencies. In addition, a high-impedance coupling
loop is used that does not provide the proper phase relationship for the lockup mode. To avoid lockup at the high end of
the band the transmission line between the device and the
resonator is kept short.
The buffer amplifier stages consist of a 300-pm FET followed
by a 400-pm FEI both in the common source configuration.
The oscillator stage is matched to the buffer amplifier using
a short length of transmission line. The primary purpose of
the buffer stages is to provide isolation and therefore a
stable match to the oscillator stage, making the oscillator
frequency independent of the load.
The YIG (y.ttrium iron garnet) resonator provides the high-Q
tuning circuit for the oscillator. The high-band resonator is
constructed of a 300-pm-diameter, undoped YIG sphere centered in a multiturn coupling wire. The ratio of sphere to
Ioop diameters is a trade-off between suppression of spurious resonances and oscillation strength. The YIG resonator
provides a resonance that tunes linearly with an applied
magnetic field.z
The 11-to-20-GHz high-band oscillator is built on a 0.010-inch
molybdenum carrier (Fig. 3). This carrier is held to the lid by
studs inserted in the lid. The carrier's function is to provide
a continuous ground plane. The YIG GaAs IC is soldered to a
small heat spreader and then epoxy-attached to the carrier.
A 0.0lO-inch fused silica microstrip circuit is epoxy-attached
between the YIG resonator and the IC to provide the proper
transmission line length. The output circuit is a 0.0l0-inch
sapphire microstrip circuit which provides output matching
and transition to a right-angle SMA connector.
The low-band 2-to-ll-GHz oscillator consists of a YIG resonator, a bipolar transistor oscillator stage, a matching network,
and a broadband buffer amplifier (Fig. 4). The oscillator
stage uses a silicon bipolar transistor with an f-* of 22 GHz.

The 2-to-1l-GHz low-band oscillator is built on the same
can'ier as the high-band circuit. It uses two 0.010-inch sapphire microstrip circuits. The first circuit contains the bipolar transistor, the YIG coupling loop, and the collector
matching circuit. Both the transistor and the loop are epoxyattached to the circuit, which is also epoxy-attached to the
carrier. The traveling-wave GaAs IC buffer amplifier is soldered to a heat spreader and epoxy-attached to the carrier.
An output circuit provides low-pass filtering and transition
to a right-angle SMA connector.
The YIG resonators require a dc magnetic field to tune the
frequency. This magnetic field is applied perpendicularly to
the applied RF field. The resonant frequency is related to the
dc magnetic field by the equation:
fo=y(Ho+Hu)
where Ho is the applied dc magnetic field, Hu is the internal
magnetic field and 1 is the charge-to-mass ratio of an electron. The magnetic field is created by winding 1640 turns
around a 6-mm-diameter pole tip as shown in Fig. 5. The
1.7-mm air gap under the pole tip is optimized to maximize
tuning sensitivity and field uniformity, which affects the rejection of spurious resonances. The magnetic material used is a
50-50 nickel iron alloy that results in an effective magnetic
saturation of over 30 GHz. The windings are wound in such
a way as to optimize the internal forces when self-heating
occurs. These forces can change the pole gap and therefore
affect the tuning sensitivity. FM is accomplished by using a
small 17-tum coil mounted on the pole tip, which adds to or
subtracts from the main field.
Switched Amplifrer Filter Deteetor
An integrated ou@ut microcircuit developed for the HP 83750
Series s5mthesizers provides a leveled output from 10 MHz
to 20 GHz with exceptionally low harmonics and broadband
noise. The goal was to create a low-cost ctcuit containing
the required filtering, amplification, switching, and leveling
in one package. Through integration, savings are realized in
packaging, printed circuit boards, assembly, and testing.
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the filters cannot be tuned independently). The amplifier is a
broadband GaAs MMIC traveling-wave amplifier covering
the 2-to-20-GHz range.
.-
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Fig. 5. Cutawaydrawing ofthe DYOand SAFDmagnet.
This microcircuit, called the switched amplifier filter detector, or SAFD, has two input paths as shown in the block diagram, Fig. 6. The low-frequency path passes 10-MHz-to-2.0GHz signals through a thin-film low-pass filter. This filter is
primarily designed to reject local oscillator feedtlrrough signals in the 5.4-to-7.4-GHzrange. It also helps reduce harmonic
signals above 3 GHz.
The high-frequency path covers 2.0 to 20 GHz. This path is
designed to produce better than -45-dBc harmonics at an
output power of +10 dBm. The filtering is provided by a pair
of magnetically tuned YIG resonators. Since YIG filters are
both lossy and exhibit power limiting characteristics, each
one is carefully tuned to provide sufficient power and bandwidth. Of particular concern in this path is shielding among
the various components. To attain low harmonics, it is essential to isolate each section, and in par-ticular to isolate
the YIG filters from each other. With this design, the performarrce is limited by the harmonics generated in the amplifier
between the two resonators (without this buffer amplifier,
Band
Control

The magnetic field for the YIG filters is provided by two
coils. A 1640-turn coil wound on a very high-permeability
core provides the main 7000-gauss field within a 1.7-mm air
gap to tune the I'IG filters up to 20 GHz. The coil is specially
designed to minimize any change in the gap size resulting
from internal or external temperature variations, which
would change the field intensity and thus the center frequency ofthe filter. It is critical that both filters are tuned to
the same resonant frequency to minimize filter loss. Therefore, a small offset coil is placed close to the input filter to
correct for slight differences in field strength which increase
with frequency. A linear current-versus-frequency ramp is
sent through this coil to compensate for the difference. Because the YIG filters must tune with the 2-to-20-GHz YIG
oscillator, the packaging and magnetic design are similar to
the oscillator's to reduce tracking errors.
A pair of p-i-n diodes has a dual function. Switching between
the low-frequency and high-frequency paths is just a matter
of turning both diodes on or off. The second function involves
the bridge detector on the output. The bridge is a GaAs integrated circuit with thin-film resistors. Because of their small
geometry, these resistors must be protected from dissipating
excessive power. If an excessive level is detected by the
bridge, clamping circuitry on the bias board shuts off the
p-i-n diode bias. Under normal operation, this clamp is only
a safety feature because the ALC loop in the instrument also
limits the input power to the SAFD. Following the p-i-n
switch, a thin-film 20-GHz low-pass fllter reduces out-of-band
harmonics.
The last circuit in the SAFD contains the le.veling bridge.
Because of proper ratioing of resistors, the voltage across
the bridge diode is proportional only to the voltage incident
on the load and is independent of the signal reflected from
the external load. Therefore, the bridge exhibits directivity.
Because the diode is operating at low power le.vels, its dc
output voltage is proportional to the square of the voltage
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FiS. 6. SAFD microcircuit trlock
cliagram.

purity, and port match. Port match can be a problem at the
sum and difference frequencies and at the harmonics of fgg
and fpp. Poorport match can cause reflections back into the
mixer and degrade the level of spurious signals. With a discrete mixer, perf'ormance can ofben be dependent on assembly techniques. The GaAs RFIC mixer has buffered RE LO.
and IF ports, making it insensitive to these assembly variations. The bias on the FET bridge mixer is the only critical
adjustment. It was determined that for best performance
over temperature, the mixer bias must be held to within
10.0lV of its room-temperature setting.

Fig. 7. SAFDmicrocircuit.
across it, which is proportional to the incident output
power. The dc voltage from the diode is used by the AIC
loop to provide improved output power flatness as a function of frequency. Because of the bridge's directivity, the
leveling circuit ignores reflections from the load and thus
provides a good source match.
Fig. 7 is a photograph of the SAFD microcircuit.
O.0l -to-2-GHz Heterodyne Band
The 0.01-to-2-GHz band in the HP 83752A/B sweepers is generated by mixing 5.410 to 7.4 GHz (fpe) from the DYO with a
phaseJocked 5.4-GHz (fpp) oscillator in the heterodyne
band microcircuit, or HetBand for short. The heart of this
microcircuit is a GaAs RFIC mixer. Fig. 8 is the HetBand
block diagram.
The GaAs RFIC mixer uses a doubly balanced FET bridge
mixer with on-chip RF and LO phase splitting amplifiers and
an on-chip differential-to-single-ended IF amplifier. Mixer
design considerations include LO and RF drive levels, signal

Measurements on the GaAs RFIC mixer indicated that there
wzts some dependence ofthe 2-1 spurious product (second
harmonic of fpp mixing with fls) on the RF port source
match at the frequency of the second harmonic, 10.8 GHz.
Because it was desired to reduce the mixer's spurious products by controlling the harmonics at the RF input, there is a
6.6-GHz low-pass filter at the RF port for this purpose. As is
characteristic of simple low-pass filters, the match at 10.8
GHz is very bad, since it is in the stop band. The second harmonic generated by the mixer comes out the RF port and is
reflected by the poor match ofthe filter. The second harmonic then reenters the mixer where it is amplified and
adds, in or out ofphase, causing a variation in the 2-1 spurious performance. An attenuator was added to the RF input
of the mixer to improve the source match and reduce the
reflection back into the mixer. This reduces the2-l spurious
product to a low enough level that a filter at the IF output
can reduce the level below the spurious specification.
Amplitude modulation is done in the RF path. A broadband
stagger-spaced p-i-n diode modulator is used because a
quarter-wave-spaced modulator has less attenuation at the
second and fourth harmonic frequencies. This ensures that
there will be no increase in the harmonic Ievels through
the modulation range, which would degrade the spurious
performance.
The output power of the GaAs RFIC mixer is +5 dBm. The
relatively high output power from the mixer requires less
gain from the output amplifier. The lower overall gain requirement results in a low level of broadband noise. The
additional power and gain are provided by a new GaAs RFIC
power amplifier designed for this application. This IC is a dc
coupled feedback amplffier designed specifically for high
5.41-to-7.4-GHz
Input

l0ll-MHz
Input
Phase-Locked
5.4-GHz
oscillator GaAs
Bufler

Atc
Modulator

5 dB

Pulse
Modulator

GaAsRFIC
GaAsRFIG
Mixer
PowerAmplilier

0utput
0.01to 2
GHz

ESD
Protection

Fig. 8. HetBand microcircuit block diagram
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SAFD microcircuits. A signal is also sent to the sampler for
phase locking. The ModAmp provides a pulse modulator and
amplitude modulation for the ALC circuit.
The DYO has two outputs: a low band, 2 to 11 GHz, and a
high band, 11 to 20 GHz. Each DYO output must be switched
to the buffer amplifier and must be available at the sampler
output port. In addition, the DYO low-band output must be
switched to the 0.01-to-2-GHz HetBand microcircuit. The
switch and coupler configuration are shown in Fig. 10, the
ModAmp block diagram. The 11-to-20-GHz coupler is the
load for the 2-to-1l-GHz coupler. The advantage is that
instead of having to design a2-to-Zl-GHz coupler, we need
only two simpler narrowband couplers. If a single broadband coupler were used, then there would have to be a
switch at the input to combine the DYO outputs and a
switch after the coupler to switch the output to the HetBand. By using two couplers, one switch is eliminated from
both the heterody'ne path and the 11-to-20-GHz path, thereby
reducing the path loss in these two bands.

Fig. 9. HetBandmicrocircuit.
power, good harmonics, and wide bandwidth. ESD protection and a combination harmonic and spurious low-pass
filter are added to the output.
The microcircuit is constructed in a deep-well stainlesssteel package using large thick-film alumina circuits epoxyattached directly to the package floor (Fig. 9). This eliminates
the need for circuit clamps. A tellurium copper heat sink is
mounted into the package floor with the RFIC power amplifier mounted directly to this heat sink. The heat sink extends
out the back of the package and has fins for cooling machined into it. This combination provides the low thermal
exparsion of stainless steel and the high thermal conductivity
of copper.
Combiner Modulator Amplifier
The ModAmp, short for combiner modulator amplifier, combines the low-band and high-band signals from the dual YIG
oscillator (DYO) and redirects them to the HetBand or

A GaAs IC buffer amplifrer is placed between the reflective
ALC modulator and the DYO. This buffer prevents amplitude
modulation resulting from the reflective modulators from
entering the sampler port and causing AM-to-PM conversion
in the sampler. The pulse and AM modulators use the p-i-n
diode modulators developed previously.3 A high-pass filter
between the two modulators reduces the cross talk between
the modulators. Following the pulse modulator is a gain and
a power stage to drive the SAFD.
The ModAmp is built in a deep-well stainless-steel package
with 0.010-inch sapphire and alumina thin-film circuits epoxyattached directly to the package floor (FiS. 11). The modulators are placed in a 3-mm charurel machined into the package
floor. The channels form a waveguide operating below cutoff
to provide the isolation that deep modulation requires.
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regardless of parameter settings (delay accuracy < 150 ps,
width accuracy < 100 ps). The small jitter and the fine resolution allow, for example, characteization of the metastability of a flip-flop. The typical jitter of less than 2 ps results in
a peak-to-peak jitter of about 12 ps. Thus, measurement
resolution of 10 ps is possible without averaging.

A major trend for the computer and communications industries is the need to process more and more data in less arrd
less time. This impels designers of digital devices for these
industries to develop faster and more complex devices. For
example, the clock speed of CMOS microprocessors has
increased by a factor oftwo every three to four years. Designers are expected to achieve these higher speeds while
maintaining system reliability and reducing the price. This
often means that for a given technology, processes may be
driven to their limits, and the problems faced by designers
of digital devices may be analog problems. \pical of such
problems are crosstalk, bandwidth limitations, ground
bounce, jitter, reflections caused by mismatches, pattern
dependencies, and so on.
The HP 8l33Apulse generator, Fig. 1, is designed for customers who have to characterize and debug these signal
integrity problems on the bench or in a test system with a
sampling oscilloscope as a response unit. Fast CMOS, ECL,
and GaAs devices can be stimulated by the HP 8133A, which
runs at clock rates up to 3 GHz in single-charurel or twocharurel configurations (up to six charmels with an accessory
kit). Margin testing, worst-case testing, device characterization and debugging, and analysis of signal integrity problems
are typical applications. Fig. 2 shows tlpical waveforms that
can be generated by the HP 8133A.
The key contributions of the HP 8133A are its precise edge
placement, its extensive functionality, and its interactive
human interface. Precise edge placement is achieved by fast,
fixed transition times ( < 100 ps, 10%to 90%o),very low jitter
( < 5 ps rms), fine timing resolution (1 ps), and stable edges
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The functionality of the HP 81334 pulse generator includes
programmable pulse amplitude, offset, delay, width, and
repetition rate. Table I shows the parameter ranges. Additionally, a{iustable phase and skew allow the instrument to
address multiphase clock applications without an external
controller. The square mode offers a 50% duty cycle with
variable frequency. The hardware architecture allows adjustment of the delay parameter over its entire range at any
frequency; for example, at I GHz, +5 periods of delay are
available. Also, the width parameter does not suffer from
any recovery time limitations as it does in traditional pulse
generator architectures. The trailing edge can be moved
anS"wherewithin the period, limited only by the instntment
bandwidth.
Second Channel Options
For the optional second channel the customer can choose
either a second pulse channel or a pulse/data channel. The
second pulse channel offers the same parameters as the first
channel. In addition, the frequency ofthis channel can be
divided by 1,2,4, 8, 16, 32, or 64. Thus, the two channels can
run at different frequencies, which is important for testing
the setup and hold times of flip-flops, for example.

rrr qj*:l'J:

tf;pt
g
9ep

Fig. 1. The HP 81334 pulse
generator provides pulses with
repetition rates up to 3 GHz. All
prrlse parameters are acctrrately
programniable. An optional second channel can be either a pulse
r:hannel or a pulse/data chanttel
capable of generating a 32 bit
data worcl or a pseuclorandorrt
binary sequencc.
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lime Base= 1.O ns/div

Gh.1 = 5llll.0mV/div
otfset= 0.000V
TimeBase= 100 ps/div

TableI
HP 81334Pulse GeneratorParameterRanges
Repetition Rate: 32 MHz to 3 GHz
Delay: -b ns to +5 ns (-5 ns to +15 ns, squaxe mode only)
Width: 150 ps to 10 ns
Amplitude: 300 mV to 3V pp into 50 ohms, 600 mV to 6V pp
into an open circuit
Ou@ut Voltage Window: -2V to +4V into 50 ohms, -4V to
+8V into an open circuit
Ttigger Out Amplitude: 0.5V pp to 1.8V pp into 50 ohms
Thigger Out Voltage Window: -4V to +4V
The pulse/data channel offers a square wave mode, a
programmable 32-bit pattem, and apseudorandom binary
sequence (PRBS) oflength 223- 1 bits. The square wave
signal can be divided by l, 2,4, 8, 16, or 32. The 32-bit pattern is useful for testing the pattern dependent settling of a
GaAs line driver or a chain of ECL gates with different rise
and fall times, for example. The PRBS makes it possible to
generate an eye diagram that shows the noise, timing and
bandwidth problems, and margins of the device under test in
a single picture. The design ofthe pulse/data channel is
discussed in the article on page 56.
The trigger ou@ut is a programmable square wave signal.
The trigger frequency can be divided by 1,2,4, 8, 16, 32, or
64. This makes it possible to trigger an oscilloscope even if
the oscilloscope has a limited trigger bandwidth. It can also
improve the jitter perforrnance of the measurement. The
programmable output amplitude of up to 1.8V pp allows the
use of a power splitter to get two ECL signals, one to trigger
the oscilloscope and the second for the device under test as
a third pulse channel.

Fig. 2. ExamplesofHP 81334
pulsegeneratoroutput waveforms
displayedon a digital oscilloscope.

In the external clock mode the input frequency can be divided by l, 2, 4, 8, 16,32, or 64. [n a master/slave four-channel
configuration the slave can run at a divided frequency. The
input frequency is measured and displayed, and the phase
and duty cycle paxameters are progrzunmable with the same
accuracy as in internal mode; no external controller is
needed.
Architecture
Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of the instrument for the
different two-channel conligurations. The interconnection
between the timing board and the two output channels is at
the rear panel so that additional delay lines for each channel
can be added. This is useful in a multichannel master/slave
configuration (also shown in Fig. 3) to deskew the output
channels of the master compared to the output channels of
the slave.
For each functional block we tried to find the lowest-cost
technology that fit our manufacturing process and met the
performance goals with sufficient margin. The technologies
include:
IC Processes
ECL programmable counter ASIC
ECL multiplexer ASIC
ECL sequencer/PRBS gate array
Si pulse formatter
GaAs output amplifier
Hybrid Processes
Analog delay thick-film hybrid
Switched delay thin-film hybrid
Output amplifrer thick-film hybrid
Pulse formatter thick-film hvbrid.
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o
Fig. 3. T\votwo-channelHP 8133Apulse generatorsin a four-charureimaster-slaveconfiguration.In the lower instrument channel2 is a
pulse channellike channel 1, while in the upper insffrment channel2 is a pulse/datachannel.External delay lines compensatefor timing
skew betweenthe output channelsof the two instruments.

. Printed Circuit Boards
Standard FR4 HP boards, surface mount components
,, Discrete shaperamplifiers (GaAsFETs)
' Customizedsemirigid interconnections
Design details of the various functional blocks of the
instrument can be found in the article on page 60.
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User Interface
The interactive human interface allows direct access to each
pulse parameter with the press of a key or two. The front
panel and user interface were developed with the following
m4lor goals in mind:

Make the HP 8133A"look and feel" like an HP 8130Aor
81314pulse generatorl to show that they belong to the
samefamily of pulse generatorsand to make it easyfor a
user who is familiar with the HP 81304/31,4'
to work with
the HP 8133A.
Enhancethe parameter display.
Make it quick and easyto changeparameters.
Allow the user to focus on the device under test while
varying parameters.
ParameterDisplay.After experimentingwith different display
modules,we decided to use four 8-character,5-by-7dot matrix LED display modules,which offer severaladvantages.
This arrangementcan display two parametersat a time with
their namesand units. It can display a graphic representation of the 32-bit data word of the data channelusing the
user-definablecharacter feature ofthese modules.It can
easily highlight the current parameter using the softwareadiustablebrightnessfeature of the display modules.It also
has the desiredlook, close to that of the HP 81304/314.
Keyboardand[EDs.For the front-panel keys and LEDs, we
decidedto stay as close as possibleto the HP 81304/314.We
use the samekeys as in the HP 81304/31Abecausethey are
known to be reliable (although relatively expensive).The
LEDs have similar meaningsto those in the HP 81304/314'
LEDs in the keys show the currently selectedpararneters.
LEDs abovethe keys show which of the two pa.rametersor

modes that this key represents is selected. All parameters
are accessible through one or at most two key presses. The
operating modes of the instmment can be seen at a glance
without switching display pages.
One conceptual change was made. The vernier keys behave
differently than in the HP 8130A/31A. There are no range
keys, and there are five pairs of up-down keys (instead of
three). Each vemier key has a fixed delta assigned to itdepending on the parameter, ofcourse. The advantage is
that each press of a vernier key causes a constant increment
or decrement, unlike the HP 81304/314', where the increment or decrement changes with the range of the pa.rameter.
Error Behavior. AII parameters can be modified within their
hard limits, whether or not they generate a conJlict with
other parameters, such as width greater than period or high
Ievel less than low level. In case ofsuch conflicts, the user is
directed out of the error state with a full-text error message
and a flashing arrow in the display that indicates in which
direction the parameter must be modified to resolve the
conflict.
Reference
1. W. Berkel, et al, "500-MHzand 300-MHzProgrammablePulse
Generators,"Iletolett-PackardJournal,Yol.4l, no. 4, August 1990,
pp. 64-78.
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The HP 81334 3-GHz pulse generator is available in singlechannel and two-channel configurations. Tlvo options are
available for channel 2: a second pulse channel like charutel I
or a pulse/data channel. The pulse/data channel is designed
to offer some additional features:
A square wave that can be divided by l, 2, 4, 8, 16, or 32
A 32-bit data pattem that can be edited
A pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS) with a length of
223- 1 bits, according to CCITT recommendation O.151.
Fig. I shows waveforms from a pulse channel and a pulse/
data charurel illustrating the divided square wave capability.
The pulse/data charurel (channel 2) is generating a squa"re
wave at half the frequency of ihe pulse trairt genera[ed by
charmel 1. Figs. 2aand 2b show pulse/data charurel data
patterns in RZ (return to zero) and NRZ (nonreturn to zero)
data formats. Fig. 3 shows a PRBS eye diagram with sampling clock. The data format is NRZ as in most applications.
The PRBS is also available in RZ format.
Applications
The square wave mode addresses applications in which a
clock signal is needed. The divided square wave is useful

for testing flip-flops or for applications that require multifrequency clock signals.
The 32-bit data mode provides repetitive bursts for use with
an oscilloscope.The settling behavior of amplifiers and line
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Ch.1 = 500.0mV/div
offset= -2.500v
Ch.2 = 500.0mV/div
oftset= -2.500V
TimeBase= 1.00ns/div
{b}
Fig. 2. Channel 1: Normal pulse outpttt. Channel 2: (a) RZ (return
to zero) dal,apattern- (b) NRZ (nonreturn to zcro) data pattern.

well and provide excellent pulse performance. A very important application is the characterization of high-speed devices. To a user with a little experience, the PRBS can show
all of the problems of a circuit in one picture, since it contains multiple frequencies and duty cycles. Bandwidth problems within a circuit that are hidden by faster circuits downstrearn in the signal path cause increased jitter, for example.

I

. . . . . . . . . . . .: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .: .. .. . . . . . .. . .

:

. .

Ch.1 = 5011.0
rnldiv
offset= 1.0mV
Ch.2 = 5gg.gmY76;v
Oftset= 1.m0V
Iime Base= 25llps/div
Fig.3. Channel l: Sampling clock. Channel 2: PRBS eye diagranr.
receivers

can be seen with some bits set to 1 and the rest set
ofthe pattern is quick and easy. Arotate fea-

Block Diagram
Fig. 5 shows the block diagram ofthe pulse/data board. The
square wave clock signal from the timing board is refreshed
by a shaper amplifier. A 4:1 multiplexer (MUX) adds the data
information and determines the data format (RZ = return to
zero, NRZ = nonreturn to zero). The signal then goes to an
output section identical to that of the standard pulse channel, consisting of a GaAs amplifier with support circuits and
disable relays.

to 0. Editing

ture scrolls the pattern through the oscilloscope screen.
Fig. 4 illustrates a measurement of the metastability of a
flip-flop. The picture shows the clock signal C, the data
input D, and the output Q of the flip-flop. C and D axe monitored at the input ofthe DUT (device under test). The transitions ofthe pulse generator have been slowed down by transition-time converters (HP 15435A, 150-ps transitions) to
avoid pulse distortion by the capacitive load of the flip-flop
inputs. Metastability is caused by violating the setup and
hold times of the flip-flop. Clocking the flip-flop exactly on
the edge of D sets the flip-flop to a metastable condition.
Thus, the metastability can be used to find the sampling
point of the flip-flop and the cor:responding D-Q timing relationships. The time window where the metastability occurs
is very narrow-about
2 ps. If the clock C moves only I or 2
ps left or right with respect to D, the metastability will disappeax. For this reason, this is a very difflcult measurement
to make, and the fast slopes, accurate timing, and low jitter
of the HP 81334 are essential.
The purpose of the PRBS feature is not primarily for use
with a bit error rate tester (BERT), although it will work
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The bitstreams between the data gate arTay and the multi
plexer must be synchronized. Since the data gate array has a
propagation delay of several nanoseconds, the clock for this
device has to be early by this amount with respect to the
CLV4reference output of the multiplexer. This negative delay
is realized by a phase-locked loop (the negative delay is only
possible in repetitive applications).
The phase-locked loop consists of the common functional
blocks: phase detector, loop filter (or regulator), VCO
(voltage-controlled oscillator), and frequency divider. The
VCO has a one-octave range (500 MHz to I GHz), and lower
frequencies are produced by division. The feedback and
reference paths are divided by 16 because ofthe frequency
limit of the phase detector. A limit-and-detect circuit ensures
proper control voltage conditions for the VCO. This circuit
detects the end of a frequency range and generates an interrupt. Details of the phase-locked loop are discussed below
and are shown in Fig. 6.
A temperature sensor measures the chip temperature of the
data gate array. This is necessar5r for delay drif[ compensation in the gate a.rray. The temperature drift of the gate array
is compensated with internal a$ustable delay lines.

;-Z\;
Ch.1 = 5lXl.0mV/div
Ch.2= Sgg.g
my76;v
Ch.3= 500.0mv/div
TimeBase= 5ll0ps/div
Deltat=m.8ps
Stad= 22.5026
ns

The multiplexer receives the data bits from the data gate
array, which contains the bitstream sequencer and a hardwired PRBS generator. This gate array, which is leveraged
from the HP 80000A data generator, has a maximum operating frequency of I GHz. The data memory consists of simple
(low-power) static latches, which contain the programmable
32-bit word. The PRBS generator outputs four (223 - l)-bit
PRBS bitstreams at one-fourth the clock rate which are multiplexed together to form the fina] (223 - l)-bit PRBS bitstream. The data gate anay also generates a frame signal to
mark the start of the 32-bit word.

0tfset = -8411.0
mV
offset= 7511.0
mV
oflser= 2.290V
Delay= 21.2fl10
ns
Stop= 22.544ns

Fig. 4. Metastability ofa flip-flop. Ctrannel I (top): Flip-flop clock
input. Channel 2 (rniddle): Flip-flop D input. (bottom) Flip-flop Q
output.

The frame ma.rker signal goes through a retiming circuit to
avoid internal synchronization jitter on the trigger signal
(which can occur in the phaseJocked loop). The ou@ut signal of this retiming circuit is internally called STR0BEbut is
actually the trigger signal in BlT0trigger mode. Jitter on this
trigger would cause ajittery display on the oscilloscope even
when the output signals are clean. The delay circuit ahead of
the retiming circuit is used for delay drift compensation of
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of the optional pulse/data board for the HP 81334 pulse generator.

the frame marker signal over temperature while compensation of the Dl, D2,03, and D4gate array output data charmels
is handled by internal a{ustable delay lines in the data gate
afiay.
Phase-Locked Loop
The phase-locked loop on the pulse/data board generates a
negative delay of 12 ns. This negative delay is required because ofthe internal delay ofthe data gate array as mentioned above. As shown in Fig. 5, the loop reference is the
clocW4 (CL|V4)output of the 4:1 multiplexer (MUX). The
loop output to the data gate array is one ofthe two outputs
of the programmable frequency divider.
The demands on the performance of the phase-locked loop
are severe. It must work over a7-octave range with high
phase accuracy and low synchronizationjitter.
At high frequencies, jitter and timing accuracy are the main concerns,
while phase accuracy becomes important at low frequencies. The timing window at a clock frequency of 3.2 GHz is
1.25 ns (clock divided by a). Setup and hold times, jitter, and
delay deviations (only 200-ps steps are possible in the data
gate array) must fit within this window.
By factory calibration the data acquisition point (the time
when the signals on the data lines are considered valid and
can be sampled) is set to 650 ps (half the period at the highest frequency) after an internal data transition. Thus the
time from the data transition to the acquisition point remains
nearly constant while the time from the acquisition point to
the next data transition is longer at lower frequencies. At
low frequencies phase accuracy becomes important. 650 ps
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is only about two degrees ofphase error at the lowest frequency (CL|V4= 8.25 MHz). There is a high risk that errors in
timing could occur if the phase were to lag only a few degrees. Therefore, a prephase shift is built-in, which shifts the
data transitions ahead at all frequencies. A few degrees are
enough, but the direction is very important. The absolute
amount of the prephase shift depends on the individual
hardware and is measured during internal delay calibration.
Dividers. The loop phase detector has a maximum operating
frequency of 80 MHz, while the CLIV4signal is between 8 MHz
and 800 MHz (at an instrument frequency of 32MHzto3.2
GHz). Therefore, the reference and the VCO output after the
programmable frequency divider have to be divided by 16.
These dividers consist of ECL D-type flip-flops. TWo ICs are
used, each containing four flip-flops (16 = 2r. However,
instead of the VCO signal path going through one IC and the
reference path going through the other, both paths go
through both ICs arrd are divided by four in each IC. The
advantage of this arrangement is better matching of the temperature dependent delays in the two paths, at the expense
of a slight increase in cross talk.
Negative Delay. The effect ofthe loop and phase detector is
to cause the divided VCO ou@ut to track the reference input
with zero phase difference. The required negative delay between the reference and the divided VCO output is produced
by a delay line in the loop. The delay line is placed after the
dividers to reduce the influence of cable loss, which
increases at higher frequencies.
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Fig. 6. PhaseJocked loop details.

Phase Detector. The MC12040 phase detector is a digital
phase-and-frequency-sensitive ECL type with a maximum
operating frequency of 80 MHz. It must cover a 7-octave
range zmd not lock on harmonics, which would cause improper range detection. Proper termination ofboth input
lines is important because ofthe fast slopes. The phase detector produces four outputs (U, U, D, D) which are crosswired (U to D and 0 to II) for temperature compensation of
the ECL output levels, which have a strong influence on the
phase error. The resulting two outputs go to the loop filter
(see Fig. 6).
Loop Filter. The first stage of the loop filter is a s5'rnmetrical
low-pass filter consisting of R1 to R4, C1, and C2. The following stage is a combination of an instmmentation amplifier
(consisting of three operational amplifiers) and a PI (proportional integral) regulator. Range switching of the programmable frequency divider requires related gain switching of the
filter, which is realized by varying the gain-controlling resistors and a switchable double-T attenuator. This design was
chosen for its low dc offsets (which cause phase error). An
ea.rlier, nonsyrnmetrical design, using a DAC for attenuation,
had unacceptable dc offsets.
In the first stage ofthe loop filter, a slight offset is added by
resistor R22 to achieve the prephase shift discussed above.

The phase detector has ECLlevel outputs (the 50-ohm terminators to -2V are not shown in Fig. 6), so the average dc
Ievel at the + inputs of the symmetrical operational amplifiers is about -1.3V. Thus a current is injected from ground
through R22.
The symmetrical PI regulator has a level shifter at its output
so that the operational amplifier has a higher margin to the
positive limit of its output. The limit and detect circuit limits
the VCO control voltage window and detects when the limits
are reached. A serial resistor between the loop filter and
the VCO forms a low-pass filter with the 10-nF VCO input
capacitance.
0scillator and FrequencyDivider.The oscillator is a varactor
LC type. A resistive attenuator and a blocking capacitor
adapt the output to ECL levels for the programmable frequency divider. The programmable frequency divider is a
high-speed ECL ASIC that permits division by 1, 2, 4, 8, 16,
32, or 64. One of the outputs is used to close the loop while
the other feeds the data gate array with the negatively
delayed signal.
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Design of a 3-GHz Pulse Generator
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This article discussesthe internal design of the HP 8133A
3-GHzpulse generator (seearticle, page 52), including the
timing board" the width board and output amplifier, and the
EMC design.

'I\nrirrg

Period Generation
Because very low jitter and high stability were m4ior goals, a
YIG oscillator is used as the main timing source of the instrument. The YIG oscillator frequency is programmed between
2 GHz and.4 GHz by a l2-blt DAC to achieve a period resolution of I ps. To achieve low jitter a special reference ground
plane for the circuit that drives the YIG is integrated on the
printed circuit board to avoid noise and cross talk between
the YIG driver and other components. To reduce the noise of
the YIG driver further, the bandwidth of the driver components is reduced almost to the fastest programming speed.

[Jnard

The timing board generates the basic pulse train of the
instrument with programmable pulse repetition period (or
equivalently, frequency). Its inputs are the external clock
signal, ifany, and the STR0BEsignal from the pulse/data
board, if installed. Its ou@uts are a delayed or undelayed
pulse output to the width board (depending on the instrument option), a dividable pulse output to the pulse/data
board, a trigger output to the front panel, and a divided
clock signal to the processor board. The main goals were
timing resolution of 1 ps for period and delay, jitter less than
5 ps rms, and frequency accuracy better than 0.5%. Fig. I is a
block diagram of the timing board.
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When the instrument mns below 2 GHz the YIG oscillator
signal is divlded by two by a static GaAs divider. For output
frequencies between 2 GHz and 3 GHz the divider is bypassed by two GaAs switches (switch I and switch 2 in Fig.
1). This additional division by two is necessary because the
programmable ftequency divider used to generate frequencies down to 33 MHz operates at input frequencies only up
to 3 GHz while the YIG oscillator frequency can be as high
as 4 GHz.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram ofthe timing board ofthe HP 81334 pulse generator.
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The programmable frequency divider is a bipolar ASIC. Its
key specifications are:
Input frequency range: dc to 3 GHz
Division factor: 1, 2, 4,8, 16,32, or 64
Output levels: ECL, differential
Input sensitivity: 200 mV pp single-ended, 100 mV pp
differential.
After the frequency divider, the signal is split into a delayed
path and an undelayed path. The delayed signal goes through
a delay block, while the undelayed signal goes through a
second programmable divider that divides the pulse/data
output by l, 2,4, 8, 16, 32, or 64. Another programmable
divider is integrated in the trigger path so the trigger can
also be divided by l, 2,4, 8, 16, 32, or 64. This feature makes
it possible to trigger an oscilloscope when the instmment is
running at 3 GHz, even if the trigger circuit of the oscilloscope does not work up to 3 GHz. Dividing the trigger output when the instrument is rururing at high frequencies generally improves the trigger performance of the oscilloscope.
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Jitter is reduced and edge placement measurements can be
made more accurately.
If the instrument is running in the data mode the trigger is
s5mchronized with the data on the pulse/data board (see arsignal from the data
ticle, page 56). In this mode the STROBE
board is switched into the trigger path by switches 4 and 5.
The trigger output amplifier is a shaping amplifier, which is
described in detail later. The trigger output is programmable
in amplitude (200 mV to 1.8V) in a -4V-to-+4V window The
programming resolution is 10 mV.
The signals from the timing board to the ou@ut boards are
fed to the rear panel. There the signals are conducted out of
the instrument through exchangeable semirigid cable bows.
This makes it possible to change the electrical length and
therefore the delay between the output channels and the
trigger output. The advantage of deskewing the channels at
this point in the signal path is that no additional cable that
might distort the ou@ut pulse is necessary at the outputs of
the instrunlent.
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Delay
The delay block consists of an input shaper amplifier, a variable delay followed by a second shaper amplifier, a switched
delay, and an output shaper amplifier.
Variable Delay.The variable delay circuit is a thick-film
hybrid. Fig. 2 shows its schematic diagram and Fig. 3 is a
photograph ofthe hybrid. Diodes CRI to CR18 are varactor
diodes. By changing their reverse voltage W4HDET_,
the capacitance of each diode can be tuned between 0.6 pF and 2. I
pF, The voltage Vventnr, is programmable between -1.5V
and -36V. Fig. 4 shows the delay shift versus the bias voltage
at 50 MHz. To get high resolution over the entire range a l/x
DAC is used. The bias voltage Vvenlrl is equal to:
Vventnl = Vr + Vzl(DAC Value),
where V1 and V2 are constants.
To achieve a variable delay without distorting the signal on
the hybrid the capacitance of the diodes and the inductance
ofthe bond wires must both be varied. Because the bondwire inductance cannot be varied the signal is distorted and
the delay is a function of frequency. Therefore, a calibration
ofthe delay as a function ofthe DAC value and frequency is
necessar-y.Fig. 5 shows the delay of the hybrid as a function
offrequency before calibration and Fig. 6 shows the delay
after calibration. With the calibration, which runs 100%automatically, a delay accuracy of +15 ps is achieved over the
full delay and frequency ranges. In the shaping amplifier that
follows the variable delay hybrid the signal is refreshed
(transition times better that 100 ps) and amplified to 2V pp.

these resistors the signal would be distorted by the reflections caused by the on-resistance. The adva:ttage ofusing
GaAs switches instead of diodes is that no biasing is nec.essary in the high-frequency path. The disadvantage is that
these switches have a higher insertion loss, but this is not
critical because the refresh amplifier following the switched
delay hybrid has a higher gain (better than 20 dB) over the
full frequency range of the instmment than the loss of the
switched delay hybrid at maximum delay (typically 16 dB).
The nominal electrical lengths of the delay lines are: 11 -- 222
ps, 12 = 401 ps, t:: = 748 ps, r,1= 1421ps, "cs= 2727 ps, and t6
= 5261 ps. In general:
rn-t = l.94trr-J0ps.
Thus, by adding a variable delay between 0 and 222 ps to
the switched delay, any delay between 0 and 11 ns can be
achieved with a resolution determined only by the variable
delay, even if there is a mismatch of t3% +15 ps between the
different switched delay lines. Of the total 1l-ns delay capability of the instrument, 10 ns is used to delay one channel of
the instrument by t5 ns with respect to the other channel,
and I ns is used to deskew the two channels of the instrument, that is, to compensate for the mismatch in the
transmission times of the output boards.

Switched Delay.The schematic diagram of the switched
delay circuit is shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 8 shows the layout of
the switched delay hybrid. To achieve low-loss microstrip
lines, the hybrid is produced in thin-film technology. The
different delays are achieved by switching between microstrip lines of different lengths. Resistors R1 to R12compensate for the on-resistance of the GaAs switches. Without

,.'.
Do+ 500ps

Do
Delay
Fig. 4. Delay of lher variable delay hybrid

Fig. 3. Variable delay hybrid.
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Shaping Amplifier
The shaping amplifier is one of the key building blocks of
the instrument. The challenge of the design was to develop a
discrete amplifier with a frequency range of 10 MHz to 3.5
GHz, an output amplitude of 0.2V to 2V pp (adjustable), and
transition times better than 100 ps (60-ps typical 20'r/rto-80o/o
transition times are achieved). The amplifier was to be built
only with autoload sudace mount components on a standard
FR-4 HP printed circuit board.
The amplifier is a four-stage, ac coupled GaAs FET amplifier. The GaAs FETs are mainlv used in TV satellite receivers
and therefore they are low-cost components available on
reels for autoloading. Fig. 9 shows the schematic of one
stage of the shaping amplifier. Ul determines the dc current
IpBl through R5llR6,that is, through Lr, Lrs, and the FET Ql,
by controlling the gate source voltage of Q1. Ry1 is used to
adjust the current IpB1. At high frequencies C5llC6is a short
circuit to ground and the inductors L13 and L1 have very
high impedance. This means that the input of each stage is
terminated in 50 ohms within the frequency range of the
amplifier. The resistor at the gate of the FET prevents the
amplifier from ringing or oscillating. Diodes CRI to CR3
protect the GaAs FET from damage when the power is

32oo

(MHzl
Frequency

Fig. 6. Delayof the variabledelayhybrid as a lirnctionof DACvalue
and frequencyafter calibration.
switched on or off. They also protect the FET if there is a
malfunction in the biasing circuit. This is very critical, because exceeding the maximum ratings of the FET can cause
a malfunction in the instmment weeks later, even after the
bias circuit is repaired and the FET is biased properly.
Frequency Measurement
To make it possible to offer duty cycle, phase, and the same
precision of delay and width in both the internal and external modes, a frequency measurement capability is built into
the instrument. The key specifications ofthe frequency
measurement capability are:
Accuracy: better than 0.1%
Measurement time: 300 ms
Resolution: 100 kHz
FYequency range: 2 MHz to 3.3 GHz.
Fig. 1 shows the frequency measurement circuits on the
timing board that prepare the signal for the frequency
counter, which is on the microprocessor board.
The main challenge for the frequency measurement was to
get a low-cost divider that works from 10 MHz up to 3 GHz.
Low-cost dividers for telecom applications operate only from
10 MHz to 2.7 GHz. To solve this problem the trigger divider
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is used. When the instmment is running without dividing the
trigger, the trigger divider is bypassed and programmed to
divide by 64. If the trigger is divided by 2, 4,8, 16, 32, or 64
the trigger signal goes through the trigger divider. Therefore,
at the output of the trigger divider the maximum frequency
is 1.5 GHz (instrument running at3 GH4 trigger divided by
2). This means that a low-cost, low-power frequency divider
can be used after the trigger divider.
The frequency measurement must work at frequencies down
to 10 MHz at the external input, so the frequency counter
must work in a frequency range from about 150 kHz (10 MHz
divided by 64) to 1.5 GHz (3 GHz divided by 2). Therefore,
the signal after the trigger divider goes through a static divider and is divided by 256. In aparallel path, a differential
amplifier converts the signal to TTL levels. One output of
the amplifier feeds a low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency
of 15 MHz. A Schmitt trigger circuit detects the amplitude of
the filter output and tells the microprocessor whether the
frequency is below or above 15 MHz. The microprocessor
uses the Schmitt trigger output to control switch 6. For frequencies below 15 MHz the signal goes through the amplifier,
bypassing the divide-by-256 divider, while for frequencies
above 15 MHz the signal is first divided by 256 and then converted to TTL levels.* The resulting signal is divided by l6 in
a standard TTL divider and sent to the frequency counter on
. Thebypass
isnecessary
because
thedivide
by256divider
notoperate
does
below
10MHz.
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Fig. 9. Schcuraticdiagramof one stageof the shapinganrplificr.
the microprocessor board, which is an ASIC leveraged from
the HP 81534 lishtwave multimeter.

The delayed output signal of the timing board, a single-ended
square wave, is the input signal of the width board. The
width board generates the variable pulse width and contains
the output amplifier.
Variable Pulse Width Generation
As shown in the block diagram of the width board, Fig. 10,
the input signal is split into two signals. One of these signals

Delay[ine
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0utput
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Fig. 10. Block riiagr:rurof lhe wiclth boarcl
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is delayed by about 4 ns with a fixed delay line (semirigid
cable). The other signal goes through a delay block that consists of two different hybrids-a variable delay hybrid and a
switched delay hybrid-and two shaper amplifiers. The two
hybrids and the shaping amplifier are described earlier in
this article.
Thus, two signals with the same frequency are generated:
one with a fixed delay of 4 ns and the other with a programmable delay of 4 ns to 14 ns (4 ns is the minimum delay of
the delay block). In the pulse mode, the delay of the second
signal is limited to a maximum of 4 ns plus the actual period
value by the instrument software. According to the instrument specification, this delay can only be programmed from
4.15 ns to 3.85 ns plus the actual period value because the
output pulse width is equal to this delay value minus the
delay of the first signal (which is 4 ns, as mentioned above)
and the specified minimum pulse width is 150 ps.
Pulse Formatter
The two square wave, single-ended signals are the input signals of the pulse forrnatter. The pulse formatter is a custom
bipolar IC designed in HP's HPIX process. It is packaged on
a thick-film hybrid.
The pulse formatter (Fig. 11) is basically a high-speed EXOR
gate gets two
(exclusive-0R) gate (EXl in Fig. 11). If an EXOR
square wave signals of the same frequency that are delayed
with respect to each other, it generates an output signal with
a pulse width equal to the delay between the two input signals but with twice the frequency. Therefore, the frequency of
the input signals is divided by two by the on-chip flip-flop Fl.
An additional EX0Rgate (EX2) enables the user to choose
between normal mode and complement mode. The user can
also switch the pulse formatter between the pulse mode and
the square wave mode. In the square wave mode, the input
signal with the programmable delay is connected to the output of the pulse formatter. Thus, the user can switch off the
width capability of the instrument and have an additional
0-to-10-ns delay capability instead. This is especially valuable in a standard instrument, which does nothave the delay
block on the timing board.
If the frequencies of both input signals were divided separately, using two flip-flops, the pulse formatter could be
either in the normal mode or in the complement mode after
powering up the instrument or changing the frequency,

0uT
Fig. 11. Blockdiagramofthe
pulse formatter on the width
board.

delay, or width range. This would depend on the initial state
of the two flip-flops and could not be controlled by the microprocessor. This is why only one divide-by-two flip-flop (Fl)
is used here. The output of Fl is connected to the inputs of
flip-flops F2 and F3, which are clocked by the input signals.
As a result, the pulse formatter always starts mnning in the
normal mode (self-initialization).
The pulse formatter works from dc to 3.5 GHz and can produce pulse widths as narrow as 120 ps or less. It has a differential output with a swing of 500 mV and transition times of
about 80 ps (typical). The high level ofthe output signal is
0V. The input signals are ac coupled and must have a swing
of 800 mV. The pulse formatter requires -5.1V and +1.0V
supply voltages and dissipates 2.5W worst-case. Therefore,
the backside of the thick-film hybrid is mounted on a heat
sink made of solid aluminum.
Output Amplifier
The output amplifier is driven by the differential outputs of
the pulse formatter IC. The amplifier consists of two identical
GaAs ICs designed in HP's MMIC-B process and packaged in
a thick-film hybrid.
The MMIC-B process is a depletion-mode MESFET process
with a double-recessedl 0.35-pm direct-write E-beam gate.2
It achieves an f1 of 23 GHz with a pinchoff of -1.3V. The active layer is grown with molecular beam epitaxy and features
a low-temperature buffef to eliminate backgating.a'5
Each IC consists of two differential amplifier stages and one
4.5V level shifter with a source follower between them, as
shown in Fig. 12. The layout of the hybrid is shown in Fig.
13, and Fig. 14 is a photograph of the hybrid. The first IC
drives the second IC through a level shifter. The result is a
four-stage dc-coupled differential amplifier in which stages
one and two axe provided by the first IC and stages three
and four are provided by the second IC.
The GaAs ICs require five voltage and four current sources
each. These sources are located on the printed circuit board.
Elastomeric contacts are used to corurect the power supplies
from the printed circuit board to the thick-film hybrid.
Low-impedance bypassing of the voltage supplies is essential to minimize overshoot and prevent oscillation in the
source followers of the amplifier ICs. Bypass is provided at
low frequencies by surface mount capacitors on the printed
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circuit board. High-frequency blpass is provided by 500-pF
capacitors printed on the hybrid using a paste that has a
relative dielectric constant eR= 1000. Ifsurface mount capacitors had been used on the hybrid instead of the dielectric paste, the capacitors would have been so large that they
could not have been located close to the ICs. This would have
increased bond-wire inductances and caused problems with
ringing and oscillation.
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shifts of 1lV are required. Dc level shift is accomplished by
an operational amplifier circuit on the printed circuit board.
The levels are sensed with resistors located directly on the
RF striplines so as not to add reflective stubs. The highfrequency signal is passed by 10-nF coupling capacitors in
parallel with the level shifting circuit.

Elastomeric contacts axe also used to connect the input RF
signal from the pulse formatter, but are too reflective at high
frequencies to be used for the output signal. Instead, SMA
corulectors are used. They are connected to the hybrid with
low-inductance ribbon bonds.

The 50-ohm termination resistors at the outputs of both ICs
are located extremely close to the ICs to avoid reflections
from stubs. No reverse termination is provided at the input
ofthe second IC because 1lV across the resistors would
cause a very large power dissipation. Because the reverse
termination of the output of the first amplifier is so good,
the effect of this single reflection is minor.

Both GaAs ICs require a high level of about -l lV at the RF
inputs. The output signals of the pulse formatter and the
first amplifier IC have a high level of 0V. Therefore, two Ievel

A good RF termination is essential at the input of the first
IC. Because the bias at the input of the amplifier IC is -l lV,
simple termination results in a very large power dissipation.
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Fig. 13. Layout of the output amplifier hybrid. IC1 anci IC2 are identical output amplifier ICs

By providing a dc termination on the printed circuit board
(at a lower dc bias) and an ac termination on the hybrid (a
100-ohm resistor between the true and complement inputs),
a good RF termination is provided without excessive power
dissipation.
Ferrites F3 and F4 (under the lid) and optional ferrites F5
and F6 (outside the lid) reduce high-frequency ringing (at
about 10 GHz) on the RF outputs. Fl and F2 reduce reflections between the two ICs caused by the impedance mismatch of the output termination of the first amplifier IC at
about 10 GHz.
The total power dissipation of both ICs is 4.5W worst-case.
To maintain low die temperatures, the backside of the
thick-film hybrid is mounted on a heat sink made of solid
aluminum. The heat sink is also used as a fixture for the
SMA connectors.
The high level of the output signal can be a{iusted with Vslp
(see Fig. 13) from -2V to +4V. For high-level values greater
than + lV, all voltage sources of the second IC are increased
linearly with Vs1;.

The output amplitude is adjusted from 0.lV to 3.0V peak-topeak with the currents ISr, IS2,and Ig of the second amplifier IC (see Fig. 12). For amplitudes below 1.0V,Is1 is
switched off, and for amplitudes below 0.33V, Is1 and Is2 are
switched off. The output devices are scaled 6:2:1 in width so
that FET current densities are similar in each range.
The output amplitude range is segmented to reduce overshoot. An extensive calibration optimizes transition time
and ringing over the specified amplitude, temperature, and
frequency ranges. The parameters adjusted in this optimization are the operating current in the third stage of the fourstage differential amplifier (Ip1), the high level of the third
stage ffp2), and the cascode bias voltage of the fourth stage
OHAJ
The output amplifier generates pulses with typical transition
times of 50 to 60 ps (lfflo to 90%). The minimum pulse width
specification is 150 ps, but pulses with a width of less than
120 ps are possible. Overshoot and ringing are specified to
be less than l5o/o+ 20 mV; typical values are 5o/oto I0o/o.
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Fig. 16. Crosssectionof the probecarclshowurgthe probenroruiting.

Fig. f4. Photograph of the output an4rlifier hybrid.

Wafer Test of the Output Amplifrer
The amplifier ICs are tested on-wafer using an HP 81314
pulse generator and an HP 5412lT digitizing oscilloscope. The
ICs are probed with a thin-film probe caxd. Dc functional
measurements and 20%o-to-80%
ou@ut rise time measurements are made at a number of output amplitude settings.
High-speed on-wafer testing is generally limited to devices
having a limited number of RF signals and dc biases. Probe
card technologies typically offer either excellent RF performance at low complexity or high complexity and mediocre
RF performance. Because of the fast transition times that
must be verified in wafer test, the large number of dc connections, and the requirement that power supplies be wellterminated to control overshoot and ringing in the output
signal, no commercially available probe technology was
deemed capable of meeting our needs.
ProbeCard
Frame

/

,:ff:l';.Tff',/

The probe card technology chosen is a custom thin-film
probe carclSin which short (l-mm) Be-Cu probes are epoxy
attached to 50-ohm microstrip lines in a hole in the center of
a sapphire substrate. The substrate is mounted in a machined metal frame into which are mounted female SMA
connectors. The SMA connectors are spring-cormected to
coax-to-microstrip launches on the substrate, allowing RF
and dc connection to each ofthe probes. An exploded view
of the probe card assembly is shown in Fig. 15, and detail of
the probe attachment is shown in Fig. 16.
Each dc source is connected to the probe card via a bias tee
as shown in Fig. 17. Ac termination is supplied by corurecting a 50-ohm load to the RF port ofthe bias tee. The probe
inductance, modeled as a single lumped element, is approximately 0.7 nH. Thus, the RF termination seen by the dc pad
of the chip is approximately 50 ohms in series with 0.7 nH.
An alternate solution to provide bypassing would be to use
surface mount capacitors on the substrate to bypass the
power supply lines to a ground provided by a plated via
hole. This would provide near zero impedance at low frequencies. Unfortunately, the physical size of surface mount
capacitors would necessitate placing them some distance
away from the probes and the short circuit would be rotated
around the Smith chart and would actually appear open at
about 3 GHz. Thus, the amplifier would tend to ring or even
oscillate.
Because the sapphire substrate cannot be attached to a heat
sink without mechanical interference with the wafer probing
operation, power dissipation of resistors on the substrate is
limited. Because shorted ICs or an erroneous test setup may
force arbitrary abusive currents through the output load
resistors, and a damaged thin-film resistor would necessitate
arr expensive replacement of the substrate and probe assembly, we chose to provide the reverse termination resistor for
both outputs off the probe card.
DCPowerSupply
Bias
Tee

0.7nH
DCPad
Substrate

/

Probe

5oe Microstrip

/
/

50ft

ACTermination
Fig. 15. Exploded view of the probc card for wafer-testing the output
amplifier ICs.
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Fig. 17. Probe card dc bias technique.
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Fig. 18. Modelof the probecard
output transmissionlines showing
reflectionsfrom discontinuities.
A model of the output probe circuit is shown in Fig. 18. The
same circuit is used for both true and complement outputs
of the IC. The IC does not contain its own reverse termination resistor; its output is a switched current source and
appea.rsto be a high impedar-rce.The output requires a
50-ohm reverse termination as well as a 50-ohm customer
Ioad. These loads are provided at the ends of two transmission lines. The reverse termination is a replaceable 50-ohm
SMA load (HP 0960-0053); the customer load is an HP
54l2l"l oscilloscope with a 20-dB pad (HP 33340C) for input
protection. Each output pad has two probes; one for each
transmission line.
The probe card has two lcrown discontinuities; a simple
capacitive discontinuity at the coax-to-microstrip transition
and a more complex discontinuity in the area of the probes
and probe-to-microstrip transition consisting of tapered
high-impedance transmission lines for the probes and a lowimpedance line in the area of the epoxy. Reflections from
these discontinuities in the reverse termination alm cause a
two-step undershoot in the step response as shown in Fig. 19.
The longer undershoot is caused by the coax launch; the
shorter undershoot is caused by the epoxy and probes. The
total amplitude of these two undershoots is approximately
8o/oto lW/oof the input voltage step.
Because a l9/vto-90o/otransition time measurement requires
a repeatable crossing of the 90% point, small variations in
ringing from die to die make a lE/vto-90o/o transition time
measurement undependable. Reflections are far better

controlled in the instrument application, but this probe
technology allows us to make a20Vvto-80o/otransition time
measurement that can be correlated with the l0o/vto-90o/o
transition time in the instrument.
High-speed pulse measurements on-wafer allow the test to
reject dice with slow transition times or incomplete switching problems before they are assembled into hybrids. This
reduces rework and lowers manufacturing cost.

All adjustable signal parameters of the instrument (frequency,
width, delay, amplitude, etc.) are controlled by analog voltages generated by digital-to-analog converters (DACs). The
same is true for the voltages and currents that are responsible
for signal performance in the amplifier stages.
The relationships between these control voltages and the
corresponding signal parameters are usually nonlinear and
temperature dependent. They may also depend on other
signal parameters (typically frequency) and vary from board
to board. The advantage of using DACs for generating these
control voltages instead of variable resistors is that the
microprocessor can compensate for these influences.
The ideal solution would be to measure and store all parameter values at all possible DAC settings and temperatures. In
practice this is impossible because of the huge amount of
data and the time it would take to measure it.
In the HP 8133A, all DAC settings are calibrated as functions
of the corresponding signal parameters, and most of them
are also calibrated as functions of frequency:

rl
JV

fl-------t
--r-|
lD

DAC = f(parameter, frequency).
To keep the amount of data manageable and the calibration time and parameter setting time reasonable, a twodimensional linear interpolation algorithm is used for all
calibrations.

ns
23.50011

24.5fl10ns

25.5000
ns

Fig. 19. Probe card output waveform showitrg undershoots causecl
by reflections.

A linear interpolation algorithm approximates the relation
between the independent value (programmed signal parameter) and the dependent value (e.g., the DAC value) with
pieces of straight lines. In the two-dimensional case there
are a number of points of the first independent parameter
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(e.g. delay) and another number of points of the second
independent parameter (e.g., frequency) which form an
array of parameter pairs. For each parameter pair a dependent value is measured and stored. When the instrument is
programmed to a certain pa.rameter setting, the dependent
value is interpolated between the four adjacent parameter
pairs.
Each relation between a signal parameter and the corresponding DAC value is represented by a calibration stmcture within the instmment. This allows calibration of each
parameter independently of the others. An example of a
command to load data into one of these structures ls:
:DlAGnose:CALibration:YlG
2.0E9,888,3.0E9,1
969,4.0E9,3049
This calibration command for the YIG oscillator defines
three interpolation points at 2, 3, and 4 GHz with DAC values
of888, 1969,and 3049, respectively.
Although the RAM on the microprocessor board is battery
buffered (and could therefore be used to store the calibration data) we decided to store the data in an EEPROM on
the corresponding hardware board and load it into the microprocessor RAM after power-on. We use 8K-byte EEPROMs.
The advantage of using EEPROMs is that the calibration
data is secure even when the battery is disconnected. It also
makes the instmment more easily serviceable, because replacement boards can be calibrated in the factory. The only
thing that has to be recalibrated after board exchange is the
delay skew between the two output boards.
Temperature Calibration
As mentioned above, most parameters have a temperature
dependent variation. For most parameters the temperature
dependency can be described with adequate precision as a
linear function of the temperature difference between the
current temperature and the temperature at calibration time
(AT). For other parameters the temperature dependency is a
linear function of AT times the current interpolation value.
To compensate for these two kinds of temperature dependencies, we store an absolute and a relative temperature
coefficient together with the ambient temperature at calibration time with each calibration structwe. The ambient temperature in the instrument is measured with a temperature
sensor on the timing board.
When the instrument is programmed to a certain parameter
setting, the result of the interpolation is modified using the
following formula:

The EMC (electromagnetic compatibility) design of the
HP 8133A pulse generator is a combination of mechanical
design and electrical design. Since 1992, the RFI standard
for HP products has included the new European standard
EN5501l (CISPRII) class B limit (similar to the U.S. FCC
class B limit). The product had to meet this new standard.
Background
The HP 81334 Pulse Generator is built in an HP System II+
cabinet with a height of 123.6mm and a depth of 497.8 mm.
In this mainframe a main chassis is mounted to carry the
power supply and above it the microprocessor board (see
Fig. 20). The cardcage is built into the chassis, and the timing board and one or two output boards are installed in the
cardcage.
At the beginning of the project we planned to leverage the
mechanical design from the mainframe of the HP 81304 and
8131A pulse generators. However, during the first implementation of the HP 81334 hardware in the HP 8130A/3lA
mainframe, we found that the radiation was over the limits.
What were the reasons for the greater emissions? The HP
8130.4/314'mainframe was designed for a 500-MHz maximum frequency and 200-ps transition times. The HP 81334
has a 3-GHz maximum frequency and < 100-ps transition
times. This means that the HP 81334 generates more power
at high frequencies than the HP 81304 and 81314, especially
above 500 MHz.
Measurements showed that the main sources of radiation
are the timing board, the output boards, and the cables to
the rear panel and the front panel. For sufficient shielding
we had to improve the design of the mainframe.

0utputBoard2 {Ghannel
2}
0utputBoard1 {Channel
1}
fimingBoard

Microprocessor
Board

Valuen"* = Valueota + Valueo1,1TC."1
AT + TCu5. Al
where Valueol6 is the parameter value as calculated with the
interpolation, TCpl and TCuSsaxe the relative and absolute
temperature coefficients stored with the calibration structure,
and AT is the difference between the current temoerature
and the temperature at calibration time.

1*.".,

Power
Supply

Using this method reduces the delay drill, for example, from
150 ps to typically 20 ps over the operating temperature
range.

Main
Ghassis
Front
Fig. 20. Mzrinasscmbliesof the H['81334 putse generator
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Improvements
The cardcage with the timing board and the one or two
output boards inside is a sheet-metal assembly. We made
the following improvements to increase the shielding (see
Fig.21):
Reduce the diameter of the perforation holes' We found that
a hole diameter of 2.4 mm is acceptable. We also found that
an expensive honeycomb filter panel for the fan area is not
necessary when using a 2.4-mm-diameter perforation pattem.
Reduce the holes in the corners of the cardcage to the
smallest possible size. These holes are necessary for production of the sheet-metal parts whenever two or three
bends form a corner of a Part.
Reduce the distance between screws or rivets. A distance of
about 25 mm is acceptable for good shielding in the HP
81334 frequency rarlge. Ifthe distance between the screws
or rivets is greater than 25 mm, use contact springs to close
the seams.
Avoid seams where ever possible. If there axe any seams,
they must be closed with contact springs.
Close all remaining holes that axe necessary for manufacturing the parts of the cardcage assembly with contact springs
or additional parts.
Use semirigid cables for the high-frequency interconnections
to the front and rear panels. For this pulpose the cardcage
is extended to the front panel where the SMA connectors
are located. The cardcage is also extended to the rear panel
in the area of the SMA connectors. Here we use a milled
SMAConnectors
RearPanel

RearSupport

fi
"-t'

Cardcage
-tt'

PowerSupplyand
Board
Microprocessor

fimingBoardandOutpulBoard(s)

Semirigid
Cable
lnternal
FilterConnector Motherboard

l\

\

//

External /
MotherboarT

Extension
of Cardcage

Front
Panel
Fig. 21. Top view of the HP 8133A mainliame

New Ideas
The improvements listed above were not sufficient to reach
the RFI limits. Therefore, additional ideas were needed'
We divided the motherboard into two parts. One part is
mounted in the cardcage assembly and makes the CPU and
power interconnections between the timing board and the
ou@ut boards. The second part of the motherboard is located
on the outside ofthe cardcage assembly and is connected to
the CPU board and the power suPPlY.
Between the two parts of the motherboard is a filter connector with 34 pins, mounted with its housing inside of the cardcage assembly. The feedthrough pins ofthe filter connector
are plugged on one side into the connector of the internal
motherboard and on the other side into the external motherboard. The filters are pi filters consisting oftwo capacitors
and an inductor. The result is a high insertion loss for highfrequency energy.
The filter connector must have a low impedance at high frequencies to the ground ofthe cardcage. The filters are soldered into a filter plate and the filter plate is screwed to the
side ofthe cardcage to provide the required low impedance.
We also looked at filtered D-subminiature connectors instead
of the filter connectors, but these D-types are too big for our
application.
Because ofthe capacitive load ofthe filter connectors, ICs
of the ACT family are needed as device bus drivers on all
the printed circuit boards in the cardcage and on the
microprocessor board.
No additional RFI strips or RFI gaskets are necessary in the
cabinet. No additional measures were necessary to avoid RF
emissions in the design of the keyboard, microprocessor
board, or power supply.

Main
n'/Chassis

part catled the rear support to mount the SMA connectors
and semirigid cables.

SMA Connectol

EMC Summary
After many measurements and modifications we were able
to meet the RFI standards. The HP 81334 pulse generator
has passed the CISPR1l Class B regulation. The measurements required by the EN55011 regulation will be done using production instruments. This regulation allows a transition period until mid-1993 to do the measurements. The
EMC design atso helped meet the EN50082-1 standard,
which prescribes immunity to electrostatic discharge (ESD),
radiation, and fast transients.
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An acoustics test laboratory will typically have a variety of
test equipment for the characterization of product noise.
Fundamental to the measurement of noise emissions is a
1/3-octave-band frequency analyzer, but sound level meters
and FFT (fast Fourier transform) analyzers may also be
present and useful. Digital signal processing (DSP) has for
some time allowed custom digital hardware to be used in
the design of both octave-based recursive-filter analyzers
and instmments relying on the FFT. It has only been recently,
however, that DSP chip technology has advanced to the
point where it is possible to implement a variety of acoustic
measurement algorithms on a single hardware platform and
mn at the required real-time rates. This paper discusses the
development of these DSP algorithms and their implementation in a smatl (3.2-kg) battery-operated instrument, the HP
3569A portable real-time frequency analyzer (Fig. 1).

bin spacing of 25H2. Since acoustic measurement standards
require at least 5 to 10 FFT bins to synthesize a single 1/3octave band correctly, the lowest l/3-octave band that can
be accurately synthesized using this data is 500 Hz, five octaves higher than desired. Workarounds for this problem
have their own limitations. One possibility is to use a much
longer FFI say 16,384 bins, to provide much better lowfrequency resolution, and another is to do multiple-span
FFIs, effectively generating a log-resolution output.
These and other approaches that start with the FFT, however accurate in output, must still address the issue ofrealtime performance. Acoustic signals are by their very nature
nonstationary in time, so an FFT analyzer that claims to
match the performance of a traditional bank of analog

Octave-Band versus Narrowband Analysis
When measurements of acoustic sound pressure level are
presented as a function of frequency, a logarithmic format is
normally chosen. Acousticians prefer to see the data distributed in constant percentage bandwidths, usually octave or
l/3-octave bands, since the auditory perception ofsound is
logarithmically related to frequency and several regulations
require such presentation.
Many modern spectmm analyzers operating in the standard
20-Hz-to-20-Idlz frequency range use the fast Fourier transform for quickly translating time-domain signals to the frequency domain spectrum. This approach is widely accepted
and offers some unique capabilities for evaluating crosschannel system behavior in the frequency-domain data by
means of coherence and frequency response functions.
However, the FFT has a severe limitation for use in acoustics. The output of the FFT has a constant bandwidth distribution rather than a constant percentage bandwidth distribution, that is, the frequency scale is linear rather than
logarithmic. When l/3-octave frequency bands are synthesized by performing a weighted sum of linear-resolution FFT
bins, the frequency of the lowest band is limited by a lack of
resolution at the low-frequency end of the spectrum.
A typical FFT spectrum anralyzerhas 800 lines of resolution.
For a measurement span of 20 kHz, this allows a spectral

Fig. l. The HP 35694 real-t,irnefrequency analyzer and the HP
35230A sound intensity probe.
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l/3-octave bandpass filters must overlap data acquisition
and processing, and cannot disregard samples at its analogto-digital converter at any time. Even in this world of ever
faster processing horsepower, this is a difficult task given
the considerations listed above.
Filter analyzers axe not without their own shortcomings.
Constant percentage bandwidths allow only coarse frequency resolution toward the higher end ofthe acoustic
spectrum, making the measurement of discrete tones difficult. Many computer and disk-drive manufacturers must
locate irritating high-frequency noises emanating from their
products. The bandwidth of the 16-kHz l/3-octave band is
nearly 4 kHz, making a precise spectral estimate of the tone
impossible. Also, at low frequencies, the very narrowband
l/3-octave filters have long impulse responses, resulting in
lengthy filter settling times. The potential for zooming in on
a na.rrower frequency range using a local oscillator is not
realistic for filter analyzers, although this feature is widely
available in FFT analyzers.
Wavelet Analysis
One promising technology that bridges the gap between
constant bandwidth FFT analysis and constant percentage
bandwidth real-time analysis is called the theory of wavelets. Wavelets have properties that make them very attractive for the measurement of sound. Wavelet transforms allow
a logarithmic frequency axis (i.e., good frequency resolution
at low frequencies), and have arbitrarily good time resolution at higher frequencies, unlike the block-oriented FFT.l
They have much more flexible bandwidths than filter alralyzers. Instrumentation implementing discrete wavelet transforms has yet to appear, and faces significant obstacles in
supplanting l/3-octave analyzers because of the regulatory
nature of acoustic noise measurements. Practical application
of wavelets is beginning to appear in the acoustic trade journals,z but for the immediate future, the world of sound is
seen through the poles and zeros of bandpass filters, analog
or digital.
DSP in Acoustic Measurements
Digital signal processing has not bypassed the acoustics
community. Digital filters have for some time replaced the
old analog 1/3-octave filter banks, and are available as dedicated real-time frequency analyzers or filter analyzers, as
distinguished from FFT spectrum analyzers, dynamic signal
analyzers, and others that derive their results from the FFT.
The digital filter analyzers are typically composed of a subset
of single-purpose filter gate arrays, bit-slice microprocessors,
and medium-scale integration DSP multiplier-accumulators.
Such dedicated hardware has made it difficult for the digital
filter analyzers to perform other signal processing tasks
such as, for instance. the FFT. Acousticians do use the FFT
for certain measurements, especially cross-channel analyses
arrd tone determination, so any analyzer that could integrate
digital filter analysis in l/3-octave bands with the FFT would
have a distinct advantage in the marketplace.
In 1991 Hewlett-Packard introduced an FFT analyzer, the HP
35665A, that also performs true digital l/3-octave analysis
using the combination of a 20-MHz Motorola 56001 DSP chip
and a digital filter gate array. The gate array performs bandlimiting low-pass filtering in an all-pass, multiple-sample-rate
mode. The sarne gate array serves as a bandwidth limiter in
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the FFT measurement mode, so the DSP measurement hardware is shared between the measurement tasks of the irstrument. This configuration, though integrating two traditionally separate instruments into a single box, still relies on a
very costly development, the filter gate afiay, because there
is not enough power h the 56001 to perform aII ofthe tasks
required for real-time digital filter analysis to 20 kHz.
Just one year later, the clock speed ofthe Motorola 56000
series processor doubled to 40 MHz, removing any remaining barrier to the software implementation of a combined
FFT and real-time 1/3-octave analyzer on a chip. This goal
was realized with the introduction of the HP 35694, which
incorporates the combined functionality of a dual-channel
FFT analyzer and a real-time l/3-octave sound intensity filter analyzer, in addition to an integrating sound level meter
and a reverberation time processor. The wholly digital processing allows very high precision, unlanown to date in a
handheld package.
In the following sections, we will explore how the standard
l/3-octave filter shapes are implemented as digital filters,
starting first with a numerical design methodologr, and continuing to the actual software architecture. Then we will
examine some of the design elements, unique to the digital
domain, that make possible very accurate real-time crosscharurel calculations of acoustic intensif and ftrll-bandwidth
correction of microphone phase mismatch in sound intensity
probes.
Signal Processing Block Diagram
A description ofal/3-octave filter anafyzer using an off-the
shelf DSP chip is primarily concerned with a software algorithm, but we wi-ll first present a general picture of the HP
35694 measurement hardware. Fig. 2 is a block diagram. All
measurements take place in the Motorola 56002 DSP chip,
while the Intel 80186 processor is responsible for display
processing, management of the nonvolatile RAM disk, and
the user interface. For any stand-alone instrument, the user
interface firmware is a significant aspect of the product development effort. In this paper, however, we are concerned
with a description of the HP 3569A measurement algorithms
and signal processing. We shall show that the entire measurement of acoustic pressure or two-channel acoustic intersity,
including triggering, averaging, scaling, and coordinate transformation to dBSPL (sound pressure level) is performed by
the 56002 DSP chip. Data output is over the 56002 host interface, which in our case had a DMA channel dedicated to it for
fast result storage. Because ofthe modularity ofthe system
with respect to the measurement algorithms, a DSP architecture similar to Fig. 2 can be used as the measurement
engine for any instrument or computer-based user interface.
We designed the system to include two independent charmels,
since cross-charmel analysis (e.g., frequency response, correlation) is one of the benefits of FFT analysis, and since it
makes possible the measurement of real-time sound intensity
in l/3-octave bands.
Sound Intensity
Sound intensity is defined as the rate of sound eners/ transmission per unit area, and represents a vector quantity that
has many uses to noise control engineers. For example,
intensity can be used to estimate the sound power emitted
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Fig. 2. Hardware block diagram ofthe HP 3569A real-time frequency analyzer

from a device or the sound absorbed by a panel, or to map
the sound field in a noisy aircraft cabin.
The primary attractiveness of offering intensity measurements in a portable analyzer is that it allows accurate in-situ
measurements. single-channel pressure measurements require assumptions about the environment-for
example,
that the sound field is either anechoic or reverberative.
Since this is likely not the case for most industrial environments, a noisy device under test must frequently be moved
into a special chamber for acoustic evaluation. Using intensity measurements, a trvo-microphone probe (Fig. 3) cart
discriminate between background noise and a directional
sound source, facilitating accuracy without severe
environmental constraints.
Mathematically, intensity can be expressed as the time average of pressure times velocity. Euler's equation relates velocity to the time rate of change of pressure at a microphone.3
The resulting expression for the mean sound intensity takes
the form:

':

-';.^:'/(o,-0,)0,,

where p1 is the sound pressure at microphone 1, p2 is the
sound pressure at microphone 2, Ar is the distance between
the microphones, and p is the air density.

Fig. 3 depicts how signals from two pressure microphones
are combined to compute intensity in l/3-octave bands. For
this time-domain calculation of intensity to have sufficient
accuracy, the microphones as well as the measurement
channels must be very closely matched in phase (0.02 degrees below 250H2 according to IEC 1043, a standard for
intensity measuring instruments). There are also d;.namic
range requirements placed on the processing system, in that
the pressure difference between the two channels can be
very small while the pressure magnitude can be large, resulting in precision errors for fixed-point microprocessors. We
chose to implement the digital integrator using the trapezoid
rule, which has a desired 90-degree phase shift at all frequencies less than the Nyquist rate. The ou@ut of the sound
intensity calculation is time averaged, converted to dB, and
sent to the host processor. The frequency range of interest
for sound intensity is20Hz to 10 kHz, which results in 28
bands of intensity information calculated in real-time.
Sound Pressure
In the more common single-channel or dual-channel pressure measurement where intensity is of no concern, the output of each l/3-octave filter is magnitude squared and time
averaged over a user-entered integration time. Since the
l/3-octave digital filters run in real time and provide an output for every sample input, integration times can be very
short, limited only by the speed of the DSP chip. Realistic
PressureIntensity

E

x

E
Inlegrator

Multipliel
Fig. 3. Processing method to
compul,e sound intcrtsity.
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minimum integration times are on the order of a few milliseconds, independent offrequency. Only the impulse response of the bandpass filter limits the practicality of using
very short average times to monitor transient events. We
again contrast this to the FFT, which requires a tinte record
length proportional to the number of lines of resolution.
Normally this is on the order of 20 to 30 milliseconds at the
20-kHz acoustic frequency span. Even with overlapping of
the input time records, the FFT tends to smeax out transient
events both in time and frequency.

process the entire bank offiIters. According to the Nyquist
sampling theorem, we require a sample rate for each octave
only a factor of about 3.3 above the center frequency of the
highest l/3-octave filter within each set ofthree filters. For
every ADC santple input to the highest stage, the average
work turns out to be equivalent, to six bandpass fiIters plus
two decimating low-pass filters (or twice the work required
to process the highest octave's filters), :rs depicted by the
discrete processing blocks in Fig. 4.

Not shown in Fig. 3 are optional processing steps subsequent
to the calculation of pressure and intensity. For example, a
maximum or minimum hold feature can hold the highest or
lowest output of the averager within each l/3-octave band
over some specified time. Minimum hold is useful for measuring background noise levels measured in a room that
may be impacted by temporary noise events, like a ringing
telephone. For each l/3-octave filter, an amplitude histogram
is maintained having resolution in dBSPL. Thus statistics are
available as a postprocessing operation on the histograms.
One common statistic is called the exceedance level. definecl
as the percentage of time that a particular l/3-octave band
sound level exceeded a proscribed dBSPL value.

Another irnportzrnt advantage of the decimation approach to
t,he digital filter bank is that each set of three bandpa^ssfiltcrs, centered at l/3-octaves within each octave of processing, is independent of sample rate, such that the pole-zero
positions ofthe filters in the z plane are identical for all octaves. This is a result of the relationship between the sample
rates and the center frequencies of the filters. As an illustration, the l/3-octave center frequency of20 kHz divided by
the sample rate of the highest octave, 65,536 Hz, is precisely
the same as the center frequency of the 10 kHz band divided
by its sample rate of 32,768 Hz. Thus these filters have identical formulations in the z-domain, and only three distinct
bandpass filters need be designed for the entire l/3-octave
filter bank. Similarly, the decimating low-pass filters all have
the same pole-zero topology.

Sample Rate Decimation
One way to design a bank of digital bandpass filters that
simulates the traditional analog l/3-octave filter sets is to
derive a unique set of filter coefficients for each desired
center frequency. These filters would all run at the sample
rate of the analog-to-digital convefter (ADC), resulting in
huge demands in processing, particularly when the number
of desired frequency bands is large. Instead, the HP 35694
uses a multirate system, as shown in Fig. 4. By progressively
Iowering the sample rate of the system after each set of three
bandpass filters, we reduce the amount of work needed to

This is a nontrivial advantage over any analog filter bar-rk,in
which each bandpass filter must be individually designed for
flatness and shape. However, a small problem arises because
traditionally accepted center frequencies have followed the
base-lO system, f = 10:ln/30,
where 0<n<45. The digital
p6r n =
method follows a base-2 formula, f = 1000(20i-:10)/31.
43 (20,000 Hz), this results in a center-band frequency enor
of about I percent. Although the difference is small, both of
the major l/3-octave filter standards in existence (ANSI
51.11-1986and IEC 255-199X-Draft)4'5allow either methocl
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and require that a filter set be marked as either base-l0 or
base-2.
Phase Accuracy
Another advantage of the digital method relates to crosschannel phase accuracy. Referring to Fig. 3, we see that the
calculation of intensity occurs after the bandpass filters, so
that the intensity output represents a value band-limited
within a particular 1/3 octave. Since digital filters have stable
and deterministic transfer functions, we can be assured that
no relative phase difference between channels is introduced
in the filtering process. For the digital l/3-octave analyzer,
only the analog anti-aliasing filters and the ac-coupling capacitors, both of which precede analog-to-digital conversion,
can significantly affect cross-channel phase accuracy. In
contrast, it may not be possible to design an accurate analog
l/3-octave intensity analyzer because of the required phase
match between the bandpass filters. Keeping such systems
calibrated and matched would be an arduous task.
Finally, the all-digital processing allows a phase compensation technique for which there is no equal in the analog processor. Fig. 4 shows a phase compensator placed within the
processing chain at the 1024-Hz sample rate, such that the
phase of all downstream calculations is adjusted to the second channel as a function of frequency. Note that Fig. 4
shows only one charmel of a two-channel sound intensity
processor. The compensator is a unity-gain digital filter with
adaptive coefficients to correct for phase mismatch between
the individual microphones of a sound intensity probe, in
real-time.6
Depending on the accuracy required, additional phase compensators can be placed at any sample rate in the signal flow
graph. A multiorder digital compensation network can tailor
the phase-versus-frequency characteristic by cascading the
effects of several low-order compensators. The multiplesample-rate topologz used is especially well-suited to this,
since a phase anomaly that may only affect very low frequencies need only be corrected at those frequencies.
Filter Design
Five tlpes of filtering are performed in the HP 3569A digital
l/3-octave analyzer, all operating in real-time simultaneously:
Low-pass filtering and decimation between sample rates for
each octave
Either sixth-order 1/3-octave or fourteenth-order octave
digital Butterworth bandpass filters
Discrete integration using a simple IIR (infinite impulse
response) filter (the trapezoid rule)
A single-pole low-pass smoothing filter to allow exponential
smoothing of the detected filter output
Variable-coefficient IIR phase compensation filters.
Digital low-pass filter design is well-lcrown and we called
upon a PC design tool called Dispro@ (manufactured by
Signix, Inc.) to determine the coefficients of an eighth-order
(8 poles, 8 zeros) elliptic low-pass filter. This digital antialiasing filter has 90-dB rejection at a frequency of 0.3f" and
less than 0.003-dB passband ripple. The passband edge begins
at 0.2f", and at the decimated Nyquist frequency of 0.25f", the
attenuation is 30 dB. After discarding every other sample,
the new Nyquist frequency is decreased by a factor of two.
Aliasing is not a concern since the bandpass filter attenuation
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Fig. 5. l/3-octave filter shapes used in the HP 3569A real-time frequency analyzer. The plot shows the effect of the digital decimating
low-pass filter. The low-pass filter has an inpu[ samp]e rate of 65,536
Hz. After low-pass filtering, every other sample is discarded and the
new sample rate is 32,768 Hz. This is used as the bandpass filter
sample rate. Thus the Nyquist frequency is 16,384 Hz.

is significant in the frequency range 0.25f" to 0.30f". The
combined effect of low-pass and bandpass filter stopband
rejection at the new Nyquist frequency is over 80 dB, as
shown by Fig. 5.
Polytope Optimization
For the bandpass filter design, a different methodology was
used. We used a brute-force numerical method called polytope optimization to find the best position for the poles of
the filters. Standard filter design prograrns (like Dispro) do
not allow transition bands to be specified on a constant percentage bandwidth basis. In the polytope method, each of
the six pole positions is compared with the nominal ANSI
third-order Butterworth filter shape, resulting in a minimization problem in six variables (the pole positions). The polytope method, described by Wright,T assumes nothing alrout
the continuity of the function. It compares the error (in the
least-squares sense) of the transfer function resulting from
the current placement of the six poles to the target frlter
shape. Each pole is positioned at the center of a small
triangle inside the unit circle on the z plane. Tlvo vertices of
the triangle are held constant on each iteration. A new pole
position is evaluated by flipping the triangle on one of its
sides, so that the new pole position is at the center of the
flipped triangle. Vertices are stretched according to the magnitude ofthe error. Eventually the pole positions converge
to the best location for the bandpass filter. Severe penalties
are levied by the design program ifpoles are placed outside
of the unit circle, for instance. Excessive passband ripple is
handled in the same way. All the zeros of the system lie on
the real axis at either dc or the Nyquist frequency, and thus
are independent ofthe fiIter's center frequency. The positions
ofthe zeros are predefined and are incorporated into the target equation. Fig. 5 shows the magnitude response of all three
l/3-octave bandpass filters over the 80-dB operating range of
the system. The topology of the filter is shown in Fig. 6.2
The polytope error function failed to provide the necessary
flatness in the passband for the fourteenth-order octave filter (one filter per octave). Since only one filter had to be
designed and replicated across all octaves, a standard analog Butterworth filter was designed and transformed to the z
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domain using the bilinear transformation. Excellent passband ripple perfor"rnance was obtained by this approach.

for in the processing, particularly for fixed-point DSP chips,
where bit growth and overflows are a concern.

Flow Graph Optimization
The positions ofthe l/3-octave filter zeros follow from the
analogue to Butterworth bandpass filters. We want to limit
the power transmitted through the filter close to the Nyquist
frequency, and hence place a zero there (z = -l).The filter
also must attenuate low frequencies, and therefore we place
another zero at dc:(z = +1). Through evaluation of the tinal
emor function as output by the polytope design method, we
find that increasing the number of zeros at dc reduces the
ripple in the passband of the filter. In fact, we place three
zeros at dc, resulting in a very convenient direct-form FIR
(finite impulse response) filter for the zeros. By cascading
zeros, we find in the z domain:

Discrete Integration
The integration filter used in the sound intensity measurement is implemented as a simple IIR digital filter. In the calculation of intensity, it is very important that the integrator
inrpart a precise 90-degree phase shift to the sample data
stream. This is accomplished by use of any symmetric integral function, for exarnple the trapezoid mle:

(1-zX 1-zl( l-z )ll +z) = (1-z)ll -z)11-22),
which is implemented as a cascade of three simple FlR hlters
having unity coefficients.
Passband ripple is one ingredient in the accuracy grade of an
ANSI 1/3-octave filter. The filters shown in Fig. 5 have less
than +0.008 dB ripple, and when this is combined with the
decimating low-pass filter ripple of 10.003 dB, the worst-case
passband ripple is 0.022 peak-to-valley. This is equivalent to
a Tlrpe I ANSI 51.11 filter or Class 0 IEC 225 filter.
A small complication arises in that the three bandpass filters
have different gain factors. Sy'nthesis of the fiIters shows
gains on the order of 100 to 200, which must be accounted

y(n) - y(n-l) + (1/2)[u(n) + u(n-l)].
Simpson's rule also has good phase performance ancl better
amplitude accuracy over all frequencies.SHowever, in the
presence of high-frequency noise, the trapezoid rule excels
since it attenuates signals close to the Nyquist frequency
instead of accentuating them as does Simpson's rule. As is
evident from the impulse response y(n), the coefficient magnitudes are either 1.0 or 0.5, so the filter can be implemented
by adds and shifts. Although the Motorola 56002 can multiply as fast as it can shift by one, not having to maintain
pointers to multiple coefficient tables is a significant advantage. Fig. 7 shows the magnitude response of the digital integration filter. Although not shown, the phase characteristic
is precisely -90o from dc to the Nyquist frequency. The magnitude ofthe filter response is a function offrequency. To
compensate for the difference between the trapezoid-rule
magnitude and the ideal, a gain correction is applied to the
center-band frequencies of the l/3-octave intensity spectrum.
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DSP Software
The most central aspect of the processing represented by
Fig. 3 is that some logic must control when the filters of
each selected octave axe run. This is handled by a "pass"
Iook-up table. At every new sample from the ADC, an element is read from the table, which has a modulo length of
2N-1, where N is the number of octaves. The value retumed
from the look-up table is the number of octaves to process
before returning to read another ADC sample. The first few
elements of the table are:
r , 2 , 1 , 3 , L , 2 , 1 , 4 , 1 , 2 , r , 3 , L , 2. .,.1 , 5 ,
In the limit, the average number of passes performed on each
ADC sample is two. One iteration of a "while" Ioop executes
all the processing encompassed by the discrete blocks shown
in Fig. 4 for both input channels, as well as detection and
averaging of the ou@ut. Fig. 8 shows C-language pseudocode
forthe high-level control flow. Forperforrnance reasons, the
actual implementation is in 56002 assembly language.
Fixed-Point Scaling
Scaling ofthe fixed-point l/3-octave analyzet calculations is
a significant implementation issue. With the multiple filters,
sample rates, and gains embodied in the processing system,
while( ADGFlF0notempty
)
t
ADG
sample
fromFlF0forChl&Z
Read
ortriggercondition
Detect
overload
pass-count
fromtable
Lookupcurrent
while ( pass-count--)
I

lor ( eachof lhree lB-octavefilters)

t

filtel
Chl bandpass
filter
Ch2bandPass
calculation
Dointensity
results
Accumulate

)

Performlow-passdecimationf ilter

I

if { ADGsamplemodulo6l}
T
to blockfloat
Convenaccumulators
andlinearaveraging
Petformexponential
l
l
Fig. 8. Pseudo-code for the octave processing loop.

one might be tempted to suffer a higher part cost and embrace floating-point DSP chips for this application. Actually
the choice is not so obvious. The floating-point chips remove the possibility of overflow and under{low results from
the signal processing, a m4ior advantage. However, the
clock rates and multiply-accumulate times are not significantly different. Both the Motorola 56002 and the Motorola
96000 run at 40 MHz. The power consumption of the fixedpoint chip is much lower and the price differential between
the chips is a factor of four.
We chose to take on the increased software burden and
solve the multitude of scaling issues that arise in the fixedpoint case, because ofthe attendant benefits. The scaling
considerations axe maJly. Since we have a multiple-samplerate system, the accumulation of power in the detection and
averaging section varies greatly across octaves. The bandpass filters have very large gains. Programmable integration
times can range from milliseconds to hours. One way to
limit the percentage of processing time used in detecting
and managing arithmetic overflows is to design the software
so that scaling is done at deterministic intervals, rather thart
testing for overflows on every multiply-accumulate operation.
This deterministic scaling has been built into the pass look-up
table. One ofthe higher-order bits ofthe pass count is encoded with a flag to force a normalization of the output data
every 64 ADC samples (approximately I ms at a sample rate
of 65,536 Hz). This amortizes the overhead of scaling over a
much longer time than if the built-in 56002 extension bits
were put to use. Also, since the rate of bit growth per octave
is reduced by one-half for each lower octave, the same pass
count table can be used to determine the number of octaves
to normalize on each 64-point boundary. This is accomplished by a second pointer into the table that increments
only once per 64 points. Thus, after the first millisecond,
only the highest three l/3-octave bands (i.e., the highestsample-rate processing block in Fig. 3) are normalized, since
they are the only ones with the full 64 accumulated filter
outputs. This approach minimizes the amount of work done
to maintain full 24-bit precision fixed-point calculations. We
estimate that less than two percent of the available CPU
cycles are used in the deterministic scaling algorithms.
Normalization as implemented in the 56002 l/3-octave arlalyzer forms a 48-bit fractional martissa and a24-bit powerof-two exponent for each l/3-octave band oulput. Until the
64-point boundary is reached, only the accumulatof oqtputs
(without exponent) of the averaging process are saved between ADC samples. Each successive 64-point p61lalization interval combines the latest accumulator output with
the current floating-point sum (including exponent).
Scaling of data before output includes a{iustments for linear
averaging time, aggregate gain (though all filters and integrators), and unequal accumulation between octaves. These
operations are performed as pseudo-floating-point operations in that they may operate on the exponent, the mantissa, or both. Maintaining an exponent with the data is especially convenient because the end result of all the scaling is
a conversion to base-lO logarithms. This amounts to a
base-2 log table look-up (using the mantissa as the index),
which when added to the existing exponent gives the full
base-2 logarithm. A simple multiply then converts to base 10.
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In software, a circular FIFO is maintained by an ADC interrupt routine so that the main filtering loop is allowed to fall
temporarily behind the data converter. This allows for
longer processing delays resulting from data normalization,
conversion ofaccumulated pressure and intensity to dB, and
data output. Although it occurs infrequently, it can take up
to 1/2 millisecond to take the log of both the pressure and
intensity spectra (all l/3-octave bands). Forthis purpose, a
FIFO length of at least 32 samples per charurel is required.
In realiry a large 5l2-sample FIFO is used to allow asy'nchronous command processing from the 80186 controller.
Some of these commands (e.g., clearing the current average
accumulators and amplitude histograms) can take several
milliseconds.
Overall Sound Level Bands
Ttaditional A-weighted sound measurements have been acquired using simple sound level meters. Most octave-based
analyzers have eased comparison of the octave data to dBA
by providing an overall Ievel at the right-hand side of the
octave data (Fig. 9). The HP 35694 has two overall bands
that can simultaneously show both the A-weighted and linear overall levels. When a marker is positioned on the Aband, the readout is precisely what would be measured using a sound level meter. The calculation is performed in the
DSP as a simple weighted block multiply of the linearweighted l/3-octave bands, unless the analog A-weight filter
is already switched into the signal path.
Optionally, the linear band can be replaced by an overall
impulse measurement, another function found in sound
level meters for measurement of impulsive noise. This is a
special 35-millisecond exponential time weighting applied to
the broadband time data after frequency weighting by the
arlalog A-weight filter. The measurement is performed at the
maximum sample rate of the analyzer (65,536 Hz in onechannel mode) in parallel with l/3-octave analysis. Fig. 10 is
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Fig. 9. (lopl HP 35ti9A I/3
octave display with A weighted
and linear levels. (bottom) Slice
display from the HP 3569A show.
iilg lhe time history of the Aweighted sound pressure level.

a graphical overview of the sound level meter capability of
the HP 35694.
Tfiggering
Tfiggering and overload detection are handled by the 56002
intemrpt routine. When these events occur, a status word
associated with the current ADC sample is tagged with the
appropriate event and placed into the input FIFO. Later, as
the filtering loop reads the ADC sample out of the FIFO,
actions are taken on the events. TFiggering in a real-time
filter analyzer does not initiate data collection, since the
l/3-octave and low-pass decimation filters all must be running and settled when the trigger occurs. Instead, the status
of the latched trigger line is polled on each new sample. This
allows special trigger modes not normally associated with
FFT spectrum analyzers. For example, gated averaging
specifies that the output of the bandpass fllters be linearly
averaged while a TTL external trigger is asserted. The time
resolution for this gate can be as little as I ms, making possible triggered transient event analysis in l/3-octave bands.
Averaging
Filtered pressure and intensity outputs can be averaged by
either linear or exponential methods. When exponential
averaging is selected, the filter outputs are smoothed by
another simple digital filter:
y(n) = (1-A)y(n-1) + Au(n),
where u(n) is the current filter output and y(n) is the current
average ou@rit. The constant A is related to a time constant
of the exponential rate of change of the analyzer's output in
response to an instantaneous change at the input. Standard
time constants used by acousticians are l/8 second (fast) and
I second (slow). The factor A can be expressed as A = Vr,
where t is the decimated sampling interval and t is the desired time constant. In normal cases A is ouite sma]I for the
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Fig. 10. Linear and exponential averaging are done on the squared output of each 1/3 octave frequency band. The output of the averager rs
converted to dBSPL (sound pressure level).

higher-frequency l/3-octave bands and increases for the lower
bands. A special case of exponential averaging is called equal
confidence averaging, which varies the time constant for
each l/3-octave band so as to distribute the variance equally
across the spectmm. In this case, A is constant for all bands.
Linear averaging is simply a uniformly weighted time average
of the accumulated power passed by a particular l/3-octave
filter over a predefined interval. If the measurement is set to
repeat, then the accumulator outputs are set to zero and the
intensity integration filter is reset without missing any new
data samples. Fig. 10 depicts how linear and exponential averaging are implemented in the context of a digital real-time
frequency analyzer.
One of the primary advantages of real-time frequency analyzers is the ability to output repetitive spectra at very short
intervals. The HP 35694 collects each averaged spectrum (at
intervals as short as 4 milliseconds) into a multispectmm
buffer. A view of a time slice through this buffer is presented
on the lower display of Fig. 9. A slice of spectral values is
available for each l/3-octave frequency band, enabling precise examination of the components of any transient event.
Conclusions
The design philosophy of a digital l/3-octave filter analyzer,
as implemented on a single fixed-point DSP chip, has been
presented. The main goal of this development is to allow
general-purpose signal analysis using both FFT and digital
filter methods without hardware dedicated to either purpose. This flexible approach has many advantages, especially as it pertains to real-time phase correction of sound
intensity probes.
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Continuous Monitoring of Remote
Networks: The RMON MIB
Anintroduction
tothecapabilities
Monitoring
Management
oftheRemote
Information
Network
Management
Protocol
Base
oftheSimple
andits
implementation
intheHPLanProbe
ll network
monitor.
by Matthew J. Burdick

Over the past several years, standards and open systems
have become important in the computer industry. Interchangeable elements in customers' computing systems offer
a number ofbenefits: no dependence on a single vendor, the
ability to compaxe similar products from multiple vendors,
and the safety ofan assured future upgrade path. In network
management, no standard has more successfully ridden the
crest of the standards wave than the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP).* Nowhere have the limits of the
SNMP protocol been explored more fully than in the Remote
Monitoring Management Information Base (RMON MIB).I
As networks have grown from isolated islands supporting
small groups to pervasive and critical components in the
operation of large organizations, the need to monitor these
networks at all times has become increasingly important.
When networks were small, portable protocol analyzers
were sufficient to ensure continuous operation. When probIems developed, an analyzer could be carried to the network
in question and troubleshooting could be performed. As networks grew, however, it became more difficult to transport
analyzers to trouble spots. Certainly it was impractical to tie
up the analyzers to perform routine network monitoring in
an effort to provide proactive network troubleshooting. Distributed network monitors or probes fill this role, providing
historical trend data, lists ofnetwork users, and continuous
monitoring of network activiff.
These probes are physically similar to network routers-they
contain a network interface or interfaces and provide no user
interface. The RMON probes continuously collect network
data, which can be gathered from the probes by a separate
management station via the SNMP API (application program
interface). Because all the probes can be managed from a
single management station, they are low-cost management
tools.
The capabilities of an RMON probe will be discussed aiter
the following background information.
RMON History
In 1988, the Internet Activities Board (IAB) released RFC
1052, IAB Recommendntiorts for the Deue\opment oJ Intentet
Network Managernent Stand,ard.s.2In it, the older Simple
Gateway Management Protocol (SGMP) was generalized and
renamed SNMP. The name change reflected the evolutionary
* Unfortunately,
process.
theuseofacronyms
isubiquitous
throughout
theInternet
standards
Please
reJer
totheGlossary
atright
t0decode
terms.
unfamiliar
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changes applied to the gateway management protocol to
transform it into a general network management protocol.

Glossary
ouoteditemsarefromdocument
BFC1310, ThelnternetStandards
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of the
Internet
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thatcollects
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program
API:Application
interface,
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Protocol,
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0Slnetwork
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protocol.
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printers
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interface
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probe.
LanProbe:
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monitoring
SNMP
andproprietary
are
available.
Information
MIB:Management
Base,
a tree-shaped
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database
"mib."
containing
objects.
Pronounced
0penView:HP's
network
management
system.
umbrella
RMON:
Remote
Monitoring.
Monitoring
a network
using
a management
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"ARE-mon."
physically
probes.
froma series
Pronounced
separated
of distributed
RFC:
A request
forcomments
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bythelAB.Each
RFC
describes
a protocol
usedonthelnternet.
Router:
A gateway
thatperforms
network-layer
routing.
SGMP:
TheSimple
Management
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of SNMP
Gateway
SNMP:TheSimple
Network
Management
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anevolutionary
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of SGMP
Information,
thedefinitions
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SMI:Structure
of Management
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1155
network
management
system.
SunNetManager:
SunMicrosystems'
umbrella

Naturally, in view of the gateway roots of SNMP, the first
implementations of SNMP occurred in gateways such as
hubs and routers. These devices offered a set ofnetwork
statistics known as a Management Information Base (MIB).
Later, other devices offered expanded sets ofstatistics, each
referred to as an MIB. The original MIB, MIB-I, was obsoIeted and replaced by MIB-II. In addition, each vendor offered a different set of data lanown as a private, or enterprisespeciflc, MIB. Each of these MIBs is registered, or released
to the public, at well-publicized archive sites on the Internet.
At the time of this writing, enterprise-specific MIBs from 12
different vendors have been registered.*
One such MIB was registered for the Novell LANtern network
monitor. It provided some of the advanced network maJragement features included in the HP LanProbe,3 but access to
the probe was available via SNMP. This valuable feature
allowed network management applications such as HP
OpenView and SunNet Manager access to the probe's data.
The RMON MIB builds on features in the HP LanProbe,
Novell [,ANtern, and other remote network monitors. It was
developed jointly by a group of people from a variety of vendors, including HP. Its goal is to standardize the datapresentation and control of these dissimilar network monitors.
Today, there axe more than 10 announced implementations
of the RMON MIB, and support continues to grow. This article will familiarize the reader with the capabilities of the
RMON MIB and its implementation in the HP LanProbe II.
SNMP Overview
Although a thorough overview of SNMP would be quite
lengthy, some understanding ofthe basic ideas is necessaxy
to understand the RMON MIB. Before describing the RMON
.

Foraccessto the registered
enterprise-specific
l\,4lBs,
ttp an0nym0usly
t0 hostvenera.isi.edu
andretrievefilesfromthe mibdirectory.

MtB-tl

DOD

Fig. 1 shows a subset of the SNMP tree. The full tree is not
maintained at a single site. It consists of a number of MIBs,
each of which may change independently of the others. This
is particularly true of MIBs located under the Enterprises
branch, since each MIB here may be maintained by a
separate company.
Although the tree in Fig. 1 shows only one end or leaf node
(gdStatusPaperJam),
each such node represents an SNMP
object, and is named by listing the path from the root of the
tree to the object in question. Objects that are not columns
in a table have an additional suffix of 0 appended. For example, the gdStatusPaperJam
variable in the JetDirect MIB indivalue of I indicates
cates the current status of the printer-a
a paper jam while a 0 indicates no jam. Its object ID is
1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.9.1.i.2.9.0.
The trailing zero is there beis not located in a table. A managecause gdStatusPaperJam
ment station such as HP OpenView must query the printer's
agent for the value of this object ID to determine the status
of the printer.

I

(111
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GenericlF(12)

RMON
16
lS0
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136

The foundation of SNMP is a tree-structured data base composed of subtrees called MIBs (Management Information
Bases). Each MIB is intended to contain information specific to various network devices such as routers, bridges,
remote monitors, and perhaps even printers and other devices not devoted solely to network activity. For instance,
MIB-I and MIB-II allow monitoring and control of general
network devices, while the enterprise-specific MIB for the
JetDirect card (an network expansion card used in some HP
printers and plotters) provides information relevant to the
status of the printer.
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MIB, the reader must grasp the organization of data in the
SNMP tree, the tlpes of objects contained in the tree, and
operations available to manipulate those objects.
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Fig. 1. A portion of the SNMP
tree.
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Fig. 2. llee to tablemapping.
More complicated shuctures such as tables are also supported
in SNMP using the tree representation. A two-dimensional
table with rows and columns can be represented by a subtree as shown in Fig. 2. Objects in the table are labeled with
letters A through f; and the subtree's mapping to table form
is also provided.
The ability to view a branch of the tree as a table is a useful
abstraction that makes it easy to organize the inforn-ration
into a readable format. Columns can represent categories
such as the number of bytes ("octets" in SNMP parlance) or
Ethemet broadcasts detected on the l"AN, while rows can
represent different sample times to provide a history of the
network activity. In fact, this is exactly what the RMON MIB
history group (described later) provides.
Similarly, the tree-to-table mapping can be extended to
represent three-dimensional tables as shown in Fig. 3.
A three-dimensional table can be viewed as a collection of
two-dimensional tables. As before, each two-dimensional
table can represent a historical sampling of network activity
over time, but each table can be sampled at different rates.
Such a collection of tables carr, for example, hold data
sampled at 2-second, 3O-second, and l-hour intervals. The
RMON MIB contains several instances of three-dimensional
tables.
A limited number of data tlpes are available for end nodes in
the tree. They are defined in RFC 1155,Sttzctut'e ancl ldentffication oJ'Mano.gement InJbt'mation.for TCP/IP-Bosed
Internets.4 Some of the available data types are:
Integer
Octet string
Object identifier
IP address
Network address
Counter (an integer from 0 to 232- f)
Gauge
TimeTick.
Operations on these objects are limited. Only four operations
are necessary to deal with the data in the SNMP tree: SEI
GET,GET-NEXT,
and TRAP.
The SETand GETcommands write a
value into the tree (possibly creating a new leaf node) or
retrieve the value of a leaf node, respectively. The GET-NEXT
command, applied repeatedly, traverses the tree from left to
right. The objects labeled with letters in Figs. 2 and 3 are
named such that GET-NEXT
traversals of the subtrees would
retrieve the objects in alphabetic order. This command allows
a management station to determine the scope of the data
available in the agent. Finally, the TRAPmechanism allows
unsolicited notification of unusual events. In other words,
an agent in charge of the data in an MIB can choose to alert
a manaqement station via a TRAPif conditions warrant.
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Fig. 3. Tree-to-ilD-table
mapping.ObjectsD anclH arc obscurcclirr
this picture.

RMON in the HP LanProbe II
The original HP LanProbe contained two NEC V50 CPUs
which shared the processing load and communicated using
shared memory. In addition to the two main CPUs, an Intel
82586 Ethernet chip also had access to the shared memory.
For the new LanProbe II, it was decided to switch to a
single, faster CPU to reduce the complexity of the design.
The new iniei 82596 Eihernei chip shares the bus, but transfers data into memory using DMA. The design uses a PC-AT
chipset from Texas Instmments, a20-MHz Intel 80386 CPU,
and the Ethernet chip.
The LanProbe II is also similar to PCs in that the DRAM is
expandable using off-the-shelf memory SIMMs. The SNMP
version of the LanProbe II allows lM-byte, 4M-byte, and
8M-by'te configurations. No additional configuration is
needed when new memory is added to the probe-all table
sizes expand dynamically as new memory is addecl.
In addition to the standard PC architecture, 128K bytes of
battery-backed RAM holds configuration values and RMON
configuration tables through a power cycle. This means that
if power to the probe is interrupted while monitoring the
network, the LanProbe resumes monitoring with the same
configuration (filters, events, alarms, and other control
structures) when power is restored.
RMON Overview
Although SNMP was first proposed as a simple alternative to
the more complicated OSI management protocol CMIP, the
RMON MIB proves that SNMP agents aren't limited to
primitive systems.
The RMON MIB consists of nine distinct groups: statistics,
history, alarms, host, hostTopN, matrix, filters, packet capture, and events. To be RMON-compliant, only one or more
of these groups is required in an RMON agent. In fact, many
RMON implementations do not contain all nine groups. The
FIP LanProbe II and a small number of other implementations, however, do support all nine. Fig. 4 illustrates the
functions of each of the RMON groups.

Abstract
Viewof
DataFlow
o na n
Ethernet
Segment

Traps

PacketCapture

Filters
FilterscapturespecilicPackets
anddirectthemintochannels:

Packetsarestoredinto buflers
afterflowingthroughchannels.

Fig. 4. Overwiew of an RMON
agenl.

An RMON probe analyzes every packet transmitted on the
network. A great deal of work may be performed on each of
these packets. It may be sorted by category and tallied in the
statistics and history groups. The Ethernet source and destination addresses may be noted and appropriate entries
created or updated in the host table and conversation matrix.
The packet may match installed filters, triggering events in
the probe and perhaps being captured in one of the probe's
capture buffers. The 4M-byte HP SNMP LanProbe (Release
A.00.00) keeps track of a maximum of:
8 network activity history reports
7500 hosts
10 separate reports showing top transmitters, receivers' etc.
30,000 separate conversations between hosts
50 objects with settable alarm thresholds
50 packet filters funneling into 30 channels, each of which
can store packets in one of 12 independent capture buffers
1500 log entries of network events.

The stmcture of the MIB produced by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) contains a number of similarities to
the functionality provided by the original LanProbe' The
statistics, history, host, hostTopN, filter, and packet capture
groups all have direct analogs in the original LanProbe, although each of these groups expands on the capabilities in
that probe.
The nine groups in the RMON MIB are described in more
detail in the following paragraphs.
Statistics. This group provides an overall view of current
network activity. Sampled values include octets, packets,
error counters of various types, and packet size distribution'
Although this group consists of a table with one row per
network interface (FiC. 5), the table is limited to one row in
the LanProbe implementation since only one interface is

Table
Statistics

,
.-f.S.d""-$":r"t"ffi
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RIUON MIB statisticrs
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History
Table

a network manager to set thresholds on objects such as
etherStatsBroadcastPkts
(the number of broadcast packets detected to date) and to be notified via the trap mechanism
when the object exceeds given limits. Alarms can be rising,
meaning that an event is generated when a certain (rising)
threshold is exceeded, falling, meaning that an event is generated when the object's value drops below a certain (fal_
ing) threshold, or both. Rising and falling thresholds are also
used to rearm an alarm to prevent the same alarm from fir_
ing repeatedly when network activity causes a threshold to
be crossed and recrossed rapidly.

_sr-"_--"t"-+--t"i"i-.--:-...-..#-tr.s--.

Fig. 6. RMON MIB history group. The hislory control table contains
one row per history study. The history table is three-dimensional; it
contalns one two-dimensional table for each rolv in the historv
control table.
available on the probe. In effect, the statistics
of current I"AN activity.

group provides

a snapshot

History. As its name implies, the history group provides a
mechanism for abstracting and preserving the statistical
data collected by the statistics group in the probe (see Fig. 6).
The user can specify a number of separate history studies to
be collected simultaneously from one or more network interfaces, each with a different interval. For instance, two
studies with intervals of 30 seconds and I hour can be
created to collect data from the same network interface.
The study containing 30-second interval measurements can
be displayed in near real time on a graph showing network
activity while the l-hour measurements can be uploaded
and stored for future use to study daily or monthly activity
for network planning pulposes. The number of intervals
saved in each study can be set by the user and is referred to
as the number of buckefs in that study. The 4M-byte Hp
RMON LanProbe can keep track of 8 studies simultaneously,
with a total of 550 buckets.
Alarm. The alarm group (Fig. 7) acts as the RMON probe's
watchdog. Each row in the alarm table instruments ar object
in the probe's MIB. When the value of that object exceeds or
drops below a specified threshold, an event is activated. For
this reason, the event group must be implemented in any
probe that includes the alarm group. Each threshold can be
specified to be either an absolute value or a delta value,
delta meaning the difference between the previous measurement of the object and the current measurement. This distinction is necessary since many measurements in the
RMON MIB (and all those in the statistics group) are absolute counters zeroed at boot time and incremented thereafter until the counters roll over. The alarm feature allows
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Host. Network managers commonly need statistics detailing
each node in the network. If errors per second suddenly rise
sharply, it is useful to lanow whether any one particular host
is responsible for the increase. Therefore, the host group
provides a table ofhosts for each network interface available on the RMON probe. Each table contains statistics on a
per-node basis, including transmitted and received packets
and octets, and transmitted errors, broadcast packets, and
multicast packets. In a fashion similar to more conunon databases, each host table has two separate views, in which the
same data is displayed in different ways. The first view is
indexed by each host's network address, providing fast access to a particular host's statistics if the network address is
lcrown. This table is sparse in the sense that there can be,
for example, up to 96 empty rows in the table between rows
containing host 080009-002003and host 080009-002100.The
second view is indexed by discovery time order. That is,
hosts are entered in the table in the order in which they are
discovered by the probe. This table is therefore densely
packed, and is useful for management applications wishing
to retrieve a list of all hosts without regard to host address.
Fig. 8 shows the host tables.
HostTopN.The hostTopN group provides just that-a number
of lists of the top N hosts in a given host table, with ordering
criteria configured by the management application (see Fig.
9). A control table contains settings for each top-N list (or
report), with one row per report. The control table holds
information on what value the report should be ordered by.
Tlansmitted or received packets and octets, transmitted
errors, broadcasts, and multicast packets are all valid measures by which to sort. Each row in the control table also
specifies the interval over which data for the report is collected. When the collection period is finished, a new hostTopN table is created containing a sorted list of values and
host addresses. This infonnation is used to discover hosts
transmitting unusually large amounts of traffic or errors,
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Fig. 8. RMONMIB host group.The host tableis a sparsetable.It is
indexedby host address,so not everyrow will exist.The host time
instead
tableis similarto the host tablebut is indexedby CreationOrder
henceit is denselypacked.
of Address;
providing the network maJlager with an overview of network anomalies at a glance.
Matrix. The matrix group characterizes conversations between hosts on the network. It consists of three tables: a
control table containing information on a per-interface basis,
a table presenting the data from a transmitter-oriented view
(the source-destination table), and a table presenting the
same data from a receiver-oriented view (the destinationsource table). Like the host tables, these are based on the
network address of the hosts. Fie. 10 shows the matrix
control table.
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Filter. Packet filters and channels are included in this group.
Filters identify which packets are of special interest to the
network manager. Packets that pass the filter test are funneled into charmels, allowing a variety of actions for each
such packet. Acting like a pipe in the network plumbing,
channels can be turned on or off, allowing or restricting
packet flow The valve providing this control is the channelvariable. When it is set to 0N, packets can flow
OataControl
through the channel into packet capture buffers or can trigger events, which can in turn create log entries or turn on or
off other channels. Whether a charmel is 0N or 0FF,another
counts the packets that have been
variable (channelMatches)
directed to it. A number of filters can be associated with
each channel. Any packet that is accepted by at least one of
these filters is directed to the channel. CharLnels can choose
instead to accept only packets that fail all of the attached
filters. Using combinations of these conditions allows a great
deal of flexibility. Fig. 11 shows the filter group.
Packet Capture.This group (see Fig. 12) consists ofbuckets
in which the packets flowing through channels can be
stored. A number of capture buffers can be actively storing
packets at the same time. Each of these capture buffers can
be set to lock or wrap when full, that is, the buffer can stop
collecting packets when full or it can return to the beginning
of the buffer and overwrite the oldest packets captured.
Since a wrap-when-full buffer always contains the most recent packets captured, this feature can be used as a network
"black box" similar in function to the endless loop recorders
found in airplanes. When the network crashes or misbehaves in some way, a detailed history of LAN activity is
available for downloading and decoding for the network
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Fig. 11. RMONMIB filter group.
manager. To allow a large number of packets to be captured,
buffers can be configured to save only a "slice" of each
packet. This can be very useful since most ofthe interesting
information in each packet is located in a relatively small
header at the beginning of the packet.
Event.The event group (FiS. 13) provides a means to
associate actions with network conditions. Events can be
triggered either by packets flowing through channels or by
alarms. In turn, each event can fire some action within the
probe such as creating a log entry or, if the event is important, a trap. Events can also turn channels on or off, acting
as packet capture triggers. Since events can generate log
entries, a log table is also contained in this group. In it, a
BufterControlTable
gF-b

*

F

i.,s._9*t S' .s S

Fig. 13. RMONMIB cventgroup.The log tableis three-dirnensional.
Eachsubtableis owneclby a separateeventin the eventtable.
number of log entries can be associated with a single event.
This group provides a great deal of flexibility for a management application to customize the behavior of an RMON
probe.
Programming an RMON Agent
In some sense, a network manager must program an RMON
agent before the agent can begin to provide useful data. As a
simple example, history studies must be configured in the
history control table before the agent will begin to build
reports.
A more interesting example involves setting up the probe to
monitor the network for broadcast storms, capture them as
they occur, and store the data for later perusal. To perform
this duty, the probe must constantly collect packets from the
network, discarding the oldest and replacing them with new
packets. Filters must be installed that capture every packet
and direct it down a channel. The charurel, in turn, must be
directed into a packet capture buffer created for this purpose. The capture buffer is set to WRAPWHENFULL
(creating
essentially a circular buffer of the latest packets) and is set
to some limited size to reduce the total number of packets
held at ary one time, say 100K bfies of data. The channel's
DataControl
setting must be 0N to allow packets to flow. Since
the beginning of a broadcast storm is most interesting, we
need some method of shutting the channel off after the start
of the storm to preserve packets in the buffer (presumably
those that caused the storm). To do this, we'll set an alarm
to trigger on the etherstatsBroadcastPkts
counter in the statistics
group. When the rate at which that counter rises exceeds 20
broadcast packets per second, the alarm will trigger an
event we've previously created. That event logs the activity
(etherStatsBroadcastPkts
has exceeded 20lsecond) and sends a
trap to a management station to alert it to the problem.
Meanwhile, triggering the event has turned the channel off
and packets stop flowing into the capture buffer. Later, the
network manager can examine network activity trends over
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PacketCapture
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Fig. 12. RMON MIU packet capture group. Each row o1'thc bufl'er
control table spccifies a differenl crapturebuffer. Thc packet capture
tablc is three-dimelsional, containing scveral ts'o-clirnensiotral
tables, each of which is "ou'necl" by a ror,vin thc bufler cclntrol table.
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the course of the storm by looking at data in the history
group, then upload and decode the captured packets,
including whatever packet or packets initiated the storm.
In a different scenario, packet filters capturing packets of a
given protocol can be directed into a channel monitored by
an alarm. When that protocol's activity rises or falls outside
given thresholds, Iogs or traps can be generated and other
channels turned on or off. Since alarms can be created to
monitor any object in the RMON MIB, the number of possible
usefi.rl agent configurations is limited only by the imagination
of the network manager.
Future Directions
Although the RMON MIB was originally created for Ethernet
interfaces, the rise in popularity of the token-ring protocol
will spur the need for similar monitors for these networks.
There is work currently in progress that wiil produce an
RMON MIB specification for token-ring networks. In addition, SNMP version 2 has been proposed and is currently
being evaluated by the IETE It contains several features
missing in SNMP and useful for an RMON agent, including
security, encr5ption, and bulk data retrieval.
Conclusion
Despite the "simplicity" of SNMP, the RMON MIB demonstrates that SNMP agents can be complex and offer a rich
feature set. This complexity is necessary to allow the agents
to monitor the network in a useful manner. Because of the
programmable and inexpensive nature of RMON agents, a
single management station can observe and manage a large
network with many segments.

A full description of the RMON MIB is contained in RFC
Interested
I27L and can be obtained via ftp from venera.isi.edu.
readers can be added to the RMON MIB mailing list by
arthur.cIaremont.edu.
mailing to rmonmib-request@j
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The HP 64700 Embedded Debug
Environment: A New Paradigm for
Embedded System Integration and
Debugging
TheHP64700
gives
embedded
debug
environment
embedded
system
developers
complete
access
to state-of-the-art
real-time
measurements
andcontrols
inaddition
to CandC++static
debugging
capabilities
on
HPandSunworkstations.
by Robert D. Gronlund, Richard A. Nygaard Jr., and John T. Rasper

Hardware and software development for microprocessor
systems embedded in other systems and products requiles
sophisticated emulation, code development, and analysis
tools. The HP 64700 embedded debug environment (see Fig.
l) is an emulation interf'ace system designed to create a new
debugging tool paradigm for embedded systems developers
and integrators who use emulators for today's powerful
16-bit and 32-bit CISC and RISC microprocessors. The m4jor
contribution ofthis system is its ability to provide not only
the expected static, C and C++ language debugging capabilities for large embedded systems, but also easy access to an
extensive set of modular real-time control and analysis capabilities, all with a common, ea.sy-to-useXl1 OSF/l\{otif
user interface. This real-time capability together with the
powerful HP 64700 emulation hardware system sets this

embedded debug environment apart from other emerging
graphical interfaces and integrated software tools focused
on embedded software development and debugging.
Embedded System History and Tbends
There has been a surge in the application of microprocessors to enhance the operation ofproducts that most people
do not think of as computers-products
ranging from remote controls to the space shuttle. These products contain
microprocessor systems embedded within them for various
reasons including cost, usability, and flexibility. Hence an
embedded system is any microprocessor-based system that
is essential to the operation of a product not thought of
primarily as a computer.

Fig. l. FUllHP 64700debug
environmentsession.
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Throughout the past decade, embedded systems have grown
exponentially in size and complexity, driven by the same silicon technology that has created low-cost, high-performance
personal computers. Just as this complexity has challenged
developers of computer systems and software, it has also
challenged embedded developers. These developers are olten
required to guarantee an exacting standard of real-time responsiveness to meet operational requirements. For many
embedded developers, real-time really matters.
Microprocessor emulation systems first appeared in the late
1970s and early 1980s to address the system integration
neecls of embedded developers.l At that time the only microprocessors commercially available were relatively simple
8-bit implementations. The embedded software usually consisted of a few hundred to a few thousand lines of assembler
code that controlled the hardware directly and was often an
afterthought in the system implementation. This was also a
natural consequence of the limited address space and primitive language tools that were available with these processors. The challenge that has emerged in today's large, highperformance embedded systems is the synthesis of complex,
structured software systems with powerful hardware to
meet real-world demands and stimuli in real time.
In parallel with this evolution of real-time emulation capability, another class of debugging tool evolved that has also had
a revolutionary impact-the highJevel language debugger

(referred to hereafter as the C debugger because ofthe prevalence of the C Ianguage in embedded development). The
need to create and implement complex software systems
has made abstraction essential, to keep developers from
being overwhelmed. Abstraction has mainly come in the
form of high-level languages. In embedded development the
Ianguage that has become far and away the most popular is
C, with C++ emerging as its logical successor.
While emulation interfaces were initially focused on dynamic
understanding of machine states and assembler language
(and remain very capable at this task), C debuggers were
initially implemented on minicomputers to allow developers
to understand the operation of their software at the same
Ievel of abstraction at which it was written. The capabilities
of most modern debuggers include stack backtrace display,
high-level data typing, complex data stmcture displays, highlevel expression evaluation, and source code referencing'
Another emergent trend in larger embedded systems has
been the real-time operating system (RTOS).Z This has
served as an important point of leverage for embedded developers by creating an additional level of abstraction, much
like high-level languages. While the RTOS vendors have endeavored to provide specialized debuggers capable ofunderstanding the state of stopped (static) systems in terms that
developers can understand, they have been notably lacking
in the provision of debuggers that can provide nonintrusive,
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abstracted views of real-time operation-a
requirement for a real-time system.

seemingly logical

Another trend is the demand for usability. Products that are
laden with all the "right" features but are effectively inaccessible will likely fail in the marketplace (see "The Value of
Usability" on page 91). This has been supported by the emergence of graphical interface systems aimed at making powerful applications faster to learn and easier to use.
Finally, there has been an emerging trend in the area of
software tool frameworks and integrated development environments. T\vo notable leaders in this area are Borland's
integrated development environment on the PC and the HP
SoftBench CASE framework for UNlX*-system-based workstations. The focus of these systems has been the automation of common tasks for software development teams and
increasing the usability of common tools by reimplementing
lhem using graphical interface technologr.3
HP 64700 Embedded Debug Environment
Drawing on its roots in the original highly integrated HP
64100 microprocessor development system, the HP 64700
embedded debug environment sy'nthesizes elements from all
of these sources to form a new paradigm that realizes the
most advanced implementation to date of the "electronic
workbench" vision for embedded systems developers as
described by Chuck House in 1979.4Key capabilities of the
system include:
A full complement of emulation-based debugging and analysis tools including a C/Q++ debugger, a real-time emulation
control and state analysis interface, a true real-time soltware
performance analyzer interface, and a timing waveform
analysis interface.
The ability to shift debugging and analysis views arld tools
rapidly to zoom in and out on the really hard debugging
problems-notably
problems in the real-time domain.
Advanced, Xll OSF/[4otifuser interfaces that conform to
the IBM Common User Access standard and provide fast,
consistent operation, powerful support for s;rmbolics, intuitive system configuration, and powerful support for user
customization.
An adjunct set of tools including a debugger simulator, a
branch test tool, and a dSmamic real-time operating system
analysis tool (see "A Real-Time Operating System Measurement Tool" on page 97).
The paradigm shift embodied by the debug environment is
the leveraging of tool integration to allow quick perspective
shifts to the view most appropriate to testing the current
debug hypothesis-from
static C and C++ debugging to true
real-time measwements including state, timing, and software

performance analysis. Because of the modular implementation ofthe tools, developers new to the system can start by
simply using the window they feel most comfortable "driving"
the emulator with. Hardware designers might choose the
emulator/analyzer, software designers might prefer the C
debugger, and hardware-software integrators working on
complex problems might start with multiple windows simultaneously (see Fig. 1). The system provides headroom for
future growth in a modular fashion: add a new analysis
board to the HP 64700 cardcage and add a window to tap its
capabilities, or just add a window for tools not requiring
hardware instrumentation.
Emulation Interface Evolution
From their roots in the early emulation systems and hosted
debugging tools, entulation interfaces have evolved into two
different primary typcs: the emulation/analysis interface and
the C/C++ debugger. The focus ofeach ofthe interfaces was
different, as shown in Fig. 2. With the debug environment
these interfaces are now treated as complementary rather
than competing tools and can be run s1'nchronously and
simultaneously with the same emulator.
Along the way, HP developed other new analysis technologies, one of which was the software performance analyzer.S
The software performance aralyzer system was a totally new
concept in the mid-1980s. It provided the hardware and the
user interface for sampled performance measurements. The
the newest generation ofthis technology, the HP 81487 software performance analyzer (see article, page 107), adds
new, true real-time, nonsampled duration measurements.
The contribution of the new HP 64700 debug environment is
the realization that all of these capabilities are important to
the integrators of embedded systems and must be made
understandable and quickly accessible, especially for demanding projects under intense time-to-market pressure. All
of the elements of the system automatically work together
and have a common look and operation model, so software
developers ciul more easily explore the use of emulation
hardware breakpoints and real-time software performance
analysis to examine even algorithmic problems, instead of
spending time adding elaborate debugging code (such as
printfs) to their systems. Hardware developers can become
more productive by writing diagnostic and test code in C.
The rising value of making the embedded software developer
more productive has lead us to define the debug environment
in a somewhat broader scope than just that of traditional
emulation. The environment is structured to allow contributions to extend in scope beyond those that use only the
emulation caxdcage.
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Fig. 2. CiC++ debugger versus
emulator/analyzer interface
comparlson.
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The ability of the debug environment tools to connect with
the HP SoftBench CASE framework is one of the keys to
this implementation (see "The Debug Environment Connection to HP SoftBench" above). Fig. 3 highlights how the debug environment tools fit into a simplified embedded development lifecycle and work with the SoftBench environment
if available. However, since we realized that not all customers would be users of HP SoftBench, the debug environment
toolset is designed in such a way that the tools automatically form a powerful framework and coordinate among
themselves using a technologr specifically designed for this
purpose. This highly responsive messaging capability has

been a mAior system design challenge and subsequent
sections detail this technologr.
Some further aspects of this broader environment definition
a.re of interest:
,. The debug environment has built-in capabilities to form a
"mini-SoftBench" in the areas of code editing, rebuilding,
and reloading for users who have not adopted SoftBench.
,. An optional C/C++ debugger simulator allows simulation of
target system code operation to begin even before hardware
availability.
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A graphical branch test tool called the HP Branch Validator
gives accurate feedback on branch coverage in code
executed by the emulator or simulator.b
The debug environment allows large teams to share resources including emulators via the LAN. Ethemet-connected
HP 64700 emulation caxdcages can be controlled from across
a building or even across the world via the global internet
network.
The debug environment runs on both HP 9000 and Sun
SPARC workstations.
System Architecture
The debug environment uses a multiprocess architecture
with a background daemon to coordinate the operation of
one or more user interface processes. A debug environment
session consists of one or more user interfaces all attached
to the same emulator and coordinated by the emulT00dmn
daemon. The result is a highly interactive and flexible family of
user interface products that can be joined together into a
single session with the following capabilities:
Separate user interface products attached to the same
emulator operate concurrently and cooperatively.
The customer can buy additional products later and add
them to the system.
HP can develop additional user interfaces and add them to a
growing product family.
Defects, maintenance, and enhancements are contained
within the firewalls provided by the process boundaries.
Overall performance is improved by using UNIX'F-system
concurrency to timeshare operations among the user
interface windows.
The debug environment system architecture has its roots in
the development of the HP-UX*-workstation-based user interface for the HP 64700 series of microprocessor emulators.T
In turn, this was based on the interface pioneered by the HP
64100 microprocessor development station in 1979 and later
ported to the HP-UX operating system in 1g86.8This user
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interface operated in a character screen and used syntaxdirected softkeys to prompt the user in the command line.
Tlvo goals were established for the application of the original HP 64100 user interface to HP 64700 Series emulators:
consistency in look and feel and support for modularity in
adding new types of user interfaces.
At the time, additional user interfaces were envisioned to
support hardware timing analysis, software performance
analysis, and ofcourse, C language debugging capability. All
of these were to operate concurrently on the workstation
host while connected to the same HP 64700 emulator cardcage. X Window support was limited to the use of terminal
windows for concurrent operation of the character-based
user interfaces. This product was released early in 1989 with
the emulator/analyzer user interface only. The timing analyzer
window soon followed. The debugger remained a separate
product until the debug environment was released.
The debug environment architecture described here extends
the original one to support the additional information sharing expected in an OSF,Motif environment while maintaining backward compatibility with the original products (see
FiS. 4). Consistency and baclcvard compatibility remained
essential objectives. The efforts applied in the OSF/l\4otifbased user interface to maintain consistency with the earlier
softkey-driven user interface are described elsewhere in this
article. The underlying architecture that allows both OSF/
Motif and non-OSF/Motif user interfaces to operate concurrently in a single session is described next.
Multiprocess Architecture
A multiprocess architecture presents several fundamental
challenges when applied to a real-time instrument product
such as an emulator. The user expects the "live" look and
feel of a benchtop instrument front panel. This means that
all parts of the user interface must update concurrently
whenever new information becomes available and command

Fig.4. The debug environrnent
supports both the earlier softkey
interface and the new OSF/Motif
interface, represented here by a
graphical emulat or / ana)yzer.

entry must always be enabled. Supplying this operation
requires solutions to several problems:
Arbitrating access to the shared emulator and analysis
hardware
Distributing notification to all windows of changes to the
state ofthe hardware and ofthe session
Managing session information, including the current working
directory, the name of the program loaded into the emulator,
and so on
Performing polling operations required for the session but
not the exclusive interest of any one user interface. This includes polling for emulator and analyzer status and simulated
VO transfers
Performing lengthy operations in background, such as uploading trace data and notifying the user interfaces upon
completion.
The debug environment uses an event-driven messaging
system coordinated by a daemon to conduct a session. This
is shown in Fig. 5. It is similar to the broadcast message
server used by the HP Visual User Environment9 and the
SoftBench system.S However, unlike the broadcast message
server, the daemon in the debug environment also operates
as a peer of its clients in its connection to the emulator
hardware and in its data processing activities related to
emulation hardware polling. Each process, including the
daemon, has a direct connection to the communications
channel attached to the emulator as well as a connection to
the message charurel anchored by the daemon. Let's discuss
the communications channel first.
Emulator Communications
The physical channel to the emulator can be either a dedicated serial line or a network connection via sockets over
the LAN. Communications are not funneled through the
daemon to avoid the overhead of multiple process context
switches and multiple buffer copies for each transaction with
the hardware. Instead, a kemel semaphore is used to arbitrate ownership of the channel. Once the channel is obtained,
ownership is retained until the complete transaction (or
atomic set of transactions) with the emulator is finished. At

this level the daemon is a peer of the other user interface
processes with no special privileges or responsibilities.
Arbitration
Semaphore-based arbitration offers different advantages for
serial and socket connections to the emulator. In the case of
a serial channel, the semaphore keeps multiple processes
from intermingling their traffic on the single physical channel. In the case of a LAN-based socket, this cannot happen.
There is a different socket for each process connected to
the emulator. However, one and only one socket can be active at any given time since the emulator serves each socket
in a round-robin manner. This is because the emulator is
inherently a shared resource that cannot be reentrantly accessed. By continuing to use a semaphore to control access
to the emulator, each process blocks at the level of the
semaphore operation until the emulator is available. This
makes it much easier to define appropriate timeouts for
each stage of a transaction. Blocking on the semaphore is
allowed to continue indefinitely whereas blocking on the
reply to a command times out to detect faults such as communications failures. In either case, the user can abort a
transaction by pressing Control-Gin the user interface.
In addition to the semaphore associated with the conumrnications channel to the emulator, another semaphore is used as a
count of how many processes axe currently rurming in a session. This includes the daemon and all its clients. Each process increments the value of the semaphore when it starts.
The operating system automatically decrements it when a
process exits. This is used for status checking and as part of
the locking system to prevent other users from accidentally
disturbing a session in progress.
System Start
Most daemon-based systems require the daemon to be explicitly started by the user or the system administrator and
to remain running until explicitly terminated. The start and
shutdown are typically added to boot scripts that run when
the workstation is rebooted. This was deemed to be unacceptable not only because of the additional complexity
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directly associated with the daemon, indicates that the
daemon is running. It has three states: none, starting, and
running. This is used to detect and resolve race conditions
that can occur if two or more user interfaces are started
simultaneously and each tries to start the daemon. Once the
daemon is running this semaphore is used to avoid the overhead of attempting to start another one.
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Userlnterfaces
(clientsol daemonl
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TargetProcessor
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TargetSystemEvents
SymbolDatabaseStatus
Simulated
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Simulated
l/0 Keyboard
Input
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Status
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Fig. 5. Debugenvironmentmultiprocessarchitecture.
exposed to the end user, but also because ofthe system resources that would be tied up perrnanently by each daemon.
Instead, the daemon for an emulation session is started automatically by the first client to nm and exits automatically
when the last client in the session ends. A third semaohore.
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Message Distritrution
Channel
The other channel in Fig. 5 is the message distribution channel. This channel is different from the communications
channel in that the daemon has unique responsibilities for
message distribution. All event messages axe first routed to
the daemon for processing. Alter processing the daemon
forwards a copy of each (possibly modified) event message
to each interested client. The client that generated the message does not act upon it until it comes back from the daemon. This is another aspect ofpacing the session to ensure
that all clients act upon all events in the same order. It also
simplifies client design in that no distinction is made between events generated within a client and those generated
elsewhere. In either case a client receives €m event message
and acts upon it.
Message Subscription
Which events is a client interested in? No client supports all
ofthe features ofthe debug environment. Routing all events
to all clients would result in much more message traffic than
is necessar5z.Most messages would simply be ignored.
Events in the debug environment are grouped into classes
(see the list in Fig. 5). When a client sta"rts,the only class it
receives by default is the SessionEventsclass. Events in this
class include notification of session state and chanqes to the
current working directory.
Clients subscribe to additional classes of events by sending
a charmel protocol message to the daemon listing the
classes desired. Classes may also be deleted, but this feature
is not used by any current debug environment clients. Two
things happen when a client subscribes to a new class of
messages. First, that client is added to the distribution list
for that class. Second, a copy ofthe most recent instance of
each event in that class is sent to the client. Some events are
purely transitory (e.g., step taken) whereas others represent
current values of retained state information (e.g., target processor status). It is the latter that are echoed to each newly
subscribed client.
The client makes no special queries for this to happen.
Instead, the client is automatically brought up to date with
all other clients already in the session. From the perspective
of the client there is no difference between a regenerated
message and one being frestrly distributed. In a query-based
approach the newly started client would specifically ask the
daemon for each piece of current state information it
needed. This was rejected on the grounds that this would
require a special body of software in each client and special
suppoft in the daemon for a one-time need. Ensuring that
the client software was complete was seen as an ongoing
source of maintenance and defects.
(continued
onpage98)
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Message Queue Implementation
The message channel is implemented as a single UNIXsystem message queue. A message queue offers low overhead and simple operation as long as message distribution is
limited to a single host. Sockets, and domaint sockets in
particular, were not mature when this choice was made
(1987). Today the choice is still appropriate since there is no
current need to distribute a single debug environment session
across multiple platforms. The X Window System and various network services provide support for remote network
access to a session.
The message tlpe attribute provided on each message is
defined as the combination of a client address and a packet
type. The address is assigned when a client attaches to the
daemon. The packet type distinguishes between connection,
t Domain
sockets
aresockets
optimized
f0rthr0ughput
whenb0thends0fthec0nnecti0n
reside
on the samenodein the network.
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event, acknowledgment, and channel protocol packets. UnIike a socket-based channel, the presence of the message
type allows message aclaxowledgments to be read from the
head ofthe queue even ifother messages destined for the
same client were placed in the queue earlier.
Most routine transmissions from clients to the daemon on
the message queue are actually synchronous, with the
sender waiting for an aclmowledgement that the message
was received and processed by the daemon. This was found
to be necessary for pacing the system properly. Clients cannot overrun the daemon since each transmission is aclcnowledgecl and, just as important, a sequence of events generated
in one client stays in proper sequence with events generated
in other clients.

Avoiding Deadlock
This picture of s5mchronous transmissions from each client
to the daemon and asynchronous transmissions from the
daemon to its clients is a little too simple, however. The
most important exception occurs when multiple transactions
with the emulator occur atomically within a single ownership of the channel semaphore. The daemon may very well
be blocked on the channel semaphore since it performs polling activities as well a"smessage distribution. If a client
attempts to forward an event message to the daemon slmchronously from within the channel lock, the acknowledgment will never arrive since the daemon is blocked on the
channel-a classic deadlock.
Messages are only sent within a channel lock when multiple
commands must be treated atomically, such as during
emulation configuration. Therefore, aclcrowledgment is disabled when messages are sent from within a charmel lock.
However, synchronism is not lost. The client that sent the
unaclorowledged messages is required to send one more
synchronously to ensu-re that it pauses until all messages are
processed by the daemon.
In addition, if another interface issues a command that
does not require accessing the hardware, it will not hang
even if this requires sending the daemon a message. This is
because the daemon is designed to suspend its channel wait
temporarily, process software-only messages (including any
acknowledgments), and then resume the charmel wait.
Messaging Citizenship and Command Forwarding
The message queue provides the transport layer for distributing events within the session. Subscription and distribution have already been discussed. But which events should
be distributed? Which are of session-wide importance?
Which are not? The definition of session-wide interest is
termed ci.tizenshi,p. The designer of each user interface is
responsible for going through the list of events supported by
the daemon and determining when, if ever, the user interface might generate the event. An example is the user command to step to the next source line in the target program.
Each program view, whether it is at the source level, the
assembly level, or the machine level, subscribes to the step
taken event message. Therefore, each place in the user interface of each window that can generate a program step
must also generate the event message that announces that
the step was taken. Any currently active program view will
then be notified ofthe step and take whatever actions are
required to update its window contents.
A second example of a session-wide concept is the current
working directory. It was too confusing (and only maxginally
useful) to allow each window to have its own value for the
current directory. Therefore, each user interface is required
to notify the daemon, via the appropriate event message,
whenever the user changes directories. Each user interface
responds to this event by making the system c.all to update
its own current working directory. The OSF/lVIotif user interfaces also respond by updating any file selection dialogs that
are currently raised as well.
A design rule related to this citizenship requirement is to
defer the secondary effects of a user command until the
event message arrives back from the daemon. In the case of
a program step, the step is performed immediately and, if

successful, an event message is sent. The secondary effects
of display updates are deferred until the event message is
received back from the daemon. In this way, the client responds to user-created events in the same way whether they
were initiated locally or in a different user interface in the
same session. This approach also creates very modular
code-the step code needs to lcrow nothing about memory
or source display code. The only software connection
between the modules is through messages.
Another aspect of citizenship is related to the operation of
command processing in the HP 64700 Series emulators.
Each transaction with the emulator consists of a command,
its reply, and any asynchronous events that may have occurred in the emulator since the previous transaction. An
asynchronous event message is generated when the target
prograrn hits a breakpoint, accesses guarded memory, and
so on. As mentioned above, to improve overall efficiency,
each user interface process has direct access to the emulator. However, as5mchronous messages must be distributed
throughout the session to update displays and perform other
actions. Furthermore, the contents ofthe asynchronous
message may be of no local interest whatsoever. For example, the software performance analyzer window has no local
response to a software breakpoint message. The citizenship
mle is that any such messages are stripped from the command reply and forwarded to the daemon for distribution.
No local action is taken until the message is distributed
back to the client by the daemon. Fortunately, asynchronous
messages are rare relative to the number of transactions
with the emulator. Thus, a breakpoint event returned to the
software performance analyzer window is dealt with in exactly the sarne way as if it were returned to the debugger. It
is not acted upon immediately, but is sent to the daemon and
routed to interested clients, one of which is certainly the
debugger.
An important consequence of this design is that the system
implements a bidirectional facility called command forwarding in each interface. Each interface is capable of sending
any legal command to any other interface running in the
session, and any interface is always able (exceptfor normal
blockages) to receive and execute commands sent from
other interfaces. Ttris exposes almost unlimited possibilities
to advanced system users, including the creation of complex
command scripts capable of automated testing using the
measurement strengf,hs of several windows at once.
Managing Message Queue Overflows
During a session, any of the user interface clients may be
suspended at any time to perform shell escapes or other
commands of unlorown duration. Arrangements must be
made to deal with event messages bound for a suspended
process. If the message queue fllls up with messages for a
suspended (or otherwise busy) user interface, the entire
session would freeze until those messages were read. The
daemon would block waiting for space to become available,
and the session would come to a halt-another deadlock.
The approach taken to deal with this situation is as follows.
When the message queue is full, the daemon pulls the oldest
message from the queue and determines which client it is
for. All messages for that client are then pulled from the
queue and placed into a temporary file, as are all future
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messages urtil firrther notice. A token is then placed into the
queue to be read by the client when it resumes operation.
This token indicates that messages have been redirected
and provides the name of the temporary fiIe in which the
messages are being put. When the client eventually returns
from the suspension, it reads this token instead ofan actual
event message. The client acts on this by informing the daemon (in an aclcrowledged, sy'nchronous transaction) that it
is ready to resume and then reads the backlog of nessages
from the temporary file. The file is removed when all messages in it are processed. The daemon then resumes the use
of the message queue for this client. This approach imposes
overhead only when a backlog actually develops. An alternative would be to inforrn the daemon of every user interface
operation that might take too long, discontinuing the use of
the message queue until the operation is complete. Not only
does this add overhead to every operation, but it relies on
the developer to identify all such situations.
One aspect of the need to swap out messages from the queue
is unique to the use of a single message queue as the transport mechanism. The queue rnay become full when any nonsuspended client attempts to transmit a message. However,
only the daemon can actually swap out messages. Since the
queue is full it cannot be used to notify the daemon of the
need to swap out messages. Instead, a UNlX-system signal,
SIGUSR2,
is sent from the client that detected the full queue
to the daemon. When the daemon receives this signal it
aborts its current task (if any) and immediately swaps out
the oldest messages from the queue.
The daemon is also capable of swapping out all messages
directed to itseH if no other messages are fourd in the queue.
This can happen in the rare situation where there is high
messaging activity and the daemon gets temporarily behind
in processing its own messages.
Other Daemon Functions
Other tasks are also performed by the daemon. Some events
returned by the emulator as as5mchronous messages require
further processing before transmission to the user interface
clients. An example of this is the receipt of an unknown software breakpoint message. This means that a breakpoint that
was not set by the emulator was executed by the target program. The run-time library provided with the HP Advanced
Cross Language System (AxLS) compiler uses this mechanism to announce the completion ofa target program (return from main0or call to exit0) and for faults such as divide
by zero or any other kind of message that the monitor or
user code wants to send to the host. The conversion from
the raw message to its final form is performed in the daemon before the message is copied for distribution. Each
class of messages is provided with a filter function, which is
invoked to perform this operation. The filter can either delete the message, modify it by obtaining additional information from the emulation system, or change it to a different
message altogether (see Fig. 6).
Another task performed by the daemon is polling for status
changes related to certain classes of event messages. This is
closely related to the filter functions since the filter functions accumulate the retained state information needed to
bring newly attached clients up to date. Just as there is a
filter function for each class of messages, there is also a
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subscription processing function for each class. This function is invoked each time a client subscribes (or desubscribes) to a specific message class as described above. In
the case ofa new subscription the appropriate event messages are recreated and sent specifically to the new client
window. In addition to this, some classes of messages require
status polling to determine state changes. Emulator and
analyzer status are two examples of this. Polling is only enabled when one or more clients are currently subscribed to
the associated message class. Thus, the first client to subscribe to a given class causes polling for status changes
related to that class to start and the last client to remove
itself from the subscription list causes status polling to stop.
A new event message is transmitted each time a change in
status is detected.
Usability Issues
Usability is a major concern and expectation with any product. This is especially true of products with computer-based
graphical user interfaces. The intense competition among
computer vendors to improve the toolkits and style guides
available to developers of applications running on their platforms is testimony to this fact. The decision was made early
in the development of the debug environment to use the
OSF/IIotif toolkit and to conform to the IBM Common User
Access standard, which applies to personal computers as
well as to workstations. This decision was necessary but by
no means sufficient to complete the design of the graphical
user interface for the debuq environment. Additional factors
considered were:

Concurrent operation of a debugger and an emulator style
interface
Application of direct manipulation concepts
Operation of scrollable windows with unbounded contents
Provision for user-supplied macros on pushbuttons or action
keys
Retention of all user-typed responses for later use
Provision of an immediate intemrpt or abort on lengthy
operations
Compatibility with the previous command-line-based user
interfaces.
Synchronous Window Operation
There are two major issues associated with the concurrent
operation of a debugger and an emulator style user interface
in the same session. The first is that a debugger pauses
whenever the target prograrn is running, whereas the emulator style is to stay alive while the target program mns. This
allows the user to peek and poke while the target system is
mnning (using the HP dual-port emulation memory architecture), albeit at a low level. The debugger pauses since most of
its displays are based upon the current state ofthe program
stack, which is essentially undefined while the target program is running. Therefore, allowing the emulator/analyzer
window to continue while the debugger/emulator window is
paused is a useful feature. The problem is that the debugger
must now be much more robust and able to handle the situation when the target program is started (or stopped) from
the emulator/analyzer window. Fortunately, the event system described previously in this article provides a natural
way to deal with this. The debugger responds to the "Target
program now rururing" event by going to its paused state.
When the "Target program now paused" event arrives the
debugger queries the target for its stack and register contents
and displays the current state.
This ability of the "live-keyboard" interfaces (such as the
emulator/analyzer and the software performance analyzer)
to continue operation while the debugger is paused because
of a running user program is crucial to the power of the debug environment. Ifthe user's code has gone astray the debugger may be useless in helping to understand the real probIem since it requires interaction with the emulation monitor
code to do anything. It might be more appropriate to take
some state traces to look at the errant operating situation.

The emulator/analyzer allows the user to take the traces and
display them all without disturbing the operation of the user
code (which may be disturbed enough already). The individual interface windows complement each other naturally and
powerfully in this manner.
The other issue concerning the concurrent operation of the
debugger and the emulator windows is the difference in
viewpoints. The debugger is typically used with a sourcelevel view of the target progrzun, whereas the emulator window is typically used for a machine or mixed C artd assembly
source view. Operations such as single-stepping the target
program and setting breakpoints are defined for both views.
However, not all operations at the low machine level correspond to those at the source level. Again, the event system is
used to communicate these events and care was taken to
ensure proper operation.
Pop-up Menus
Direct manipulation is fundamental to most successful
graphical user interface components such as sliders, scroll
bars, toggle buttons, and resize handles. It allows the user to
point at the item to be changed and to change it with immediate feedback. Indirect methods, such as pull-down
menu systems and pushbuttons, are useful when a direct
method would be confusing or obscure. The debug environment uses a combination of these methods. Furthermore, an
additional direct manipulation method is used to supplement some functions available in the pull-down menu system: the pop-up menu.10 Pop-up menus can be obscure since
not all portions ofthe user interface support them. The user
may become lost trying to remember when a pop-up is available and when it is not. In the debug environment the availability of a pop-up menu is announced by a change of the
mouse sprite. Normally, the position of the mouse is indicated by an arrow-shaped sprite. Whenever the mouse is
over a display area that supports a pop-up menu the sprite is
changed to a small hand shape, as in the left half of Fig' 7.
Holding the right mouse button down for more than one
second will raise the pop-up menu. The choices on the menu
apply to the highlighted line in the display (see the right half
of Fig. 7). These are chosen to make the most frequently
used operations quickly available. In the source window, for
example, these include setting and clearing breakpoints,
raising the text editor to examine or modify the source file

Fig. 7. Hand cursor indicates pop-up menu availability
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containing the line in the display, attaching a macro, running
until the highlighted line, and starting a trace ofprogram
activity from the highlighted Iine in the program. In any
event, if the user never discovers the existence of pop-up
menus in the product at all, all operations available on the
pop-up menus are also available from the pull-down menu
system. Thus, pop-up menus are an auxiliary, expert mode
of operation.
The behavior of the contents of the pop-up menu associated
with each type of display follows the same mles as the contents of pull-down menus. The entries in the menu are the
same no matter what line in the display is highlighted. If an
individual item is not appropriate for the higNighted line it
is halftoned to show that it does not apply. Related choices
are grouped together. An additional rule is that the first item
is always the one chosen if the user does a "quick click" of
the right mouse button. For example, the pop-up menu in
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Fig. 7 shows SeVDelete
Breakpoint
as the first item. This is the
default action taken if the user holds the right mouse button
for less than a second (a quick click). These rules, together
with the behavior of the mouse sprite, lead to a short learning
time and accurate operation of the pop-up menus.
Sticky Scroll Bars
Many of the displays in the debug environment provide
scrolling capability to allow the user to view the data of interest. However, the direct application of OSF/lVIotif scroll
bars is very difficult in some cases. One exarnple is the display of memory contents in the target system. The display
covers the entire address space of the target processor-up
to four gigab)'tes. Another example is the display of trace
data (the results of a trace of program execution). Here the
length is bounded by the size of the trace buffer in the analyzer, but the number of display lines is a nonlinear function

of the display mode and may be very expensive in time to
compute. For example, in one mode the display is restricted
to only the source lines that correspond to program execution in the trace buffer. Each source line reference may represent one to fifty lines of text. Each entry in the trace
buffer may correspond to zero, one, or even fifty source
Iines including leading comments.

application X Window System resources pemit the initialization of each of these recall dialogs with a user-specified
Filessection of the file selection
list. For example, the Previous
dialog can be initialized with the names of commonly Ioaded
absolute files, no matter what directory they are in. The recall buffer for the cut buffer can be initialized with comand so on.
monly used symrbols,such as main,loadHardware,

Thus, in the first case the number of lines is lcnown but
enorrnous, and in the second case the number oflines is
unknown but too large to compute quickly. The solution is a
"sticky slider" together with arrow buttons to perform the
home-up and home-down functions. The sticky slider acts
like a springJoaded return-to-center linear control. Dragging
the slider upwards scrolls the list a few lines, just like an
ordinary scroll bar slider. Dragging it back to the center
restores the original position ofthe list. Releasing the slider
allows it to return to the center ofthe slider trough, ready
for the next operation. An additional feature is that dragging
and holding the slider against either limit causes repetitive
scrolling for browsing. The basis for this design is that most
list scrolling operations are of limited range and it is very
inrportant to be able to undo a previous scroll in a predictable way. The absolute position feedback formerly provided
by the position ofthe slider is conveyed in the list itself: by
the memory address column in the memory data display and
by the trace Iist number offset in the trace data display.

To ease the pain oflong, difficult debugging sessions, the
crilTent contents of each recall buffer are saved whenever the
session is ended for continuation. Because the windows are
designed to be viewed simultaneously, each window uses the
system messaging facility to echo cuts to its local cut buffer
to all other session windows. This allows symbols and expressions to be shared easily with other windows where they
may be useful in following a complex debug hypothesis.

User Customization
Customization of the user interface to fit the specific needs
of each user was a high priority. X Window System resources provide one level of customization. The debug environment supplies over 50 application resources to allow user
adjustment of display size, timeouts (e.g., the pop-up menu
hold time), the initial state of the command line, the initial
contents of selection lists, preferred text editor, and more.
Perhaps the most significant of these is the action key
panel-a set of buttons for which the labels and the associated actions are both specified by the end user. The action is
in the form of a command to execute when the button is
pressed. One or more rows of action keys car-rbe specified by
the user. A default set is shipped for each window in the
debug environment. An action key can be defined to remake
and reload the target program, to reset and run the target
system, to specify and start often-used traces, to display data,
or to perform any other frequently required task. The command for an action key can use the current contents ofthe
cut buffer as part of the command. Syntactically, this is indicated by the use of an empty pair of parentheses, 0, in the
command text. Thus, the user can cut the name of a variable
in the display and then use an action key as an operator on
it, perhaps to initiate a trace of all accesses to that variable.
Acceleration for Symbolic Operations
Tlping entries in an otherwise fully graphical user interface
can be an annoyance. T],ping the same entry many times
during a session can be tmly aggravating. The debug environment solves this problem by providing a recall dialog for
nearly every text entry field in the user interface. This includes the command line, file selection dialogs, the cut
buffer, and others. trach time a text entry is made and applied it is saved in the associated recall dialog. Fufthermore,

Signal Support for X Windows
In most powerful applications, the user must be,able to cancel lengthy operations. The X Window System provides several mechanisms to allow this. Unfortunately, none is based
on the UNlX-system signal mechanism. The internals of the
debug environment were reused directly from the older
character-based user interface, which uses the signal mechanism to allow the user to abort lengthy operations. The user
is told to "Press Control-C to abort." The terminal driver
intercepts the Control-Ccharacter and issues an interrupt signal to the process. The X Window System makes no such
provision for special handling of certain characters in this
way. Furthermore, the remote clienVserver relationship permitted by the X Window System rules out any straightforward
implementation.
The solution taken by the debug environment is shown in
is mn in the
Fig. 8. A special-purpose daemon, XSigServe,
background on the same host that is running the debug environment. This is not necessarily the same host that is displayrng the session (the latter is known as the X server
host). The X Window System allows many different clients
to receive keyboard events from the same window. XSigServe
Workstation
orHost
Remote
Environment
Running
theDebug
Signal

Keyboard
Events

Network
Connection

F i g . 8 . D e l u r g c n v i r o n r n c n lX S i g S e r: vuec h i t o ( ' t u r ( l
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takes advantage of this to monitor the characters bound for
each debug environment window. When a Control-Carrives,
XSigServe
sends a SIGINT
signal to the process associated with
the X window in which the Control-Cwas pressed. The process that owns the window may be blocked or busy in a lowIevel operation when this occurs. Ordinarily it would not see
the Control-Cuntil the operation is completed. However, the
SIGINT
is delivered from XSigServe
immediately and the operation can be aborted. The window and process IDs as well as
the characters and signals to be monitored by XSigServe
are
passed from each debug environment to XSigServewhen the
debug environment is started by using an application-specific
property on the root window to find first XSigServe
and then
client messages to pass the information.
Backward Compatibility
Compatibility with previous user interfaces for the HP 64700
was very important. There is a large installed base of now
expert users ofthe older interface. An important objective
was to allow these expert users to transition to the new,
graphical, user interface at a pace of their own choosing.
The most salient feature of the previous interface in this
regard was the softkey-driven command line area. Eight
softkeys prompted the user with choices that were legal at
each point in the command entry process, including modifications in the middle of the command. This command line
area was retained in the debug environment as an optional
region at the bottom of each window. Initially off, the command line axea is added automatically when the user types
in the display axea ofthe user interface. It can also be added
by using an entry in the pull-dowr menu system. FYom the
keyboard, the command line operates exactly the same way
as in the older character-based product. Habits and tricks
Iearned by users still apply. In addition, enhancements were
made to take advantage ofthe mouse and the cut buffer. The
mouse can be used to position the text cursor and to perform cut and paste operations. A graphical recall buffer is
provided to hold previously issued commands.
In addition to these directly visible usability issues, the implementation dealt with two hidden problems. First, the debug environment reuses the substantial body of sofl;ware that
implemented the previous screen-oriented, but characterbased, user interface. Second, the work required to deliver
over a dozen different products containing four different
types of user interface windows (the debugger/emulator,
emulator/analyzer, software performance analyzer, and
emulation configuration windows) within a year had to
be minimized.
The original ASCll-oriented product core used a package
based on cursesto write character strings to specified locations on the terminal screen. The product core was isolated
from cursesby a display utility library that managed virtual
screens and provided printffunctionality to write into those
screens. Since cursesis based on support for terminals, the
notion of dynamic screen resizing was not built into the display library nor into the product core. The strategy adopted
for the debug environment was to replace cursesand the
other drivers under the display utility library with lookalikes that actually write to X windows. Neither the display
package nor the product core was modified to accomplish
this. Unfortunately, the prohibition against dynamic screen
resizing had to stay in effect. Thus, the main display area in
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the debug environment cannot be interactively resized by
the user. Instead, the size of the window is fixed by application resources (lines and columns) that the user cart place in
an XdefaultsfiIe to customize. Windows can be ended and
restarted easily for resizing without disturbing the state of
the debugging session.
User Interface Components
The strategy taken to minimize the amount of work required
to produce the plethora of products required was to create
user interface components. Each component is a software
object built from OSF/Motif widgets and perhaps other components (see Fig. 9). Some are very simple, such as the recall
dialog and the action keys. Others, such as the text window
that supports the display package, are quite complex. The
public interface for each requires no detailed knowledge of
the X Window System or OSF,Motif operations intemal to
the component, except that certain operations, such as raise

and lower, axe specific to graphical components in general.
The use of these components even for very simple operations, produces consistency "by construction" in all of the
products based on them.
Detrugger Macro System
A very powerfirl debugging feature provided by the debugger/
emulator is the use ofpredefined and user-defined macros.
Unfortunately, the use ofthis feature in previous debugger
versions was hobbled by user unfami-liarity with the built-in
macros and a poor interface for the entry of user macros.
The addition of the graphical features to the debugger gave
us a chance to clean up this interface, and provides a good
example of how the debug environment makes the debugging
task more friendly.
Debugger macros look like C functions: they have input
parameters, return a value, have local variables, and contain
C expressions and statements. In addition, debugger commands can be embedded within the macro. Within a macro,
target program variables, debugger variables, and processor
registers can be referenced, and variables local to the macro
can be defined. Macros can be called from an expression,
including expressions within a macro, although they carmot
be called recursively. Since they can call other macros, and
one of the built-in macros allows forwarding commands to
any of the other concurrent interfaces, debugger macros
can even cause a command to be executed in a different
interface.
Macros have the following uses within the debugger: they
can be called directly to execute a complex series of debugger commands, they can be called after a breakpoint or step
command to implement complex or data driven brea$oints,
and they can be used to patch taxget code without recompiling. To implement complex breakpoints, a macro can be
attached to a breakpoint to be called when the breakpoint
is hit. The macro return value will then be checked, and if
nonzero, the program will resume execution at the current
instruction pointer. Program execution will stop (and a
message will be generated) if the return value is zero. This
feature is used to patch target code by attaching the patch
macro at the start of the improper code, executing the new
code within the macro, setting the instruction pointer to
point to the end of the improper code, and returning a nonzero value to continue execution at that point. Macros can

also be attached to every program step using the Stepwith
Macromenu selection to form debugger assertions, as in
most host-based debuggers.
Before the debug environment, using the macros took a
level of skill few users mastered. For example, in the code
fragment shown in Fig. 10, to cause progrzun execution to
cease at line 104 when the variable num-checksis equal to 10,
the user needed to remember that a macro cotrld be attached,
remember the macro name when,and remember the type of
parameter it takes, resulting in the command:
Breakpoint
Instruction
#104;when(num-checks==1
0).
Even more difficult was creating a user-defined macro to
accomplish the same task. This required the user to execute
MacroAddintstop0and then enter the
the command Debugger
body of the macro in the journal window:

t

== 10)
if (num_checks
return(0);
else
return{l);

)
If an error was encountered following entry of the macro
body (say the user misspelled num-checksas num_cks),then the
entire macro had to be reentered. This was not particularly
friendly.
The graphical version of the new debugger supports these
uses by providing a selection dialog ofbuilt-in and userdefined macros (Fig. 10). This dialog shows the defined
macros and their parameters, and whether they are built-in
or user macros. The selected macros can be edited (if a user
macro), called, or attached to a breakpoint line, with the
parameters specified in the dialog. Editing of a user macro
takes place in a terminal window using the editor that the
user has specified in the resource file. Ifa syntax error is
detected in the macro after editing, the user is given a
chance to edit again, with the cursor positioned on the line
containing the error. The graphical debugger provides three
sample user macros, which can be used as templates by the
user to create macros.
Macro editing and selection are also supported by several
pull-down menus. User-defined macros can be stored into a

Fig. 10. Macro dialog system.
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file by using the File-Store-User_Defined
Macrosflle selection
dialog, and can be restored using the File-Load-User_Defined
Macrosfile selection dialog. These dialogs allow the user to
save macros before exiting a debug session and restore
them upon starting a new session. This feature was very
difficult to use with the nongraphical interface and resulted
in a great deal of fmstration with the interface when a great
amount of time was spent entering macros only to Iose them
upon ending the debug session.
Summary
The HP 64700 embedded debug environment provides a very
powedul and automatically integrated suite of debugging
tools for embedded system development teams using emulators. The ability of this system to move back and forth rapidly
between static and real-time debugging and the power of its
emulation and measurement hardware make it suitable for
even the most difficult embedded system debugging problems. Its ability to integrate with the HP SoftBench CASE
framework allows natural extensions to handle advanced
embedded software development using larger teams. It is
designed to fit the needs of advanced embedded developers
and excels at meeting the challenge of delivering quality
real-time systems under severe time-to-market pressures.
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How can code written by 15 or more individual programmers, with the number of lines of source code extending
into the hundreds ofthousands, be analyzed and optimized?
Problems that arise tlrough the subtle interactions of many
different modules of code are in the realm of the HP 81487
software performance analyzer. The HP 81487 consists of
an option card for the HP 64700A emulation cardcage and
analysis software for HP 9000 Series 300 and 700 workstations and the Sun Microsystems SPARCstation.
Fig. 1 shows the HP 81487 user interface. This interface
operates under the HP 64700 debug environment, which is
described in the article on page 90.
The first software performance analyzer for embedded
systems design was the HP 643104, an option card for the
HP 64000 family of microprocessor development products.
Using the microprocessor emulator as the input device, the
HP 64310A monitored the memory and VO addresses that
were ou@ut by the microprocessor under emulation. A local

processor on the software performance analyzer would cycle
the analyzer through as many as 16 preselected address
ranges, stopping at each range for a user-specified period of
time. Any time the value of the address on the emulation
processor fell within the range currently being monitored, a
counter was incremented. After all ranges were monitored,
the entry point into this list of ranges would be randomly
selected and the process would start all over again.
The HP 64310A could monitor program activity, memory
activity, function duration, and intermodule linkage. Although it collected data in real time (the emulation processor wzrs never stopped to collect data), the data that it gathered was essentially statistical in nature. Memory activity
could be analyzed only if it occurred when the analyzer was
looking at the particular location where the activity occurred. Ifaprogram ran long enougft, on the average enough
data could be gathered to give an accurate picture ofthe
efficiency of execution of the code under analysis. All of the

Fig. 1. HP Bl4B7 software
performance analyzer user
interface.
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measurements made by the HP 643104 were statistically
sarnpled. This analyzer had some severe limitations that are
addressed by the HP 81487 analyzer.
The HP 81487 analyzer can perform real-time, nonsampled
measurements. This gives the analyzer the capability of recording accesses to every address that the emulation microprocessor requests. Thus, extremely low-duty-cycle events
can be readily tracked and analyzed. These tlpes of events,
such as interrupts from the outside world, were very difficult
to catch with statistical sampling methods.
Modern microprocessors axe much more complex in their
operation than the processors that the HP 64310A had to deal
with. Modern processors implement techniques such as prefetching, pipelines, and caches to speed up their operations.
These techniques are used because accesses to the outside
world, such as RAM and ROM memories, are inherently
slower than internal accesses. Therefore, the processor attempts to minimize the need to fetch instructions from external memory. As a result, accesses to external memory axe
decoupled from the sequence of execution of the fetched
instructions.
Caches present a severe challenge for a software performance analyzer. A cache is a data and/or instruction memory
within the microprocessor from which the processor attempts to execute successive instructions. Operations from
within the cache are inherently much faster than operations
that require accesses to external memory. The microprocessor's cache control unit attempts to keep the cache filled
with the most current set of instructions and data. Only
when the processor needs new instructions or data in its
internal cache does any observable bus activi{y occur. Ifthe
cache is large enough, and "large enough" is loosely defined
as when both possible destinations of a program branch are
contained in the cache, then long periods of time can go by
without any observable bus activity. In such a situation, a
software performance analyzer is virtually useless.
A designer might solve this dilemma by instructing the microprocessor to turn off the internal caches, thereby causing
all accesses to go to external memory. This would solve the
problem, but the system would obviously not be mnning at
full speed. An alternative solution is to insert certain instructions called markers into the code. The markers instmct the
microprocessor to perform write operations to external
memory or VO space at critical locations in the program,
such as function entry or exit points, or when the embedded
operating system initiates a task switch. The software performance analyzer can then be configured to record and
make measurements based upon these marker-based events.
Measurements
The software performance analyzer is capable of making a
variety of software performance measurements. These
measurements answer the questions:
Why does it take so long to execute my program?
Which modules are slowing down overall program
execution?
How intensive is my program's use of data or VO ports?
How much time is spent getting between various points in
my program?
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Which function is called most often?
Which functions are taking the most processor time?
What is the time distribution of calls to my functions?
Activity Measurements
Activity measurements are bus cycle counting measurements designed to present the user with an overview of how
a progriun is using the microprocessor resources. This type
of measurement provides answers to the first three of the
above questions. These measurements can reveal which
library a program is executing in most of the time, or how
often a region ofprogram space is being accessed.
Memory Activity Measurements. The software performance
analyzer makes two types of activity measurements. The
first is a raw count of cycles. This measurement will show
how intensive is the use of data or VO ports. The software
performance anafyzer counts cycles and records the durations of cycles by sequentially scanning each of the memory
regions being monitored. If a cycle of a particular type occurs in the memory region being monitored, it is counted. To
make this measurement, each of the specified memory regions of a user's program are inspected one at a time for a
period of 2.5 ms. All cycles of the specified type in this memory region are counted. In addition, a timer records and
sums the lengths of these counted cycles. At the end of the
2.5-ms period the results are recorded and the next memory
region is inspected.
After scanning each of the user's memory regions once, the
analyzer has, in essence, completely dissected a 2.5-ms
trace of all cycles for all memory regions. It used approximately 2.5 ms times the number of memory regions to do it,
and it looked at different samples for each memory region.
Assuming that the user's program is repetitive, the statistics
of this sampling will approximate the true execution of the
program. A maximum of 254 user-defined memory regions
can be inspected once each to capture 2.5 ms of trace in
approimately 640 ms.
Fig. 2 shows the result of a typical memory activity measurement. This measurement shows that the user program is
spending 17% of the execution time of the processor accessing a memory region labeled data.The majority of the processor's time, 66%, is being spent accessing memory regions
that are not defined. The amount of time that has been completely processed is 5.3 seconds. This implies that if you
could make a trace of all cycles for 5.3 seconds and sort all
of the cycles into the appropriate memory ranges, a display
like that of Fig. 2 would appear.
A limitation of this type of cycle counting measurement
occurs in trying to measure the performance of a program.
Raw cycle counts do not give an adequate measurement of a
fiurction's per{ormance because they exclude memory cycles
associated with program execution. Consider the example
of trying to measure the performance of the two functions,
a_funcand b_func.One measurement of the performance of
a_funcard b_funcusing a raw cycle count of memory activiff
might yield a histogram like Fig. 3a. The undefined activity
is the activity associated with reads and writes to the stack
and variables. Variables in embedded prograrns are typically
located outside the address range of the instmctions of the
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function. Thus, the cycle counting (memory activity) measurement only records opcode fetches or instmction execution in the range of the function and misses the associated
read and write operations that occur outside the range of
the function.
Program Activity Measurements. A different activity measurement overcomes this limitation by using the opcode cycle as
the key cycle to determine if cycle recording should be
turned on or off. If the opcode cycle is in the active memory
region it will be recorded, but in addition all other cycles
occuffing after it will also be recorded until the next opcode. This allows the software performance analyzer to record the opcode and all cycles associated with the opcode.
In this program activity measurement, all of the time will be
properly divided among all of the active functions, as shown
in Fig. 3b. The undefined cycles axe allocated to the functions that generated them, thereby giving a more correct
understanding of program operation.
Fig. 4 shows the results of making a prograrn activity
measurement. The histogram in Fig. 4 shows that the
apply_productions
module is using most of the processor resowces (51%o).The table in the lower half of Fig. 4 is just an
expansion of the information shown in the upper histogram.
A variety of additional information is provided for each of
the captured memory regions. In particular, the number of
cycles and the total time that the cycles have been active are
recorded. The time per cycle is a measure of the average
execution time of a cycle. The mean is an estimate of the
arnount of time that each memory region is active in a onesecond period. The standard deviation or variance indicates
the variation about the mean.
The advantage of program activity measurements is that
they allow the user to define events that cover large segments of memory. The user can define an event for each of
the libraries of a program, and the software performance
analper can quickly determine which library is using the
most processor resources. With this information, the user
a_func
b_func
Undefined

30o/o
?trlo'/o
4ll%

(al

a_func
b_func
Undefined

460lo
il?lo
Oolo

(bl
Fig. 3. Softwareperformarce analyzeractivity measurements.(a)
Memoryactivity measurement.(b) Programactivity measurement

50%

Fig. 2. Software performance
analyzer memory activity measurement.

can define events to represent each of the functions in the
slow library and make a new profile measurement to find
out which function is taking too much time.
After isolating in a general manner the libraries and modules
that are taking too long to execute, the user can focus more
directly on exactly which functions axe perfoming poorly. In
addition, it can be determined if a function (such as malloc)is
being called too often or if a function is on occasion behaving in an unexpected manner, leading to a single long execution time for the function. Finally, the user can examine the
time between specific points of the program and determine
if time-critical intervals are within specifications.
Duration Measurements
A software performance analyzer duration measurement
answers the last four questions listed above. Duration measurements are real-time, nonsampled measurements. The
measurements continuously capture information about all of
the functions or intervals selected. No sampling occurs and
each start and exit of each of as many as 84 functions or
intervals are continuously recorded. The only limitation is
that function or interval start and exit address events must
not continuously occur at an average rate higher than one
every 100 ps. Bursts ofless than 500 events can be handled
even if they are only nanoseconds apart, but continuous
sub-100-us intervals will lead to situations where the software performance analyzer cannot keep up. This will be
explained in more detail later and in most typical situations
is not a constraint that a user has to deal with. The softwaxe
performance arralyzer can make interval and three different
function duration measurements.
IntervaI Durati on M easurements. Interval duration measurements are adfuess point-to-point measurements. These measurements reveal how long it takes to get from one point to
another in a program. To make this measurement, the software performance analyzer isolates the unique address
points, qualifies the address points with the proper status,
and then stores the address points along with a time tag. A
dedicated softwaxe performance ar.alyzer microprocessor
then evaluates and matches the start and end points of each
interval and generates an event occurrence. The time associated with the event occurrence is calculated and tabulated.
The dedicated software performance analyzer microprocessor can process a start and exit pair and do all of the
associated math tabulation in less than 85 microseconds.
The results of an interval duration measurement are then
transmitted to the host interface, which translates the saved
values into floating-point values and presents the results to
the user.
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A typical intewal duration measurement is shown in Fig. 5.
Different intervals can be measured, such as the time from
the exit of a functo the entry of a_funcor the time between
successive calls to b_funcor the time between the start of
c_funcand the start of e_func.The interval duration table provides additional information about the interval duration
measurement.
Function Duration Measurements. Fr.rnction duration measurements are measurements of the length of time it takes a
function to execute. The software performance analyzer can
make three types of function duration measurements. These
axe function duration including all calls, function duration
excluding all calls, and function duration excluding profiled
calls. The first (function duration including all calls) will
measure the time from the start of the function to the end of
the function and include all time spent executing code associated with functions that are called from a function. This
including calls measurement will also include time servicing
an interrupt if an interrupt occurs in the middle of a function
being measured.
The second duration measurement (function duration excluding all calls) will only record the time spent executing
the selected function. All calls and all time spent servicing
intemrpts will be excluded from the measurement.
The third duration measurement (furction duration excluding
profiled calls) will include into the measurement of function
duration all time associated with the function and all calls

Fig. 4. Software perforrnance
analyzer prograrn activity nrea
surement histogram and table

except those functions that axe also being profiled. An interrupt function will be included or excluded from the time
associated with the measurement of a function depending
upon whether the interrupt is being profiled.
To make function duration measurements the software performance analyzer isolates the start and end address points,
qualifies the address points with the proper status, and then
stores them along with a time tag. The dedicated software
performance analyzer microprocessor then reads the stored
events, matches the start and end points ofeach function,
and generates ar event occurrence. The time associated
with the event occurrence is then calculated and tabulated.
All this is similar to how interval durations are calculated
except that two additional hardware and dedicated microprocessor operations are required. The software performance analyzer hardware, in addition to isolating the start
and end points of a function, will also recognize the address
range of a function. This is used with the excluding all calls
function duration measurement to stop an internal timer
when the function being measured is not in range.
A second hardware consideration is the prefetch correction
circuitry. Prefetch correction circuitry removes 90% of all of
the prefetches associated with the start and end address
points of a ftrnction. A program loop near the exit of a program may prefetch the exit and possibly the entrance to a
second function. An algorithm using the in-range feature of a
function removes most of this prefetching. Addresses that
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Fig.5. Software perfornrance
analyzer interval duration
nleasurement.
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Fig. 6. Example program. Function a_funcis called repetitively.
Function a_funccalls b-func,and so on.

are prefetched and get through the hardware correction
algorithm are then typically removed by the dedicated software performance analyzer microprocessor. The software
performance analyzer microprocessor contains an internal
stack that attempts to mimic the call stack of the program.
This stack contains each ofthe function start calls. When a
function exit occurs the stack is searched to find the appropriate function entry. Algorithms used in association with
the call stack attempt to minimize the occurrence of unused
prefetch.
Consider the case ofthe five functions (a_func,b_func,c_func,
d_func,e_func)all of which are identical in execution time.
Assume that a_funccalls b-func, which in turn calls c_func,
which then calls d-func, and finally, d_funccalls e_func.Also
asslune that a_funcis repetitively called so that as soon as
a_funcexits, it is called again.
A picture of the execution of these functions might look
something like Fig. 6. Assume that the user only measures
functions a_func,b_func,and c-func. Software performance
analyzer measurements of these functions might show results like those shown in Fig. 7. Observe the differences in
the three types of duration measurements. Each measurement provides information about the duration of a function
in a marmer that a user may want to observe it.
Galf Stack. The dedicated software performance analyzer
microprocessor is responsible for combining start and exit
function events to create a function duration time. A simple
approach is just to subtract the time associated with the
entry event from the exit event time to create a time duration. This will work in an including calls measurement but
not in an excluding calls measulement. The excluding calls
measurement must subtract out the time of called functions
from the duration of the function currently being measured.
To overcome this limitation and others involving prefetch,
the dedicated softrvare performance analyzer microprocessor
uses its duplicate call stack. Proper calculation offunction
durations is dependent upon the validiff ofthis internal stack.
Statistics. The dedicated software performance analyzer
microprocessor is responsible for determining function or
interval duration and summing the duration results for statistical analysis as quickly as possible ( < 100 ps). The approach taken is to use integer math and avoid floating-point
conversions and floating-point math. Thus, every event duration that is recorded is summed into a total duration for the

particular event. The event duration is then compared to the
current maximum and minimum values to determine these
statistics. Finally, the event duration is squared and summed
for a standard deviation calculation to be performed later.
Each event is summed by the dedicated software performance analyzer microprocessor into an event history, which
resides with the dedicated software performance analyzer
microprocessor. The integer values are moved to the host,
converted to double-precision floating-point values, and
processed by the host processor to generate the maximum,
minimum, mean, and standard deviation values presented to
the user.
Address Alignment. A user interface feature is the ability of
the interface to Iook up function and static variable symbols
automatically and define events for them. It does this by
examining the symbol data base and locating function and
static variable symbols. These symbols are converted to
address ranges that are aligned to the microprocessor fetching address. For example, the microprocessor address range
of a function may be 1002h through l24Th. The fetched addresses of this microprocessor may be on 4-byte boundaries
and may appeax as 1000h andIZMh. The software performance analyzer corrects for this and defines the start of this
function on the occurrence of address 1000h artd the exit of
this function on the occurrence of address 12tl4h.
A second problem now appears if a function precedes the
function discussed and ends on address 1001h. Ifthis preceding function is also aligned it will appear to exit on address 1000h while the second function starts on address
1000h. This then becomes a problem for the software performance analyzer that is impossible to solve. If address 1000h
is observed, is it a function exit or a function entry? To correct this problem the software performance analyzer allows
the start and exit addresses to be adjusted. In this particular
situation the user may wish to push the start addresses forward by two by'tes so that the new start address of the original function is now on the fetched address 1004h instead of
1000h. Adjusting the addresses to align them on 32-bit
( -byte) boundaries will sometimes introduce a small error,
which is insignificant in most cases.
Markers. ffa user is using markers, the softrvare performance
analyzer will automatically define both the address range of
the function and the start and end addresses of the markers.
The function duration and interval duration measurements
will then use the marker addresses.
Markers are write statements placed at the staxt and end of
each function. The software performance analyzer uses
these statements to determine function duration and interval duration. One advantage ofmarkers is that the user can
turn on the microprocessor instruction cache and data
cache (provided that write statements can write through the
cache) and the software performance analryzer can still
make valid performance measurements.
To use the marker feature of the software performance analyzer, certain conditions need to be satisfied. The software
performance analyzer must have unique start and end markers for each function that is to be measured. The best way to
provide these is to add two static variables (unsigned short
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to save memory space) to each function that the user wants
the software performance
analyzer to measure.

One method

'I'he

use of the #ifdef statements

names of the start variable

and the end variable

should

statements
compile

of adding markers
at the appropriate

the markers

Fig. 7. Three tlpes of software
Derformance analvzer function
truratiorr measurements for the
example program of Fig. 5.
to a prograrn is to add #ifdef
places, as shown in Fig. 8. The

will allow the trser to conditionally

in and out of the code'

be the same as the name of the function with the lidi;i;;;
a prefix. For example, the function main could have a start

To configure

variable labeled s_main and an end variable labeled e_main.At

s_ e_"
ers, the user sets the shell variable HPSPAMARKERS="yeS

the start of the function

before starting the emulation session. All functions then
defined will pick up the full address r:mges of the function

a value must be assigned to s_main.
per-

This can be zero or any other value, since the software
formance

analyzer does not read data values. Similarly,

the end of the function

at

a value must be assigned to the vari-

able e_main. The user must write values to the markers because the software performance
analyzer is looking for
writes

to these specified variables. If the user chooses to
use the prefix s- for the start marker and e- for the end
marker of a function, these same prefixes must be used for
all functions

that the user wants the software

unalyzer to recognize.
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Softrvare

Performance

The block

diagram

analyzer is shown
hardware

Analyzer

Architecture

of the HP 81487 software
schematically

performance

in Fig. 9. The HP 81487

consists of three main sections: the microcontroller

core, the data acquisition

section,

and the host interface.

#ildel MARKERS
staticshortint s_testvalue;
staticshortint e testvalue;
fendil

Data is transferred between the HP 81487 and the HP
64700A emulation cardcage via the host interface. This interface consists of a dual-port RAM (8K by 16 bits) and a control register. When the cage is first powered up, the microcontroller is held in a reset state. The sof[waxe performance
analyzer is released from reset when firmware changes the
state of the reset bit in the control register.

boolean
testvalue{myvalue)
int myvalue;
#ifdelMARKERS
s_tesoalue= 0;
#endif
if (myvalue
> 100)

Data (and commands) are exchanged between the host and
the microcontroller via dual-port RAMs. When the host writes
to a command location within this memory a microcontroller
intem-rpt is generated. The microcontroller reads the command location, clearing the intemrpt. It then processes any
data that the host has placed in the RAM.

fifdefMARKERS
= 0;
e_testvalue
#endil
return(TRUE);
,
#ifdefMARKERS
e_lestvalue= 0;
#endif
return(FALSE);
l

When the microcontroller wants to signal the host it writes
to another command location within the RAM. This action
sets a bit in a status register that is visible to the host processor in the cardcage. When the host sees this bit set, it
reads the command location and clears the bit.

Fig. 8. Using itdetsto insert markers in a function.
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processing the results into a format that is suitable for transto the host. Because of the large amount of highspeed data processing required, a 68EC030 was chosen as
processor.
the controlling
mitting

verifiThe ROM holds all of the operating
and performance
cation code (firmware).
Since ROM is slower than RAM, the
contents

of the ROM are copied into RAM after reset. Deltaare generated every 2.5 ms by a downderived from the processor clock. These intern-rpts

time intermpts
counter

are used to implement
activity
sampled

measurements

The data acquisition section performs the actual measurements. Fig. 10 is a simplified schematic diagram of this hardware block. Its main components are ranging hardware,
counter/timers, state machines, and high-speed first-in,
first-out (FIFO) buffers-

a real-time

clock and help to control

that are rurning

in a statistically

mode.

AnalysisBus

The ranging hardware is responsible for identifuing the incoming events. An event can be a 32-bit address or address
range. The ruurgecompaxators are constructed using
64K-by-4-bit high-speed static RAMs. Tlvo stages of RAMs
are used with a pipeline register behveen them. Without
pipelining, the goal of 25-MHz operation could not have been
met within cost goals. The range information is programmed
into the RAMs by the onboard microprocessor from data
provided by the host workstation. These high-speed RAMs
are called compare R.\Ms.
Measurement control is handled by two state machines. One
is used for the activity measurements and the other for the
time duration measurements. The state machines axe implemented in programmable array logic (PALs), one PAL for
each state machine. PALs gave us the flexibility to chartge
complex measurement algorithms during development.
They also allow for field upgrading and enhanced measurements in the future.

n16

Inleff||pts

Activity Measurement Hardware
All measurements involve the counting or timing of events.
This requires the design oftwo sets ofcounters, one for
counting events (state counting) and one for counting
elapsed time. Storing or sampling of time counts requires
careful design. The counter must be able to run at high
speed to give the time resolution needed. It must also have
sufficient width to record long elapsed times. This often
leads to the counter's still changing its output state long
after the input clock tick has arrived.

HostBus

To solve this problem a Gray-code count sequence is used.
Gray code permits only one bit to change per clock pulse. If
the store strobe (the signal that reads the clock state) occurs during a count transition the maximum error is +l
count. Since the clock source is 50 MHz, this translates to a
+20-ns error per count store.

Fig. 9. Harrlware blor:k cliagrum of the HP Rl87 soft,ware perlirrmance
analyzcr.
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Analysis
Strobe

implemented using PA-Ls.Conversion time is approximately
230 ns for a27-bit Gray-code-to-binary conversion.

Address
t2
Datato Microcontroller
Address
fromMicrocont.oller

ReseVRun/Hold
2
RollOver
Event
Data

2
27

';J[TiH',
ftii
Datato
Microcontroller
Tolnternal
StaleAnalyzer

Activity measurement ranges are defined by programming
up to 254 ranges into the compare RAMs. A second bank of
RAM, called the decode RAM, is programmed to provide a
true output when it identifies a current range of interest
coming from the compare RAM. The activity state machine
observes the state of this signal and the type of cycle in
which it occurred (i.e., opcode fetch, memory read./write,
etc.). The counters are then turned on or off depending on
the type of activity measurement being performed. Each
range of interest is scanned for 2.5 ms. At the end of this
time interval the onboard microcontroller strobes the contents of aII counters into the sample registers simultaneously.
The decode RAM is then reprogrammed to observe another
range of interest. By programming only the compare RAMs
with all of the ranges of interest and only reprogramming
the decode RAM between ranges, dead time between range
samples is held to an absolute minimum. The measurement
is then allowed to continue for another fixed length of time.
The microcontroller is responsible for accumulating these
counts and transmitting them to the host.
Duration Measurement Hardware
The basic function of duration measurements is to record
the time between the occurrence of two events in the user's
program. These can be function entry or exit points, access
to memory VO, or the processor's writing out markers because of instrumented code. It is very important that the
duration measurements properly record the time interval for
every execution under observation. Therefore, a large fraction of the design effort was spent to ensure that data would
be acquired by nonsampling methods. This ensures that all
interval execution times, no matter how small, are represented in the measurement results. Also, maximum time
resolution was required (40 ns) for very long intervals
(hours). Furthermore, it was important to minimize or
remove the effect of processor prefetching from the
measurement results.
The design implemented is able to measure up to 84 function intervals directly (nonsampled) with a time resolution
of +40 ns for very long periods (months). Up to 95% of prefetch conditions can be corrected for by a combination of
hardware and firmware processing. Measurement results
can include or exclude time spent in functions called by the
function under obsewation.

Fig. 10. Simplifiedblockdiagramof the dataacquisitionser:tionof
l,h€rsoftwareperformanceanalyzer.
One drawback of Gray code counting is that the counts
must be converted to binary at some point. This could be
accomplished in firmware, but this would seriously reduce
the effective data processing speed. For this reason the Gray
code is converted to binary by a hardware decoding circuit,
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A duration measurement starts when a qualified event is
recognized by the address comparators. The duration state
machine then decides (depending upon the measurement
type) if the event number and time should be stored into the
pipeline register. The pipeline register can be flushed if the
state machine determines a prefetch has occurred. Any previous valid entries that may be contained in the pipeline
register are written into a first in, first out buffer (FIFO).
The state machine considers a prefetch to have occurred if
the current event under observation is exited via the function return point and then is reentered without going
through the function entry point (Fig. 11). Also, if a function
is entered more than once without exiting through the return point the state machine will flush all but the last entry
point from the pipeline register. The user can defeat this

limit of the time counter (2.6 seconds) the counter provides
two signals to the state machine: half count and full count.
These signals generate a FIFO store if none is pending as a
result of an entry or exit. By using these intermediate time
counts the firmware can compute large time intervals
between events.

Entry

'

Entry/
Store
i'

,_

ExiV
Store

Reentel
Same/r
Flush

ExiUSto.e
in
PipelineBegister

Reenter
Same/
Flush i

Exit/Store

I Entry/Store

Fig. 11. Simplified prefetch correction state diagram.

action by maxking functions as recursive. The elimination of
prefetches prevents the FIFO from overflowing when code
loops exist at the end of a function. If this situation were not
properly handled in hardware, prefetches could cause the
FIFOs to fill faster than the microcontroller
could process
them and errors would occur.
The FIFO provides an interface to the microcontroller. As
long as events enter the FIFO at an average rate less than
one every 100 ps the controller can continue to process data
in a nonsampled mode. If the FIFO over{lows an intemrpt is
sent to the microcontroller
and the user is notified. Interrupts axe also provided for half and 75o/oflll. The flrmware
makes use of these to delay noncritical tasks until the controller has caught up with the data stream. This allows the
HP 81487 to maintain a very high rate of data throughput.

An additional feature of duration mea.su-rements is the ability to send a trigger signal to the internal state analyzer of
the HP 64700 cardcage whenever an interval exceeds a userspecified limit. This is useful for correlating a time limit with
the state trace of the target microprocessor. This measurement is limited to one event and a maximum of 2.5 seconds.
This is accomplished by first having the decode RAM tag the
interval of interest by having the time event signal go tme
when the interval of interest is recognized. The state machine then activates a timer when the entry point of the interval is recognized. A comparator monitors the state of the
counter and triggers a flip-flop if the interval exceeds a userspecified time limit. The counter is reset to zero by the state
machine when the end of the interval is recognized.
Conclusion
The HP 81487 represents a significant advance in the field
of software performance analysis. As an integrated part of
the HP 64700 product family and the HP 64700 debug envirorunent it helps provide the embedded systems designer
with the powerful tools needed to design complex and
demanding embedded applications.
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Duration events may have very large time intervals between
them. To measure large intervals that exceed the maximum
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